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Sewing Machines
At

—

daily

BUSINESS CARDS.

in

J. H. Chadwick &

a

Hates of Advertising: One inch oi
space, In
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
f 1 50 per square
first week; 75 cents per
week after ; three insertions, or less, $1 00; contiuuey^rY other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after,
Special Notices, one third additional.
Uuder head of “Amusmkments,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
andSOceuts per square for each mAMoquent insertion.
Address all commnnications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

I82».)

Co., Ag’ts,

DAN

17 Union St., Portlnnd.
to order.
All Job-

No.

Doors, Sash and Blinds made
bing promptly attended to.

myl7d2w*

Bakers.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED, Wo.91 Middle

OF

Street._

BOSTON

Operators.

Work supplied whereby to pay for the
Machine when desired.

The work can be taken out and made at home.
To those not having
Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more practical assistance toward the selection of a good machine, from the fact of
having used
all kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be derived from observing the fanciful performance of some
skillful operator.

WM. A. QUIWCY, Room
11, Printer’s
Exchange, Wo. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACKFORD, Wo. 35 Plam
Street.

Pure White Lead !
Dry

Ground in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC,
LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,

we

and

warrant to be

strictly

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
S

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

SIMPL*E

AS
—AND

mett Neill &

Co.,

Philadelphia.

of

We have also for sale at lowest market price,
WUkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Plttston
Coals, shipped from tbe vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
]>ort of shipment to any point desired.
tfapr27

Richardson,

Co.,

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

No.

Hill &

RUSINE81I PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

sold,

Versatile in Facilities and A dju ulna cars

COLLECTION! of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made

approved

on

Will
FROM

THE

ollaterals.

save

guarantee to sell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUT OP US.
we

mitcmxL
18

&

co.,

on

IMPROVED

JttACHINE.

The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year
were

dec22

181,260.

commission.
eod6m

EXCEEDING

CH AS. i.

SCHUMACHER,
FRESCO_PA INTER
Having just returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed his
to embody into his future
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
OFFICES AT

A. G. Schlotterbeck <£
303 Congress st.

PORTLAND,

apl2tf

ME.

M. MARKS,

WM.

Book,

Co.,

Card & Job

Printer,

OF

This report indicates how well the Singer Sewmachine maintains It early and well earned

We invite all those that
Sewing Machine to call at

about

are

purchasing

a

331 CONGRESS STREET,
constantly on
keep
Machines iu the

Where we shall
sortment of these
linish.

hand,

a

various

full

as-

styles of

machines said an monthly Instalments.
jyMachin© Stitching and Stamping for Embroid-

Livery btock for Sale.
leased my stable, I now oiler for sale my
Horses. Carriages, Harnesses, &c., all in good
condition; will be sold low, in lots or single as desired.
Also, one good Hack, with splendid pair of Hack
horses. Apply at

HAVING

504 CONGRESS

Sole

aplO

Agents for Portland

Vicinity.

and

myl5*2w

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

Henrv Durm &
GIG

CHAS.A. WARREN,

•

(Formerly

Warren &

Commissioners’ Notice.
undersigned commissioners appointed by the
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County to
and examine the claim of the creditors against

the estate of Veranus C. Hanson, late of Portland,
deceased, represented insolvent,
notice that six
months from the seventh day of May,A.D. 1872,are allowed for said creditors to be
and prove their
present
claims, and that said commissioners will be in session
for the purpose of receiving said claims and proof at
the office of A. A. Strout in Portland.County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the third Saturday of
June, August, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the clock in the fore-

-AND-

Gregg.)

Harness Manufacturers,

Successors to Warren &

SHIP

Co.,

Gregg.

MERCHANTS !

^8 Walnut St.,
il.

L. O it egg,

Philadelphia.
J.

jan23-ly

G.

CL.01JDJ?IAN,

148 EXCHANGE ST.

jan22tf__
EDGAR S.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
No. 80 MIDDLE

STREET.

public

to

Harness

ot

in

jan24-Iy

rmAiirm

rv

UliVlUIIi

JLF

FRESCO PAINTER

Our Booms

Order Slate at
and Cross Streets.

F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free
de30

DR. W. R.

4^

tf

ap29eodlm

W. L.

KlilLEK,
Painter,

I^r<r nco

PORTLAND,

MAI Mi.

Cffioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deericg Block

bushels Western Timothy.

2500 bushels unhulled Canana
900 sacks Red

Western Clover,
bags Alsike Clover,
26 J bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.
15i bushels Millet,
350 bushels Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
190 bushels Buckwheat,
For sale at lowest market figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.
12 tons New York and

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Portland, April, 1872.

Free Street,

MANUFACTURER OF

Parlor Suits,

Lounges, Spring Beds,

Mattress is,

llrDsaongh

Bed
I#outage**, EnChairs, Arc.
repairing neatly done. Furnl-

Patent

TEBBETS

ure

J. H.

As the

LARSON,

PHOTOS RAPHRK,

owner

Jan31_SAMUEL

NOTICE.

THE

Old Line

Re-Establislied!

No 152 fliddle Street.
PORTLAND, HIE.
Copying and enlarging done to

HOUSE,

wants to go West.
D. TKBBETS.

STAGE

May 1, 1872, stages will leave Portafjdand Bridgton
ONland
every day, (Sundays exceptafter

order

All tbeuew styles, Berlins, Be.nbrants, Moda'lion.
the Porcelain, of Mezzotint card.and the retouched
card, bv which Dew process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the srin
Call and judge for yourselves.
U^MoitOr-Good work at moderate PricA im to Plenty;.may 2tt
es.

ed) at 7 o’clock

A.

pawing over the old route.
with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route
Mondays.

Connecting

at

m,

Raymond

Wednesdays, Fridays,

and

on

return

Tuesdays!

Thursdays and Saturdays.
{^Tickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places

the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfullv attended to. Book at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHADBOURN & CHURCH.
my 1-dtf
on

HUNT & JEWETT,
Real Estate in Portland

Wholesale Dealers to

Italian & American Marble, WOULD
Cement Pipe
be

ONMlWCONGRt.ll

STREET.

Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

good as-orfment nt Italian
keep
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
kinds
ol’Monnmeniai
all
stock, at prices
col to stz.
that will not lailto be satisfactory >o all marble work-

SHALL

on

hand

a

ers._sutfgg_
ESTABLISHED 1840.

W. FRANK BACON,

and after

at

3:30,

or on

the arrival of the 1:10 train from Port-

land for Waterford and So. Waterford, Tueedny
Thursday and Saturday afternoons for Sweden and
Lovell. Through tickets for sa. at G. T. Depot in
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Depots in Boston.
The morning stage will be discontinued after this
date.

2m*

Here’s

a

H.

for
Friends.

Chance

A

EVANS,

AT

jfi°KTtrFAlttB'lEU>-

LAW.

fine assortment of

STOVES,_FURNACES,
Summer Ranges,
Just received and for sale by

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
199 For* at., (between Plum and Exchange st.)
Stoves removed, stored, lined and repaired at reasonable rates. Grates and linings for the various
kinds of stoves.
mylld2w

District of Portland

and

Falmouth,

1

April 25, 1872. }
Proposal* for supplying the U. 8. Karine
at
with
Subsistence
Hospital
Portlana,
Ntores. etc., for the fiscal rear ending

MAXFIELB.

p25 2awtjune4

No reserved scats.
one ticket required by
each individual to visit the greatest
Menagarie of
Wild BeastB, aurl witness the horsemanship and
gymnastic exercises of the most splendid Circus
Troupe

volumes, extending

1836 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contains
41 pp. Apply at the Press Office
mylOdtf

SEED.

WHITE OATS FOR SEED.

C'1I

RAHAM FLOUR. For sale bv
CEO. W TBIJB A CO.,

my20d2w

116 Commercial at.

Dix Island Granite Co.

USE

Cement Pipe extensively for Chimneya.

my2#eodlw

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

organized.

ever

The proprietors beg leave to state that,
although
the price of tickets to see their well
organized troupes
has been reduced to the PEACE STANDARD—1!5
cents all around, to any and every part of both tents
—the talent of the CIRCUS Company and the GYMNASTIC Artists has been materially increased, while
the attractions of the GRAND ASIATIC
CARAVAN,
together with the animated wonders of their MENAGERIE, have been
quadrupled in number
for the present season. So that the great Exhibition
of G. F. BAILEY & CO., now claims to be not
only
the largest, best, most instructive, amusiug, diversified and interesting, but certainly by far the most respectably conducted and universally popular

Carpet-Bags.

DURAW A IOHWSOW, in Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

nearly

SMALL & KNIGHT, N.. 134 Exchange

First-Class Public Amusement

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetlags.

of adm ssion.
The well-earned reputation of the allied Circus and
Menagerie oiG. F Bailey & Co., having been so generally recognized and established throughout all
parts of the
wherever the Great Show has
appeared, it is needless to assure the public that the
entertainments given in their establishment are of
the highest order, and entirely
unexceptionable in
every feature of their performances, presenting such
an exhibition as the heads of the most
respectable
families and seminaries for youth will not hesitate to
encourage those under their charge to visit.
Since the departure of the Combination npon their
Eastern tour the canvass has been everywhere overflowing, day and evening, with

LOTHROP,DEVENS A CO., 61 Exbnnge
Sreet aud 48 Market St.

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. »1 Federal Street.
Exrry description of Water Fixtnrea arranged nnd art up in the beat
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Artisans, Laborers, Shopkeepers,
Employes and Operatives of
every description,

of

P. FEENV, Cor. Cumberland nnd Franklin Sta.

Real Estate Agents.

are

to be

1872.

of

Sliver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
PEARSON, N«. 39 Temple St., aear I
CongreM. AH kind* of Silver and Plated

The Tallest

is hereby given, that the SubscribNotice
lias been duly appointed Executrix of the
will of John
er

Cushman, late of Portland, in tlie
county of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon herself that trust by
giving bonds as the law directs. All persous having demands upon the estate

A

ENGLISH and FRENCH
of

Tropical

Birds !

Congren*

Handsomest Lion

and

and

THE NEW

PANTALOON

STUFFS

—AT—

W.

C.

137

BECKETT’S,

MIDDLE

STREET,

worthy the attention of the public. Alao the
goods joat received for BUSINESS SUITS and all
other kinds of garments for gentlemen’s wear.
Please tall and see them.

are

W. C. BECKETT, Merchant Tailor.
ap27-3w

137

Middle St., Portland, Me.

Clothing Cleansed.
Clei“5®^

a°d Repaired at abort notice,
and all kinds of goods
dyed in a thorough manner.
Alao Second-hand
Clotbing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful attention.

WILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal st.,
Near the Park.

on

its bonds.

all

She mile,

degree and species, from a Ringtailer, to a
full-grown Chimpanzee ! Besides a variety of other
animals possessing any interest, of every size and
quality, from an Ichneumon to an Elephant.

ABss .A^da B.
Having
98

NO.

Troupe

ally

safe.

ties of

They are

taken

HIGH

"Worth.

rooms

at

respectfully

ed.

Will also sell patterns to those who may wish to
purchase ot her.
myl*lm

of

Signor Sebastian,

accomplished

of

City

Portland.

unusu-

interest,

The bonds

and

certain

are as

any

payment of the

future finacial event.

Mortgage

First

are a

the final

as

and

for

are

$1,000

each, have forty years to run, and bear Interest at
on

the

first of April and October, both principal and interest

being payable

in

have sold

We

weeks to

gold in

New York.

One Million in the last lew

over

Trust Companies, and for the investment oi

Trust Funds, and to the most careful
investors, and
have but asmall amouut remainihg.

NOTICE

Sebas-

j».

Full
or

particulars furnished

by mail,

on

application

in person

to

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,
PORTLAND.

W. B SHATTl’CK & Co., Bankers
GENERAL AGENTS,
may2d&wlm

wl8

23

NassauSt.,

Undoubted

New

York.

Security,

INCOME

MORE

GOVERNMENT

BONDS,

on

the Investment,

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF TBE

Logansport,

Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of In-

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD
PAYABLE
QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTERED.
The ssne is limited to $16,300 per
mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest
existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne
and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke
County, as,
also, ier the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

cation.

Jones &

Schuyler,

W Pine St„ Mew York.
FINANCIAL AGENTS OF TBE COMPANY
mchltkl*w3in
w!2

PROF.

LIBBY

STAMMERING

LUCILLE
bright particular

The

PHILO

the Western firmament

J.

C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
Conrt House.)
dec"-d&wtc

[Opposite the

and THOMAS

City

WATSON,

of Portland.
Cray Clerk’s

Upon the petition of George H.

Contortionist.

&

MILBANKS,

Lead the corps of Tumblers aud Leapers.

GEO.

M.

CLARKE,

DE

and

will be

Office, No. 95 Beroushire Street.
Rubber Belting,
Rubber llose,
Rubber Packing, Ac.
Railway Belts for Cotton Mills,

SEBASTIAN,

Endless Belts, of any required dimensions. Exact length guaranteed. Perfectly
Spliced.
Belts arc all prepared under McBURNr-i^Jheue
EY S PATENT STRETCHING
PROCESS.,and will
be found superior to
any in the market.
CHAS. McBURNEY, Prest.
RANDOLPH M. CLARK, Treas.
ap!2d3m

her beautiful Neapolitan Scene of Changes.

In

Messrs.
Of

MANUFACTURERS OF

GRANT,

introduced by his trainer, F. J. HOWES.

SENORA

w.

BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.

Jester.

Tbe famous Performing Horse,

GENERAL

Read

Permanently

!

BROWN and SANFORD,

Acrobatic Renown, in their Wonderful Feats.

CHAS. W. McKENNEY.
my25*2w

_

iyNo cure,

no

pay.

PORTLAND SAFETY

Vault

97

NO.

DEPOSIT

Company.
now

opened and ready for

EXCHANGE STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.,
Their new FIRE and BURGLAR PROOF VAULT,
built by the American Steam Safe Co.. Boston, under the personal supervision of Mr. George L. Damon, Sunt. The Vault is one of the best and strongest ever ouilt, and offers to depositors ot valuables as
complete security as can be found in any city in the

country.

Office

LA

SOPHIA,

PETITE SEBASTIAN and the Juvenil

Troupe in

WHITE TEETU, I'lEALTHY GUMs!
SOUND
AND SWEET BREATH,
secured by
stant

their variuus acts.

Besides the numerousexercises given by the Equestrian and Gymnastic Troupes, will be introduced the
great Performing Elephant,

use

of

Thurston’s

Hours from S A. Ml. to 4 P. H.

All letters and

applications should

ed to

be address-

R. A. BIRD, Manaokb.
Portland, Me., May 20, 1872.
TT&smy23tf
AMERICAN

Irory Pearl Toothpowder.
is the best Dentriflee known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 eedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

of her species,
who will go through all her
astouishiug performances
under the direction of her trainer.

intelligent

one

tyThe public will bear the in mind that 35 cents
only charge made to visit everv part of both
shows, and that there are no reserved seats—first
come, first served.
Doors open at 1 and 7 p. m.
Performances commeece an hour afterward giving the audience an
opportunity for Inspecting the Menagerie of Wild Beasts
and other Curiosities previous to the commencement
•f the Ring Performances.
os
my22det
is the

41

Sc CO., Pub’ra,

Park Raw, IX. Y.

Can be Ordered Through News-Dealers.
my25d2t

DESPATCH

No. 88 Federal Street.
my6»13w

!

®~50

O O

Town of Deering

LINE.

Alexandria, Gcrgelawa,
in*«aa, B. C.

aad

Wa.h-

Ajf'M

Regular Packet Schooner N. & H.
WOULD, Capt. Baker. For freight or
lg.ngf iiaasage apply to

/Ai/LL

J

_....

SHOW

;* C°*j fce *n every respect equal to
thatigiven in the evening.it la earnestly suggested that
those having ladles and children under their
charge
will attend tbe matinee, which
opens at 1 o'clock p.
m., in order to avoid the crowd, inevitable at night.
llie circus perform aaces, both afternoon and
evening
commence one hour after
opening the doors, thus
aftording an opportunity during the interval ibr the
audience I o make the promenade of the
Zoological
tent and inspect the numerous wild beast collection

PRICE FIYE DOLLARS

GKO. P. BOWKLL

For

First class Fnrnitnre, Book Cases, Show
Cases, Counting House, Office and Ship
Fnrnitnre. Repairing promptly and neatly done.

of the most Superb

THE AFTERNOON

NOW READY.

SIRON A. DYER,

THE GRAND PROCESSION
forenoon will be
Pageants ever beheld.

FOR 1873

_

Manufacturer of

In town this

Newspaper Directory

It

CLEOPATRA,
the largest, most docile and

con-

are

iny.3<13t

NICKERSON,
^

No. 133 Commercial at.

Maine Medical Association.
Annoxl Meeting of the Maine Medical Assoclatlon wlll be held at the
City Building, Portland, on TUESDAY, June 11th,
1872, at 10 A. M.
Session to continue thrse
days.
S y23td
CHAS. O. HUNT. 8ec*y.

THE
Bonds !

__

FOR

SALE AT

SECOND NATIONAL BANK
_ap25tf

APPLES &

butter!

received 50 Tabs of New Vermont
JUST
Batter. IOO Bbls Rnssett Apples.
myAf

S. P. BARBOUR,

No. 19

Boarding.

in front of

airv
in pleasant location,
LARGE
convenient for
Park, with good board;
families
rooms;
rooms

rooms

34 Exchange St.

Markstst.

Cato said: “I would much rather that posterity should inquire why no statues were
statues were erected to me, than
were.”

Queen Victoria has caused

she had

an

why they

immense

by her laxity
not only has

grand state banquet at Windsor on
but in her recent visit to Germany
she started on Sunday, traveled'every Sunday
a

Sunday,

and arrived at Portsmouth on a Sunday afternoon. How fortunate that no accident
occurred

during

An Indiana

one

of those Sunday trips.

journal

thus notices the rail-

road prospects: “The Akron, Lafayette and
St. Louis road is still in the dim vista of the
far distant and still receding future.

The Western wool clip is pronounced finer
than for fifteen years before.

Owing to some confusion at a Richmond,
Va., wedding the bride first married one of
the groomsmen; but the mistake was then
and she was joined to the right
man, ail in fifteen minutes.
The Congreyationalist gives timely warning to women, and especially girls, about the
acquaintances they make in cars. Speaking
of the thieves and scoundrels, who seem to
grow ever more numerous and more subtle as
our civilization
grows older, it says: “On the
watch for women as bad as themselves, or for
the young and unsophisticated, of whom a
villain might make a victim, it is next to impossible for a aoung woman to enter a car un-

attended without their knowledge.
She is
fortunate if they make no more or less cautious approaches to find out who she is,
where she is going, and whether she will tolerate the

familiarity

are

of a stranger.
So nuthat it is with some

these men

peril that a young woman undertakes a long
journey alone. The peril of those who may
be unfortified by principles, or unacquainted
with the ways of the world, or susceptible to
a

smooth tongue, is great.”

With the warm weather, the ravages of the
who infests railway-cars to
prey upon passengers grow fiercer and more
intolerable. He is no longer content with

peripatetic boy

dropping uudesirable newspapers on your lap,
with demanding that you puchase prize pack-

ages, or strenuously insisting that you fall a
victim to his hideuos pies.
He now pervades
the train laden with decayed bananas, shriveled apples, and a warm, thickened fluid, called in mockery “ice-water,” which is dispensed in tin cups of forbidding aspect. Ice-wa
ter should be kept in tanks in every car, and
thus the only excuse for the peripatetic boy’s
existence removed.— N. T. Time*.

John Russell Young, whose departue for
wu recently noted, takes the
position
of London c</respondent of the New York

Europe

Herald,
the

at a

same

ley of

salary of $8,000 a year, holding
position in London that Mr. Smal-

the Tribune holds.

The five ladies with the Japanese embassy,
suggestion of their American hostess,

at the

recently consented to be laced up and tied
down, ruffled, paniered, flounced, bowed and
trailed in the “style.” Then they were powdered up from an orange-peel hue to a delicate lemon, and pronounced perfect, as far as
dress goes.
Half an hour later, however,
their dismayed civilizers found them smiling
and happy in their half-petticoat, half-panta“Too muchee,” said the gentle
[oon dress.
Japanese.
A conductor of

a

freight train
last week,

York Central

road,

flattered, then

amazed and then

on

tho New

was

at

first

indignant
the fact that while passing through Syracuse
everybody made signals to him and pointed to
his train. He finally in his wrath responded
by sundry digital gyrations which ceased
when he discovered that one of the grain
cars was
leaking com at the rate of a bushel a
at

minute.

A man named

Ayers at Chenoa,Ill, the.
day, playfully took up a loaded revolver, knocked the butt against the breast of a
friend, and jokingly remarked “we will settle this little difficulty now.”
The pistol
went off and the playful man was settled, and
has been gathered to his fathers.
“Don Carlos is 25 years of age.” He
won’t be much older if Amadeus catches
him.

or
single persons. Also lodging
board by the day for transient people, at 209 Conmy22-tf
gress, next to corner Pearl St.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
partly by
DRAIN.
HEALTHY

reason

of ita CEMENT PIP

mylSeodlw

a

mon-

ument to the memory of Thalberg has already received a large amount of subscriptions.
There is a blessed hope that our wives and
daughters will soon be relieved of the fashionable

necessity

of wearing

chignons. Queen

Victoria has got tired of them, the Princess
of Wales has discarded them, and Madame
Theirs has spoken ill of them. How then
can they survive? Our back hair, like our
civil

liberties, ought

to be

inalienably

our

own.

A shocking story is current in Europe that
Italian resurrectionist has been

permitted
“rebody of Mazzini so as t
tain the sublime expression of the last hour”
and that the great patriots remains will be exan

to embalm the

hibited like

a wax

“Job, Jr.,”

is

work.
the title of one of the lec-

tures announced for the season.
over

4

MLLE.

Continent,

hotels on the

The Naples committee for erecting

Hollis, May 2Bth, 1872.
Piiof. Libby.—I take pleasure in stating that you
have effected the remarkable cure of
my son, impediment of speech. He is now
entirely cured anti able
to converse fluently without the least hesitation. I
cheerfully recommend all those afflicted with stammering* to place themselves under your treatment, as
I am sure
you can cure any case however bad it may
be. I remain yours, &c.

from the rumsellers I
There is a world of significance in that
fact; it is a demonstration ou a comparatively small scale, of the beneficent operation throughout tha State, of the enforced
policy of protection to the people from the
temptations of the liquor trade. These seventy dollars saved from the rumshops, represent seventy dollars worth of food and clothes,
shoes and books for wives and children;
they represent kind husbands and fathers in
well cared-for families, instead of drunken,
infuriated brutes, beating and driving out of

ington lodged.

the following Testimonial:

Company have
INDIA RUBBER GOODS. THIS
business at

HAVEN,

Grotesque

and

Office, 209 Congress SL, Portland.

my!6-d2w

First Shaksperean Clown.

ED.

Office, l

1872.
i
Brooks for permission to erect and maintain a portable Steam Engine in his building, No 79 Brackett St.
Notice is hereby given that on Monday, the third
day of June, at 7J o’clock P. M.,a hearing will be
had of all parties interested in said petition, at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building,
per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

May 15th,

ROBINSON.

CLIFFORD

Effectually

sale at the store of

NATHANS

FRANK

tie

Chime Christmas,
or ring the New Year, in the ears of your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for

WATSON,

Star of

from

largest

other

CURES

one

of the

It is

boiling

with humor.

Livingstone is safe somewhere, but exnobody seems to know. But
there is no doubt of his safety. In fact, he
is a wonderfully safe man.
Our friend Gilbert Haven, of Zion's Herald, has been elected one of the nine new
bishops of the Methodist church. A good
editor will be lost: whether a
good prelate is
gained remains to be seen—probably yes, as
he has zeal, good
nature, wears a soft hat,
carries brown-paper parcels, and, generally,
Dr.

actly

where

don’t seem to think his heretical brethren
will be wholly or eternally lost. If his church
is not lull, we think we will join.—Commonaiealth.

Sheep as Weed Exterminators.—It
in general, that
may not be known to farmers
it is a common practice in some parts of the
into
the
potato field,
country to turn sheep
for the purpose of eating down the weeds.
not
touch
the
will
potato vine.
The sheep

This pasturing with sheep is advantageous,
when the crop is a late planted one, so that
the hoeing cannot be completed until after
the haying or harvesting is finished. At the
growing season it is the farmer’s aim to keep
down the grass and weeds, so that they may
be covered by the cultivator and hoe, when
these are used. Pasturing with sheep will
attain this object. Early planted crops, the
cultivation of which is completed in the early part of the summer, frequently become
grassy and weedy, before the time of digging,
when the size of the tops precludes cultivation. In this stage the sheep are economical weeders. It is hardly necessary to mention that the feed thus given to the sheep,
makes a double profit, inasmuch as it costs
absolutely nothing, while labor is saved, and
weeds prevented frism seeding.

much

came

called the Carrollton, after the proprietor of
Carroll Manor. It is on the site of the old
Fountain Hotel, where Lafayette and Wash-

erses.

For the present we are
offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will
exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written appli-

as

Baltimore has just completed aud opened
one

the

Mondays. On every redemption day
as
seventy dollars worth of these
cards were brought by the low rumsellers of
the locality, having taken them for grog. On
the first Monday after Sheriff Perry began
operations upon the rum-shops, not a dollar
on

Husband poisonings and acquittals therefor
have commenced in St. Petersburg, Russia.

diana.

only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sounds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
COURT STREET and select
lar^e s'ock, so that it may

“miracle”

a

The latest Tichbomia.—“I am very glad of
it, my dear, and now the poor dear man is
out of prison, I think the least we can do is
to show him our gratitude for the way he
has helped us through those awful pauses before dinner these last six months, by some
pretty little testimonial.”—[Judy.

flatteries from

Not

33

over

—OR—

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES

soon at

cards pass as cash among the shop-keepers,
and they send or take them to be redeemed

week, in the form of a cross on the
ground. Investigation proved that the crack
was occasioned by a leak in the water
pipes.

merous

Logansport,

is hereby given that the joint Standing
Committee on laying out new streets, to whom
was refered the petition of Isaac C. Morse and others
praying that a Road or Street may be laid out on
Peaks’ Island, in the city of Portland, will meet at
the division line between land of Mrs. S. M. Brackett ami James W. Brackett, on Wednesdav the twenty-second day of May instant, at said Peaks’ Island,
at 3$ o’clock
m., to hear ull parties interested and
then determine and adjudge whether public convenience requires that a street should be laid out oh said
Peaks Islaud, and if they should so adjudge, will then
and there lav out a street, ami fix the damages as
required by law.
BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR.,
MARQUIS F. KING,
chas. McCarthy, jr.,
SAMU’L S. K1CH,
HENRY C. NEWHALL,
JOHN F. RANDALL.
Committee on laying out new Streets.
myl5td
Advertiser Copy.

ROMEO,

Rider and Gymnast of the
tian «chool.

as

attended with the uncertain-

not

projected enterprises, and the prompt pay-

principal,

Montreal was excited

discovered,

INTEREST,

STREET,

m., and

captain and head-centre of all the Bareback
Champion Riders in Christendom, and his Infantile
Prodigy, in their thrilling feats of Horsemanship,

An

a sum

AND

the

MASTER

small

up

For the purpose of cutting and fittiug dresses, would
invite ladies to call from 9 a. m. to 6 p.
see the late style patterns she has just receiv-

Recently organized by SIGNOR SEBASTIAN of the
Roman Core©, has become the model equestrian institution of the age, having among its trouj>e most of
the leading riders and gymnasts in the profession.
names

so

the market.

seldom in

9 1-2 Per Cent,

THE GREAT

the programme will be found the

While railroad bonds may be plen-

are

THAN

J. AMRROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Mid.
die Street.
J. W. dr H. H. MC DUFF EE, Cor. Middle
dr Union S|g.

Dromedaries !

of every

In

much

ty, those upon paying lines and for

SCHOOL, 430

Street.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Wilderness of Monkey* !

Italian Circus

paid,

are

More than the Entire Interest

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

stair**.

Egyptian Camels
A

Nashville with

and

Its mortgage debt is $18,300 to the

Street.

Stair Builder.
LIRBV, 17 1-3 Union Street,

R. F.

ever

Lioness with Litter of If onug Whelps.

S.

of said deceased, are required to exhibit the sameand all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
MAKTHA E. CUSHMAN, Executrix.
Portland, May 7th, 1873.
3w
myl8,25Junt

by way of Evansville

expenses

Schools*

raptured !

Lieut., 5th Art’y,
Act’g Com. of Sub’s.

dot_

ing

shortest

tbe

The road is already earning, after all operat-

mile.

An

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Cougrea

ARNER

Largest Performing Elephant!

M
mavis

ana, and

the entire South.

Ware Repaired.

!

and Editorial Notes.

last

the celebrated Block Coal fields of Indi-

M.

seen

Only fiinperb Aviary

I

Thursday, the 20th day or June, 1872, at ten o’clock
A. M. ,tor all the fresh beef required at this
post from
June 30th 1872. to December 31st, 1872, or such Icsb
time as the Commissary General may direct
Details and requirements furnished by the undersl
gned
A true copy of the latter with this advertisement to be
attached to each proposal offered.
ROLLIN A. IVES.

Indiana, connecting Chicago by

route with

greaa Street.

Wild Beasts

Only Living Rhinoceros

Notice to Contractors.

pro|iosals
duplicate the forms furnished by the undersigned, will be received until
SEALED

and

of the richest portions of Illinois

one

GEO. R. DAVIS & Co.. No. 301 1-3 Con-

Scenic and Sensational Wider,

OFFICE OF THE ACT’G COM. SUB’S.
Fort Preble, Maine. I

Uun« through

Vin-

&

Railroad

cennes

Street.

The Only Living White Polar Bear !

2aw6t-tJuG-M&F

May 9th,

C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

JOHN

And the BEST CIRCUS Entertainment combined
that can be seen in the Eastern States this season.

which

manner,

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

attended by their respectable and delighted families.
The reasonable price of admission enables
everybody to attend, young and old, rich and poor, none
being left out in the cold for a lack of means to gain
an entrance.
This is conceded to be tho

Only FulI£Mcnagerie

CO., No. SO Middle Street.
LAMSON, 133 Middle St., cor. Cron.

A. S. DAVIS &
J. H.

News, Gossip

busy*

employment;

working night and day. He pays them
every Monday, noton Saturday; but every
day he gives to each man a card bearing his
own name and the sum due for the
day’s
work, and these cards are redeemed in money
every Monday. But In the mean time these
time

A Texas lawyer has been found, 43 years
old, who never drank a drop of ardent spirits
or malt liquors, nor swore an oath nor belonged to a church. Next!

amount of scandal in England
of Sabbath observance of late;

the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, payable

Photographers.

country

transient

THE

Street.

Before the Public,

and

summer

Joardere.

ment of the
Now

Open for

now

We do notfheBitate to recommend them

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

SEALED

proiiosals for the Clearing and Grubbing,
Graduation and Masonry upon the Nashua
and Rochester Railroad from Nashua to Rochester
(18 miles) will be recehrod till Friday, May 31st, 1872,
at 12 o’clock M. at the office of the President of the
Company, F. H. Kinnicutt Worchester, Mass., to
whom all proposals most be addressed, and indorsed
“Proposals for Graduation and Masonry.”
On and after May 15th, 1872, tlie plans, profiles and
siiecittcations may be seen and further Information
obtained at the office of the Engineer of the Company,
in the Telegraph Building, Nashua, N. H.
The Directors reserve the right to reject any and
all bide. By order of the Directors
C. O. DAVIS, Eng. N. & R. R. B.
Nashua, N. H., May 13th, 1872.
td

Is

It Is the nearest hotel to the
ortland & Ogdensburg R. R. Depot. Rooms
leasant and well ventilated. Terms from
x to ten dollars
per week., transient two
-and a half per day.
my22-eod-3m
JAS. M. GIBSON, Proprietor.

to

Masons and Builders.
BEVLON, 333 1-3 Con|rr» St.

N. E.

House !

North Cornway, N. II.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

Collector.

Collector’s Office, 1
Port'and, May 10, 1872.)
projKisals will be received at this office
unti:l 12 o’clock noon of Thursday the Gth of
June next, for supplying rations and ship chandlery
for the use of the crews and vessels of the United
States Revenue Marine Service in this collection District. for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1873.
Schedule* of the articles of snip chandlery to be bid
for will be furnished sn application at this office.
The government reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
I. WASHBURN, Jr., Collector.

Washington

Chicago, Danville

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
Jo Fs SHERRY, Not 9 Clapp’* Block'
Con great! Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Proposals for Furnishing Rations
and Ship Chandlery for U. S.
Revenue Vessels.

in

done to order.

to order.

is hereto given that sealed proposals
In will be received at the U. S. Custom House in
the city of Portland until 12 o'clock meridian, on
the first Tuesday in June next, for the supply of subsistence stores for the marine hospital in this District.
Forms for proposals and a list of the articles to be
lurnished can be had on application to this office.
The United States reserves the right to take more
or less of the articles named on the supply list, and
the Surgeon in charge will be at liberty to
reject all
articles which, in his judgment, are not of the best
quality and adapted to the use of the Hospital, to
purchase any articles in their stead, and to charge
the contractor with any excess of cost over the contract prices. The United States reserves the right to
reject any or all bids, and to accept the proposals for
the whole or any portion of the articles enumerated
in the list.
1. WASHBUBN, Jr.,

Gieeley’s

PUb“,h0d
H.qGREi®r&0fCOPTe^tort.,,nd
the first ten
from

FOR

Colossal

J. M. THOMPSON & CO.

my2Id4w

DEAWE, Wo. S9 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols cring and Repairing

Only 25 Cents.

30,1S73.

SALE-Ten volumes of the NEW YORKER

by
They are

So. 88 Hawkins St., near Sudbury Street,
BOSTON, MASS.
13— Refining done at short nottse.
ap27

COUNSELLOR

leave

Southern White Corn

Plate,

A.

myl6eodlw

May 6th, Stage will
ON South ParisMonday
every afternoon (Sundays excepted)

ram

WILLIAM

valuable if all its streets had

Sewers.

Waterford Sweden & Lovell

Manufacturer of

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,
Gold Foil and Dentists’

more

holstering

POPULAR PRICE OF ADMISSION,

SEALED
WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

ociB-HWf T&Stf

boxed and malted.

t

SPRINGVALE.

ameled

«rAl! kinds oi

ap3d

FOR SALE!

1J P HO L.BTEHER
Nos. SI di IS

Timothy,

Top,

175

I OOP EX,

H.

STAIRS.

GRASS SEED.
3200

& 29

\TOTICE

Street.,

TTP

mrl2-d3m

Jy13dtf

J.

Middle

59

DENTIST,

manner.

Office,

ENTRANCE

JOMSOI,

Has fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’s
Drug store, at the junction of Free and Middle Sts.,
where he invites and can better accommodate those
who mav favor him with their patronage.
•Dr. Johnson has associated with himself as a partner, Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Deutist of ability and
skill, and all operations pertaining to dental surgery
will be performed by them in the most satisfactory

next below the Post

are

to

CHARLES SAWYER
my22dlwNo. 123 Commercial st.

Isse

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
N. B.

freight apply

Business

OVCJlj

The entire Exhibition in riven in Two
Tents, thrown oj>en to the public at the

The

The regular packet Schooner Helen.
Marr, Nickerson master, having part of
cargo engaged will sail as above; for

THIS widely known and popular Sumresort will be reopened Jane l'Jtk.
[for the season of 1872.

(mer

DAVID W.

among

Stoves and Furnaces.

EXPBE88LY FOR THE RETAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

Wednes’y, May 28

have been collected from every quarter of the globe,

CO.,

her

MADE
•

&

Regular Packet Liue for Philadelphia.

Please remember we manufacture every harness
we ofter for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

paid to collecting.

WVEE

No. 130 COMMERCIAL ST.,
Where may be found Corn, OaU, Meal, Feed,
Fleur, Ac., of the best quality.

stairs

Harness,
THOMAS H. TALBOT,
Express Harness,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, (J. S.)
Heavy Harness,
Attorney and Counsellor
CarryaH Harness,
AT LAW!
No. IS Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Hass.
Light Donble Harness,
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathau Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
Heavy Double Harness,
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m
Particular attention

GEORGE

my(6eod2w

Harness,

&

The Liviug Wonders of the Menagerie,

Have removed to

STOCK AND WOBKIHANSIIIP.

Tuesday

myl8-2m t,t,„.

“GLEN HOUSE,’’
While Mountains, N. II.

Cloaks

ADAMS, car. Exckaage and FedStreets.
HOOPER A EATOW, Old Post OSce,
Exckaage Street.
L. F. HOYT, Wo. 11 Preble Street.
Up-

PORTLAND,

May 1st,

CHAS. A. I.AMBARD,
Pros. P. D. Dock & Warehouse Co.
May 9, 1872.
myl0dl2t

Portlaud,

State,

Our facilities in'these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to oiler ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of

Pleasure

year from

Co. have
in Cape

REMOVAL!

and Custom Made.

GOOD

BROWN,

one

1872, to May 1st, 1873.

AH of Home Manufacture

B. Hamel, Jit.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

customers and the

this

AMD

COMMISSION

our

Stocks

Largest

BROKERS,

NOTICE.

Emery, Waterhouse A Co.,

Next above

JAMES G. TUKET.
FRANKLIN SAWYER.
Commissioners.

Burke for

Entrance 59 Middle Street,
Where we invite all
examine one of the

tf

1872.

Portland
Dry Dock and Warehouse
leased their docks and other property
THE
Elizabeth to M. J.

STAIRS),

(XJP

Jan31

11. L. GREGG &

May 23,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
4*4 MOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

__PHILADELPHIA.

SADDLE

noon.

BROKER,

SHIR

Son,

Velvet

eral

charge

give

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

India St.

BEWJ.

wtile at the same time it may be seen at the smallest

ST.,

WITT. PARKER.

THE
meet

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

are

my9dlm___Foot

ery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire Satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “medium machine.”

EXHIBIT

Only

to have any
to call and
the best satisfaction both
give
as to price, style and
of
work.
I
have also
promptness
on hand a lot ot excellent
Hose, which I shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. McDONALD, 200 Fore st.,
of Plum st.

popularity.

SYMOWDS,

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

IN

T will pay the above reward for the detection and
A conviction of the person or persons who set fire to
my House and Bara, on the evening of the 15th and
16th of May,
SARAH JEWETT.

Let Me Speak Once More!
thanking the good people of Portland,
WHILE
for their kina patronage through the last

rw
x,
,.W
N.
Jefferson,
H., May 17,1872.

Park._
Dye-House.

Furniture and Upholstering.

my22-tf

teams furnished at reasonable rates for all
points of
interest Catarrhal Complaints and
Hay Fever immediately relieved. House inside and out being placed in perfect condition, by
painting, papering, &c.
W eRtern Union Telegraph Office in house:
Mr. B. H. Plaisted, the recent
proprietor, will be
connected with the house the
coming season* Persons desiring Information In
regard to term*, board,
will i.lease address the
undersigned, until June
1, at Portland, Me., anil after that date at Jefferson,
p- MERRILL, Proprietor.

op-

done to order.

AFTERNOON & EVENING.

•** Water
***£■"»
Piping done,
see if I will not
them

ing

WILL

REWARD.

son, I would invite any, and all who

OTHERS

ALL

BENjr. KINGSBURY, JR., Mayor.

sea-

52,000!

ready

Schumacher Bros.,
No. 0 Deering Block.

THOSE

Co.,

Combined in one £how,

Per Order.

One Hundred Dollars.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed

G. F. BAILEY &

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 27, 1872.

H.

N.

Stages connect at Lancaster, N. H., only 7 miles
with every train to and from
Boston, and after July
1, to and from Montreal and Portland via Northumberland, (Grand Trunk Railroad). Excellent livery

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

mHK Above reward will be Mid by tbeclty of PortX rand fbr the detection ana conviction of the person or persons who set fire to the house and bam of
Miss Sarah Jewett, on the 15th and 16th days of May
instant.

CO., Bleachers, No. 131

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, Wo.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WMITWEY, Wo. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

—OF—

HOUSE,

JEFFERSON,

undersigned for twenty years past
Superintendent and Treasurer of Telegraphs at Portland, Me., has purchased the above named house.
This famous summer resort, situated on the side of
Mt. Starr King, commands an
uninterrupted and
magnificent view of White. Franconia and Green
Mountain Ranges. The late lamented Starr
King regarded this spot as unsurpassed in loveliness and
grandeur. Trains on the Summit Railroad, and the
Summit aud Tip-Top Houses can be seen from the

Dentists.
p«. W. R, IOHWSOW, Wo 13 1-9 Free St.

Great Circus Troupe.

The Grog Shops—No. XY.
One of our stevedores
has a large number
ot men In his
often in a

The

dyed and Onisbed.

AND

Five Hundred Dollars

my22d3w

“THE SINGER”

1871

Co.,

REWARD !

1,360.

SEWING

CARAVAN

F.

MIDDLE ST.

.rM.48

165 Middle St., Portland.

No*

Posite

yon

DELAY.

*pll

&

Phillips

GRAND

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

YET—

PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS AND
Such

W. F.

OPERATION.

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,
DURABLE,
YET
NOT ICOABSE
AND HEAVY,

and

DEPOSITS received; subject to check at sight,
interest on dally balances credited monthly.

BE.

YET—

—AND

179 Commercial St., Portland.

MAY

A

Carpenters and Bnilders.
WMITWEY A MEAWS, Pearl Street,

pure, and guarantee

|3F*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pun A.end. None genuine without it.

SAWYER

Middle Street.

that tor fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

JjjgLjl

THE r*RESS.

house.

Book Binders.
Inexperienced

to

WAUMBEK

h
1

w. C.
CORR, Wo. la Pearl St.

RETREATS.

J3UMMER

for Sewing Machines,

Repairing.

BOSTON.
MANUFACTURERS

—

Free luMtruetion given

EAST OF

Sole agents In Maine for the sale and shipment of
tbe Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Ham-

Agency

s. dyer, w». ara Middle at. aii
kinds of Machines for sale and to lei.

«, 34 4c 36 Oliver Street,

165 Middle Street.

BOSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

R!~

Gr E

ty“L«k out for the Big Shaw when
yon eee the Elephant come along !”

American.

J. C. WARD,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER.

business directory.

1

doors poor ragged, hungry wives and children. Which of these results, O, ye rumsellers, is better for society, for the great brotherhood of man ? Cannot you even now ioresee
the day when the samls of the last hour of
life shall be running rapidly away; when you
shall see the door ajar through which you are
to be ushered into the eternal world, where
you are to answer tor your life, and its results upon the welfare of God’s children?
('annot?you anticipate, that in that hour, you
will bless the instrumentality by which you
...1.1:.... ...4--

«rnm

4.

.„

...w.

bers to the multitudes of those whose hopes
of happiness
crushed
out in
you have
the prosecution of your dreadful trade ?
I was once standing by the bedside of a dy-

ing man—a poor man—a praying man—
whose life lor many years was embittered by
the shocking misconduct of a drunken wife.
I knew the family well;—the wife had sold for
rum the sheets from
the beds, the table
cloths and almost every disposable article in
the house; she had sold the Bible given by the
Sabbath School to her child, and the spare
cloth.es of her husband and children—all for
rum.
Into which of your shops, O! ye rumsellers did all this miserable plunder go ? Out
of which of your shops came the drink that
made a beast of that wife and mother, and of
her little house an inferno? It i.oea’nt matter, you are all in the same band; you all perforin your part in the dreadful tragedy—of
thousands of families made so wretched that
the degree of their misery cannot even be imagined ; of the poverty, pauperism, crime and
ruin wrought by your dreadful trade; of the
infinite result of millions of hearts crushed—
millions ot souls defiled and corrupted by it.
It matters not, the position you hold in the
army of rumsellers; whether a chief of the
band, riding in carriage or on gaily caparisoned horse; or a poor camp follower, bringing a
bucket of water for sponging the guns used
in the horrid warfare you make against human happiness and hope—it matters not;
there is no difference between you, in the eye
of God; the wretch who takes sheets, clothes,
bibles foi rum, is no lower or viler than he
who sold the barrel of drink from which the
pay was drawn. You must all come to the last
hour, leaving yonr life, good or bad, behind
you, with all its influences upon the society
in which you lived. The poor man beside
whom I stood in his last moments, looked up
patiently and quietly in my face and said;—
“I’m not afraid to die, I’ve lived for this hour.”
Oh 1 ye rumsellers, consider while ye may; In
that supreme moment, will you lie able say
“I’m not afraid to die; I’ve lived for this.”
N. D.
A Mother Killing Her Infant.—The
Cameron (Penn.) Herald gives the following

shocking affair:
On Friday last,

1st., Mrs Sarah Meyers,
Meyers, living at Brown’s
Mill, on Bennett’s Branch, about six miles
up from Driftwood, killed her infant son, aged
nine months, by roasting and
boiling him
alive. It appears that on Friday Mrs.
Myers
went out to one ol her neighbors, and on reto
the
sne
turning
house,
picked up the
the

wife of Theodore

youngest child and put rim on top of the hot
stove; after holding him there a moment she
took him
up and put him into a large dish of
boiling apple sauce, crowded the babe down
into the dish and held him there; she then
turned the child over and pushed him down
into the boiling sauce again, thus boiling him
on both sides.
The other children, scared
by the screams of their little brother, ran to
the mill and told the men at* work there
what their mother was doing, and they hurried to the house as fast as possible, but not
in time to save the life of the child. It had
been literady roasted and boiled aiive, and
died before medical aid could be obtained. It
Is alleged that Mrs. Meyers is subject to fits of
insanity, and that it was while she was in one
of these fits that she committed the unnatural and horrible deed.
HI'MINKEM

.NOTICES.

Talk at the Toilbt.—Every lady’s maid
knows that the bewitching beings who pavs
their triumphant way with conquered hearts,

regard

a splendid head of hair the most effective of all womanly fascinations. They believe,
and they are right, that they can la$to as mauy,
beaux with the luxuriant ringlets and glossy

braids

“kill at sight” with their
Hence in their “toilet talk"
among themselves and with their attendants
the merits of preparations for the hair are freely canvassed, and the latest result of this discussion seems to be the almost universal adoption of Lyon’s Kathairon as an article better
adapted to promote the growth and be.uty of
the “Chief Glory of Woman" than any other
at present before the world.
They say without
irritating the skin of the heart it eradicates
dandruff, and that it penetrates below the surface to the roots of the hair, endowing them
with new life and vigor.
m27-eodlw&wlt
as

they

can

beaming eyes.

Ivory

in coral set,
When ’twixt parlies’

lips you

see,

Sozodont,

’tie safe to bet,
Beautifies the ivory.

m‘27-M&W

In the dry goods establishment of
Jordan,
Marsh & Co., Boston, aside from steam
pipes,
iron doors and extinguishers at convenient
points, large metallic cans are provided where
all oily rags must be placed to avoid the
possibility of spontaneous combustion.

Asthmatic Bronchitis, of Nine Years
Standino, Cured by the Syrup.—St. John,
N. B. August, 11,1869.—Mr. James I. Fellows.—Dear Sir: I consider it my duty to in-

form you of the great benefit I have received
from the use of your Compound Syrnp of
Hy-

pophosphites.

1 have been for the last

nine

great sufferer from Bronchitis and
Asthma, at times so ill that for weeks I could
neither lie down nor take any nourishment of
years,

a

consequence, and during the time suffering intensly. I have had at different times, the advice of twenty-one physicians.
TKn

cither

damp

draught

lm

al

-—

a.

result iu a
severe attack of my disease.
Finding no relief
from all the medicines I had
taken, 1 concluded to try yoar Compound
Syrup of H.vpopbosphites, and have great reason to thank Ood for
the result. I have, in all, taken twelve bottles,
and now I feel as strong and well as ever I felt
in my life, and for the last year have not had
one moment's sickness, and neither does dampness or draught have the least effect upon me.
Were I to write on the subject for hours, I
o .ulil not say enough in praise of your invaluable Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites, or

give

an

You

or

was

sure to

adequate idea of my sufferings.

are

at

liberty

to

make

what

use

you

please of this letter, because I hope its publicity may be the means of benefltting other sufferers

much as it lias me.
I remain yonrs respectfully,
Mbs. Hipwell, Exraouth St.

as
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The Cause or Temperance finds some of
its most insidious and dangerous foes in the
many so-called “tonics” and “appetizers,"
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
name of medicines.
Da. J. Walker's California Vinegar Bitters, are none of these.
They are not a beverage, but a genuine medi-

cine, purely vegetable, prepared from Califor
nia herbs by a regular physician. Foi all diseases of the stoniaeh, liver,
kidneys, bladder,
skin and blood, they
rivalling remedy.

are

an

infallible and unapr30-4wf

This is the season of the year when the
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould's Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Ce.,21 Market Square.
feb2S-ltau8tw
The Panacea for the ailments to which the
female sex are liable is Duponco’s Golden Pill.
ui24-eodlw&wl t
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Western Division P. & 0. E. E.

THE PEESS•

Hkmminuford,

hail with pride the grand
The People of Maine who
achievement* ot the ltepubliran Party dortng the
and who still believe that the fullpast twelve years,
labors ami victories of the past
est fruition of the
can only be assured by the continued success of that
Tarty whose conquests have saved tho Nation’s life,
and whose devotion to Freedom and Justice is attested by the beneficent principles it has engrafted
send
upon the Constitution, arev cordially invited to

delegates to

of the

a

10

A.

M.,

oil

In the afternoon we moved on to this place,
fat as Egypt, but not over
The whole region thus far
The
traversed resembles a western prairie.
predominant soil is a fine black vegetable humus underlaid with clay, admirable grass and
grain land.
Hemmingford contains 3,000
population, 110 square miles of territory, 12
stores, sales $250,000, several lumber mills.
Agricultural products and lumber are shipped
largely to the States.
The Hon. Julius Scriver, M. P., resident
of this place, who has interested himself
much in the road, and is now procuring its
charter, elegantly entertained the railroad
party at dinner at his residence last evening.
Mr. Scriver has a very beautiful place which
art, taste and abundant outlay have rendered
hi
atti active.
forwardness of vegetation in the territory hereabout is marked by apple-trees in
blossom, and grass four inches high. Spring
work is well advanced, almost finished.
At this place delegations meet us from all
the surrounding country, each anxious for

Frye, Androscoggin.
Woodbury, Aroostook.
Frederick Robie, Cumberland.
William F. Lowell, Franklin.
John D. Hopkins, Hancock.
Knox.
Lincoln.

E. C.

Farrington, Oxford.
John H. Lynde, Penobscot.
E. A. Thompson, Piscataquis.

the road and each pledging their respective
towns for $10,000 per mile. Rim in any of

Wakefield, Sagadahoc.
Prescott, Somerset.

the proposed routes the road will take the
best business now going to the “Old Ogdensburg” line. None of us were prepared to
see such proofs of abundance in this region,
such assurances in advance, of a great local
business. We go forward thirty miles to-day.

Skwall E.
S. G.

Thurlow, Waldo.
Sargent, Washington.
Leonard Andrews, York.
Ignatius

Z. A.

men

through a land
half developed.

William P.

J. W.

business

SMITH, Secretary.

Portland, May 23,1872.

W.

___

The Enemies of the

Shipping

The Marginal

Interest.

ure

pending tariff bill the very moderate measfor the relief of shipbuilding:

All the wise men of the East embraced in
the Maine delegation in both Houses were before the Senate Finance Committee for an hour
or two
Wednesday, endeavoring to secure the
retention of their little arrangement for the
benefit of the Maine lumber dealers, which
they dignify by the name of a measure for the
revival of American commerce. Thfs benefice nt section of the bill allows materials for
building and stores for runniug an American
ship to come in free, with the privilege of two
months’ coastwise trading in a year. On no
account however will either branch of
Congress
consent that American citizens
may buy ships
abroad and bring in entire what the Maine interests think should come in piecemeal.

The Democratic press of the country is extremely fond of “the decline of American
commerce” as a means of

denouncing the
opposition. But the above is a fair specimen
of the spirit in which it meets the most reasonable and the least radical proposition to
remedy the evil it deplores. Like the Swiss
beggars whom the hideous goitre gives an excuse for their profession, Democrats would
not willingly have the country' saved from an
affliction which is

abling

of the

one

them to support a

of en-

means

precarious

Way.

Mr. ErtwoR: I notice by your paper of this
morning that the city council made a visit yesterday to that portion of the “marginal way”
now
building in Back Cove, and this visit in
connection with the fact that the aldermen at
their last meeting voted to discontinue the
work, has led many people to inquire what
this “marginal way" is, and why work was
commenced upon it at the time, and in the
Was it necessary for the city
manner it was.
at the present time to build a “street” at a very
large cost through the almost bottomless mud
of Back Cove? Who will lie benefited by it?
Who originated the project? Who are clamoring for its completion? What will it cost the
tax-payers of Portland if built, according
to the original iuteatiou? What is the present
condition of the work? Will the original appropriation of $50,000 finish the “street?” Is
it true that the scheme was rushed through the
last City Government without giving the city
a single day to examine the
subject?
engineer
Is it true that much of the money spent there
has been wasted owing to ignorance of the tme
character of the fiats to be filled? Is it true
that the appropriation was made for a street 45
feet wide and that owing to the difficulties in
filling the soft mud, it is now proposed to narrow up the "street” to the magnificent width
of 20 feet? Is it true that Mayor Kingsbury
said yesterday to some of the directors of the
Portland & Rochester R. R. “we had to call it
a street in order to have authority to build it,
but ’tis for the benefit of your railroad, for the
present, at least?"
Ill short, Mr. Editor, is not the whole scheme
a
“job” for the benefit of the Portland &
Rochester K. R. and the Back Bay Land Co.,
who for all practical purposes arc one and the

This is the way in which leading Democrats and Democratic papers speak of the efforts of our Maine Congressmen to retain in
the

and dis-

corporations?

same

honorable political existence.
So the moment anything is about to be done for the
shipbuilders, the whole Conservative camp is
in motion and every Democrat is on the alert.
Good heavens!—what would Pillsbury, Clif-

ford, Kimball, Bradbury and our other eloquent
campaign speakers do. if, pointing a solemn
finger toward the seacoast, they were not able

It looks to me very much like a swindle upon
the tax payers of this city for the benefit of a
few individuals. It may be that in the future
Portland may need a street—more than 20 feet
wide—where the
attempt is now being made to
build a “marginal way,’’ but until her business
shall have grown to demand it,we can do without it.
Let us spend no more more money on theoretical streets which are in fact but railroad

to lament in

bridges.

voice tremulous with emotion
the decadence of the ship-yards ?—if
they
could

a

Meanwhile let the taxpayers
“street” and judge for themselves.

not

apostrophize Bath, Richmond,
Thomaston, Stockton and all the other old
shipbuilding centres, exclaiming, “Behold the
desolation wrought by twelve sad years of
Radical misrule” ? Accordingly the Democratic Congressmen eagerly join the opponents of
every measure of relief, and Mr. Cox is ready

by our

modifying
Congressmen

sitions

to stimulate

the
as

The well knowu political economist, Edward
Atkinson of Massachusetts, who was one of
the most prominent members of the Cincinnati
Conventiou, expresses himself most decidedly
against the candidacy of Greeley and Brown’.
Mr. Atkinson is a well known anti-protectionist, his lectures delivered in different cities a
few years ago having materially assisted in
making the very important tariff question understood, and hating gained consi ierable ground
for the anti-protectionists. Greeley, who, during his whole political career, has fought against
the theory of free trade with all the arms in liis
command, is, in the eyes of Mr. Atkinson, a
hinderer, and not a true exponent of the real
reform movement. These views are shared by
thousands of the
original reformers, who caunot make up tlielr minds to support the candidacy of Mr. Greeley. The convention was called in the interests of the anti-protectionists,
and it nominated the most rabid protectionist
in the United States. By such tactics the convention displaced the original standpoint of the
reformers, and virtually abandoned one of their
cardinal questions. This is also the explanation of the ominous silence of Senator Sehurz,
who, like a raging Achilles, is still brooding
over the
bargain and sale of the Cincinnati
Convention, and who, it seems, has not yet recovered from the stroke received there. Sehurz
evidently intends waiting for the (aiming political events in the conventions of Philadelphia
and Baltimore, before he allows himself to be
heard from. Greeley and his Protection muckers are as bad a fit in his
programme as in that
of Mr. Atkinson.

to make them propoBritish

been defeated.

And now, when
have secured the active

these Representatives
aid of the entire delegation and a plan for
partial relief has been incorporated into a bill
that has

passed the House, we find Democratic papers sneering at the whole matter
and striving to stop its progress in the Senate.
or

not

we do not know at the tine of this
writing,
but we mean that Maine shipbuilders shall
know how their claims are regarded in the

ranks of the Democratic leaders.
It is bad
enough to have the measures for the revival
of one of the chief branches of American in-

dustry characterized

as “a little
arrangement
for the benefit of the Maine lumber dealers,”
but the assertion is so idiotic that it has little
weight. But the lament over the refusal of

Congress to admit foreign vessels to American
registry, and over Maine’s disinclination to
see what little
shipbuilding she can still do
taken from her, is too impudent to be patiently borne. “Piecemeal I” Is there no difference, then, from the Democratic point of
v.wv,

wvmvvii
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Colby University Alumni Reunion.—The
annual reunion of the alumni of Colby University took place at Voung’s Hotel Friday evening, A. H. Briggs presiding, in the absence of
Hon. Henry W. Paine, the President of the
association. After the supper Mr. Briggs, in a
few rernaks, introduced the speakers.
Prof. Lyford said that great improvements
had been made during the past vear in the college buildings. The chapel and library buildings, and Alumni and Memorial Halls, were
such as to reflect great credit upon the institution.
A new building is nearly completed
which has cost $20,000, and upon which $8000
more will be spent.
The Memorial Hall cost
about $40,000. An observatory has also bee*
erected. The permanent fund amounts to $200,01)0. The number of students is now fifty, the
last year’s class consisting of nineteen freshmen and ou3 freshwoman.
He thought it very
fortunate that the first lady student was one so
well calculated to take a high place and maintain it.
Hon. ,T. H. Drummond of Portland, ex-Attorncy General of Maine, was the next shaker.
He said that Colby University was founded as
a poor man’s college, and in its early
days there
had been workshops attached in which students
could earn money for their support.
Mr. Drummond was followed by Judge Wm.
E. Wording of South Carolina, in a short but
interesting siieech, filled with reminisences of
the past. Speeches were also made by Mr. A.
P. Marble, Superintendent of the schools in
Worcester, and by Rev. Dr. Chaeplin.
Hon. Henry W. Paine was relected President
aud Dr. Stearns Socretary. The old Executive
Committee wasalso re-elected. The time uf
the next reuniou.was fixed for the last Friday
iu the spring vacation week of 1873.—boston

lllipui-

tatioj on favorable terms of such
foreign material as must be used by our workmen in

building ships and a policy that throws the
workmen completely out of employment and
banishes shipbuilding forever from our shores ?
There is certainly a difference from a Main#
voter’s point of view, as will be
clearly seen
next September.
•

The New York Times and Post both declare that there is one class in New York
city
determined to support Mr. Greeley. Harry
Genet (now under indictment) is
getting up
meetings in his favor and A. Oakey Hall is
working hard for him. We find the following in the Sun:
ANOTHER DEMOCRATIC CLUB FOR GREELEY.

To the Editor of the Sun:
Sir: By inserting the following you will confer a great favor on tlie members of this Association :

Resolved,

That we,

the

of tlie
James P. Wilson Associatiun,
pledge ourselves
to the support of Honest Horace Greeley:
JOHN HARROW, President.

memlicrs

David ICnight, Secretary.

Transcript.

'1'his Association is
Tammany, but they will
go their bottom dollar on Horace.

Kent’s Hill.—The anniversary exercises of
the Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female Col-

David Knight, Secretary.

lege will occur on the fourth, fifth and sixth of
June.
Tuesday afternoon, the 4th, will be devoted to the usual prise declamations and readings. In the evening Prof. W. F. Morse of the
musical department will give a vocal and instrumental concert by his classes, assisted by
the Wilton Cornet Band. Wednesday afternoon Rev. A. J. Church of Wellfleet,
Mass.,
will deliver the oration and Rev. W. F. Crafts
if Haverhill, Mass., the poem, before the literary societies. Wednesday evening concert by
Ballard’s Band of Lewiston. Thursday forenoon will be devoted to graduating classes, to
be followed by the Alumni dinner, and in the
evening re-union and levee.
The anuual catalogue shows the whole number of students for the year to be
fiol; the present term the number is
W.
278.

We commend the following extract from a
recent letter of Senator
Ferry to those Democratic papers that
displayed their rarely used
birds on the occasion
of his re-election:
Bw,at interests to an admin-

.JZZtr*

istration made up and controlled bv Mr.
Greeley would be mere Midsummer madness

question is settled at last. “Maddox
of Maine,” is from Ellsworth. The American
The

says so, and the American can’t He.

Dominion Matters.
At the last election in Prince Edward’s Jslaud
the ministry was defeated because it had voted
aid to built about 150 miles of
railroad, but we
find the anti-railroad
party or rather the one
that came into power
by denouncing the subsidies of the then ministry, not

At the prize declamation
of the students of
Oak Grove

Seminary, Vassalboro, Friday

ning,

the prizes were awarded
Chailcs Reynolds, North

only continuing

the subsidies but extending the
length of the
line some fifty miles, though in Urn canvass
the leaders declared the former policy ruinous.

j
j

|

The Quebec Chronicle says that the present
Dominion ministry has outstripped in talent
and business tact any
preceding cabinet that

East

Vassalboro; Hattie P.

and Elinora S.
ond and third

preference bonds, which arc that
road carries frieight at too low rates, pays
National Despatch Company two and a

Capt. Langworthy,

chairman of the Wisconsin relief committee for the burned district calls
for a donatiou of seed potatoes.

s'avine

The Dominion

stockholders

Parliament,

General Longstreet will probably take up his
residence at Ailriau, Michigan, for the purpose
if educating his children.

companies,
t^ie
1>oc^ets

after

extended
bill
providing for the

There is to be a sharp contest for the place of
vistinaster in an interior town in Michigan,—

an

discussion, defeated a
change of guage of the International
railway to
4 ft.
inches by a vote of SI yeas to 88
nays.

secwas

Andrew Jackson Davis accuses the great
Sage of Chappaqua of writing under the in»
fluence of spirits.

quarter cents per mile for cars where the real
cost is but
one, that its employees run the cars
tfip disadvantage of its own
r'!'«?
has K00® authority for
Grand Trunk is now paying
tWirtv .....
tll(‘ capital invested bv one
ar«

Bailey, Winthrop, the first
respectively. The exhibition

Ten counties in Iowa have female superintendents of schools.
Charles Francis Adams Jr., will deliver tha
Fourth of July oration iu Boston this year.
The Rutland chief of police will hereafter
publish a weekly list of the corner loafers iu
that place.

first

oi-1Uffrcrt.up<,,i
whlch, of couse, «*«' iumtl?
officials who

Mosher," China!

News and Other Items.

works.
The Toronto Globe is attempting to
explain tlie
reasons why the Grand Trunk
Railway, with
its immense business is not able to pay interest
the
the

follows:—

extremely creditable to the school.

ruled the country, It cites their policy on
the Alabama treaty, the tariff and currency
measure and their progressive
policy on public

the

as

eve-

Vassalboro; Edward
P. Swift, Milbrook, New York, the first and
second respectively. Ladies—Anna M.
Pierce,

ever

on

this

ing explanation of Senator Schurz’s notable
silence since the convention in that city:

propositions offered

Whether their efforts will be successful

visit

The Silence of Schurz.—A German paper published in Cincinnati gives the follow-

by completely
extinguishing American shipbuilding.
By
such tactics the faithful and protracted efforts
of the Representatives of our maritime districts have

I

I

sou, whereupon
rope and administered a tremendous whipping to every member
he took

family.
Shocking news

lalary $!)

a

year.
blue cauopy of
state of unfortunate inebriety,” is

“Sleeping under
icaven

iu

a

the

broad,

a

of his

reported from Antioch, the
scene of
the recent earthquake. The earth
still trembles, aifTl people dare not approach
the rains of the city to remove the large numis

ber of dead who lie unburied.
The following is a special to the New Y'ork
Times from Petersburg, Va.: “O. B. Raine,
leader of the Greeley movement in Virginia and
delegate to Cincinnati, was defeated Wednesday for mayor by a Republican candidate bydouble the usual majority—1000—on the direct

issue, the colored

NEWS.

STATE

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Portland.

It will Ik? remembered, says the Lewiston
Journal that we published an Associated Press
telegram, last spring, saying that Francis W.
Parker, of Lewiston, was reported to have
jumped from a Sound steamer the night of the
18th of March, and was drowned. We were
unable at that time to ascertain that any such
We now undt?rman ever resided in Lewiston.
staud that the Parker reported above was in
last
this city or Auburn
winter; that there was
an
insurance of 810,000 effected on his life
while here, which the companies have thus far
declined to pay, claiming tnat the evidence of
Parker’s death is unsatisfactory. The case
may go to the courts for settlement.
The appropriation for the
city expense of Auburn, for the present municipal year amount to

PAWTUCKET—Ar 22d, sch B L Condon, Lord,

Bangor.

4l,!n

nnaAlnn

The

Whig

COUNTY.

says says the tide at

Bangor

Fri-

day night was even higher than on the previous
night, aud many wharves were completely submerged.
A householder in Bangor, says the FAi</,wko
has missed several of his chickens lately, set a
trap for the thief a few nights since, and found
eleven skunks caught in it, in the morning.
The Penobscot Central Railroad Company
meets at Kenduskeag on the 30th inst.. to
adopt
by-laws, &c.

Invited to attest this State-

are

!

J.

E.

Fonts

Rifle, Sporting
quantity, and

Liver-

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Messrs. Patten have purchased a tract of
land in Bath, on North street, next east of Dr.
Gilmore's, 531 feet on the street by 515 deep,
and as soon as arrangements can be completed
will commence the erection of works for building railroad cars of every description, from the
commonest dirt car to the most superb Pullman
car.
The plans for the bnildings so far as they
have progressed include an erecting shop 220
feet long by 75 feet wide and 17 feet high; a
wood shop 150 by 75 feet, two stories high; a i
paint shop 162 by 75 feet, and 17 feet high; a
machine shop 78 by 50 feet; a smithery, 80 by !
50 feet; and a foundry 60 by 40 feet

Foster’s Dye A Cleansing Works, No. 24
Union Street.

for Maine,
48 Exchange st.

y Gents* Garments Dyed and Cleansed every day

Sundays excepted.

Suhlot-terbeck’s Moth & Freckle Lotion !

OITTPICE 315 Congress St.
*
my9cod sn till Jun2

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan, Pimples,
Moth Blotches, Freckles und Eruptions from the skin
rendering it soft and fresh, and imparting to it a marble purity.
Price 50 cents per bottie.

Prepared by
8CHLOTTERBECK Sc CO.,
Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
For sale by all Druggists.
my 14sn tf
NINE AND

Kansas Registered Municipal Bonds.
paid by the State, in New York

For sale by Chas. Dwight, (Agent
Bond Board, Kansas City) No. 76 State
nivl8»n3m d*w
w21

FOR

for Western
at., Boston.

SALE.

«•»

Bangor
Chicago

tf'.
y>a
7’a
t’a
7’a
7’a

Atchiaon, Topeka

E, ship National Eagle,

Pc, Gold

In

New Gloucester, May 20, Mr. Joseph Marr, of
Lewiston, May

9 months.
16, Mrs. Abigail

Sprague, aged

G5 years 5 months.
In Naples, May 9, Miss Caroline Lawrence, aged
50 years.
In Wells, Minn., April 25, of consumption, Fred
H. Straw, son of David B. aud Caroline A. Straw, of
Guilford, Me., aged 18 years 1 month.
Iu Augusta, 21st inst., Mrs. Susan, widow of the
late James A. FitzMaurice of Windsor, Nova Scotia,
aged 69 yeais. [Provincial papers please copy.]
DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME
FOR
FROM
DATE
Olympus.Boston.Liverpool.... May 28
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.May 29
Russia.New York. .Liverpool_May 29
Cleopatra.New York. .Havana.May 29
Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.May 30
City of Antwerp —New York. .Liverpool... .May 30
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg
May 30
Rising Star.New York..
May 30
Abyssinia...New York. .Liverpool_June 1
of
Paris.New'
York.
City
.Liverpool_June 1
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool_June 1
York..Pt
au Prince. June 1
Vicksburg.New
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.June 1
York. .Havre.June 1

AspimvaJl

We will cut and make

4 50

Almanac.May 27.

5 00

We will cut and fit suits for

2 00

We will cut and fit Polonaise for

175

We will cut and fit

1 75

*

T-VTT-1

CO.,

and

cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly

I 50
man-

and with all possible dispatch,
our

61

not

We have

the

all

us a

be sold at reasonable

prices.

DEVENS

CO.,

St.

genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Lye producIMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does uot
contain a
particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.

_jyll

Styles.

The Committee will be at Grand

Retail way $§.dO—and
$7.50 we will hook engage-

May

ISUJUAETT'S

during the

of this notice.

845
May

PORTLAND.

ANOTHER

NEW

OTHEB

NO

INVOICE

Congress

St.

dence.
Sch Sarah Elizabeth Kelley/Gardiner for Newport.
Sch Ambassador, Warren, Banger for Hyannis,—
leaky in top works.
Sch Wm Stevens. Elwell, Bangor for
Roxbury.
Sch Geo B McLellan, Keen, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Gen Kleber. Day, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Aurora, McCarty, Bangor for Salisbury.
Sch W H Lewis. Elwell, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Cynosure, Sheppard, Rockport for Boston.
Sch J Treworgy, Young. Calais for New York.
Sch Gem. Thomas, Hallowell for New York.
Sch W H Prentice. Prentice, Wiscasset for Boston.
Sch Mary Susan, Snow. Rockland for New York.
Sch Arkansas, Smith, Rockland for Danvers.

CLEARED.
Steamer Carlotta, Bennett, Halifax, NjfS John
Porteous.
Brig Prentiss Hobbs, Dodge, Matanzas—Phinney &
Jackson.
Brig E E Holbrook. (Br) Mellen, Boston.
Sch Nellie Chase, Dalling, Charleston, SC—Yeaton
—

& Boyd.
Sch C L Vandervort, Kelley, New York—J Nicker-

son.

Soli Winona. Bums, Boston—Bunker Bros.
Speaker, Matthews, Boston—S Ricker.

Sch
Sch

George Kilbom, Stanley, Prospect, to load lor
Washington—J Nickerson.
Sloop Jenny Lind, Bowen, Boston—Bunker Bros.
Sunday, Itlay 2t>.
ARRIVED.
Sch Sea Dog, Allen, Brunswick, Ga.
Sch Chas Sawyer, McFarland, Alexandria,—coal to
James & Williams.
Sch Fred Walton, Rich, Georgetown, DC.
Sch Jachiu, Kane, Rondout,—cement to C A B
Morse & Co.
Sch Sedona. Wall, Port Johnson.
Sch Ida L Howard, Harrington, New York.
Sch Winner. Nash, Boston.
Sell Bramhall, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Pearl, Gookins, Biddeford.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 17th, ship War Hawk,
White. Port Discovery.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 10th, ship Charlotte, Austin,
W.

Newport,

Chi 20tli, brig J W Hunt, Hunt, Pascagoula.
MOBILE—Cld 20th, ship Albert Gallatin.Chandler,

LiverjK)ol.

KEY WEST—Ar
New York.

17tli, barque Volant. Woodman,

JACKSONVILLE —Cld 18tli, sch J W Maitland,

Colcord. New York.

CHARLESTON—Cld 21st, sch Ella M Pennell,
Brunswick, Ga, to load for Poito Rico, and sailed.
Sid 23th, ship Nautilus, Spencer, Liverpool.
NORFOLK—Ar 22d, sell Montezuma, Bulger, New
York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 23d, sells Loretta Fish, Wiley,
and Louisa Bliss, Strong, Boston; Ada F Whitney,

Marsters,

do.

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 24tli. barque Ophelia M
Rio Janeiro, for order.
Passed out 24th, barque Geo S Hunt, Gray, (from
Baltimore) tor Havana.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, brig H B Emery, Small,
Caibanen.
Ar'.Uil, brli; Acelia Thurlow, White, ftn Caibarien.
.Urri*. from Sagua.
aiTi,b.ri5hrMattano,
« fiirigo, foijBoston.
H
“““Harriet Baker, Webber, for St Pierre;
,,
IndieB* ion-.We8t
Ar2M’ bldg Adelaide, ImiesB,

Hume, Hume,

f
PHTI‘tnKiP°wf

Clenfuc4?

0urvcr. Matanzas;
r’'^'ni!e,',r,om‘ls:Cr«Fian"l.':’
Bu.nham, Staples, do; sclis Etnilv
Curtis

Geo

brig

BarMatanzas* F

bour, Cardenas; B F Lowell, Leavitt
Collins, Seavey, Sagua;
Stackp"lc’ 'lo; S'mrbruck
New

York*0"'

Aizena?BoyntonH^anr
Cl“k|

'SSZ?***'
IvtfiXt)
22d,

; sch

Cld
Btlis Geo B Somes, Tray. Yarmouth Me
Lvra Pickering Newburyport; Alqutzar,
Tbom’paon!
Charlestown; Sen Nvmpli, Haskell, and Jane Haskell, Boston; Campbell, Eaton, Salem; Centurion *
Blodgett. Bangor; F G Russell, Rankin, Saco.
Cld23d, barques Henry Flitner, Dickey, Cardenas;
Hancock, Collins, do; Scud, Wilson, Turks Islands;
brigs F J Merrimnn, Lecraw, Nuevitas; Lucy W
Snow, Hall, Salem.

for memorial

Day.

Department of Maine.
The following Programme is announced for Memo30th:

Comrades will reportjat Headquarters at 9 o’clock.
M, be divided into squads,receive decorations, and
under command oi the officers designated for the
purpose will proceed to decorate the graves in the
Eastern. Western, Calvery and Forest City Cemeteries, also the Lincoln .Tree, with appropriate cereA.

monies.
At 1 P.

M., all the comrades of the Post will asas above, receive the decorations, and togethwith the Army and Navy Union, join fcthe
escort,
consisting of the Lightln&ntry, Mechanic Blues and
Cadets, under command of Cant. Chas. P. Mattocks
of the Infantry, in frout of the Headquarters, at half
past one. The column will move up Congress street,
down Free and Middle, up Temple and down Congress to the City Hall, where the Mayor. Citv Government, Orator, Honorary Members of tne Post, and
other guests will be received, thence down Pearl St.
to the Portland and Rochester Depot, and take the
cars at 2 o’clock.
Upon arrival at Memorial Lot in Evorgreen Cometery. the Post and Army and Navy Union will lake
position at some convenient central location, from
which the details will proceed to the different graves,
one man at each grave to be decorated.
As soon as
all are posted thefofficer in charge will report to the
Commander of the Post, when at a signal of one
gun,
his decoration
each comrade will uncover,
upon the grave, take position of soldier at “parade
rest,”
during a dirge by the band, and three volleys of
musketry by a detachment selected for the purpose.
At the same time the escort, and all others not assigned will be formed in the Avennes facing Memorial Lot, (which will be decorated in like manner as
the graves,) the escort saluting at signal, remaining
at parade rest during the dirge and volleys. A recall will then be sounded by the bugler, when the
comrades at the graves will rally upon the reserve at
quick time; as soon as all are in, the “Post” and
“Union” will return to their position in the column
whiah will be massed on Memorial Lot.
The exercises here will be opened with a prayer by the Chaplain of the Post, followed bv an oration by Gen. J.
L. Chamberlin, music by the band, and benediction
The column will then reform and proceed to the
cars; arriving in the city, it will move up Chestnut
street to the City Hall, leave the guests, tnence down
Pearl st, up on Middle and Congress streets to Headsemble

er

A.

S.

my!8m2w

91

63
30

els.
cts

Most Perfect

Cashmere &
extremely

antirely new and scientific principle. Economy in Ice, perfect dry atmosphere,
there U no intermingling of taste or smell, but every
article is kept in a mate of purity,

PARASOLS.

Call and

Paisley Shawls,

HOSIERY.

Congress,

29

of

Brown

j

A

MILLINERY.
NEW

-AMD-

FRESH

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

GOODS,

AMD

No.

BEST

PORTLAND, ME.

Municipal Bonds.

-AT-

of Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kafts.ia, with semi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 j»er cent,
interest, selling at pricos which net from

BONDS

Itt. A. ROS WORTHS,

•

Exchange St.

146
AprillBtl

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Haviug an extensive acquinlance in the Weet, a.
wall as a buxines, acquaintance of twenty year, at
home hi Portland, I am making a "pei ialtv of these
securities, -visiting the localities where they We issued.
Investigating them very carefully and buying and
ottering for sale only time that I consider among the
safest for investment. They are Issued in *100, *300
and *1000 sixes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
careful investors.
They are daily becoming more
IKipnlar, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety ansi profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application,
(iovernment Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.
rHARLKS IR. D A WK El,

M.

Mrs.

If.

NEAL,

to the ladies of Portland and vicinity
that she haa a tine assortment of new millinery goods of all kinds, and all those ladies that find
it difficult to get a bonnet or hat trimmed to suit
them in style and price, will please call on
sav

WOULD

MRS. NEAL,
39A CeagreM St., bend of Csms.
and
Pressing done in good order.
Bleaching
May 2f«d2w

“chat dir

CALLAND SEE

AUCTIONEERS
NO.

STATE OF MAINE.
CUMBKltLAND, 88.
To ib« (loHornblf the Covaly ConianUmi oner* for the County a fore staid
prays the Boston and Maiue
RESPECTFULLY
Railroad,
ptrution duly existing by law,
a

HAMPSHIRE

Coal !

May 9th, 1872.
Ordered that the thirteenth day of June, 1872, at
ten o’clock A. M., and the Atlantic House, arc hereby appointed the time and place for bearing upon the
wltbla Petition; that the petitioners cause a true cony
thereof with this order
thereon, to be served upon tne
clerk of said Scarborough, similar copies to be posted
in three public places in said town, and
published In
some newspaper in Cumberland
County, three weeks
successively, said service and poettng and first publication to be thirty days prior to said
hearing.
WM. B. SKI LLIN,
GEO. E. CHADBOITRN,
SMITH BARBER,
County Comm, for Cumberland Count v.
myl0-lT-24 Fri 3w

JUST ARRIVED!
suit, by

Williams,

Address.

Music.Band.
Music, “True Sword,”.Arions.

Address.
Music.
Band.
Music, “Sword of Bunker Hill,”.Arions.

Address.
Song, “America,”.Arions and the Audience.
Benediction...
The hall will be
open at 7 o’clock aud the public
arc cordially invited to be present.
The Post would respectfully invite all soldiers and

sailors who took part in the late war to unite with
them in the ceremonies of Memorial Day.
Honorary members ol the Post and otherlgnesis
specially invited are requested to assemble at City
Building at half past one o’clock P. M, where a committee will assign them positions.
A train will leave P. & R. Depot at 2 o’clock to accommodate the citizens. Fare out and return 20 cts.
MAJOR W. P. JORDAN
Is "announced Chief Marshal withjtlie
Aids:
j; S. Douglass, G. O. Bailey, A. M. Sawyer.
W. H. GREEN, Chairman.
Per Order,
C. W. ROBERTS, Secretary.

following

J. F. Land,
E. H. Hanson,
M. Adams,

Geo. H. Abbotl,
W. P. Jordan,
H. P. Ingalls,

J. M. Marston,
Committee of Arrangements.
1872.

an It

“WEBER” and other eminent makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

5 Cahoon Block, opposite City Hall,
1
AT REDUCED PRICES.
myl7
eomly

sold

cheaper

Sets, Chairs, Mattresses, See,

than

On

CO.,

Or

as

suffering if neglected.

mhlUeodsn3m

to the

necessary for diffusive stimulants in modical practice,
but complain, and with good reason, of the impossi-

bility

of

obtaining

them pure.

The

difficulty

every

thing objectionable;

recommendations.

If it

but this is

were

nothing

only

one

more

COAL

here

We are

than

The

an

no

permanent benefit.

elements of the Bitters is

In Stock

At

JAMES

inn

us a

call

WILLIAMS,

&

BANK OF DEPOSIT.
F. A. HAWLET

N». 1 Devonshire,

and collections
We do

purchased to close the account of
suspended jobbing house in Now York.
stock

SlftK is

a

au see

the

goods

Europe.

veteran in the business, and
tho wants of the people.

ALL

WOOL

Worth

SCOTCH

$13.50

for

To Owners of Lots in Evergreen Cemetery.
Commissioners
THE
price of One Dollar
first rate condition

In

WORLD’S PEACE JUBILEE.

Thousands will gather here iu June,
Their hearts and voices to attune
In praise of peace throughout the earth;
Many from distant lands wfli come,
To join us in our pleasant home,
■pAud nelp extend the joy and mirth;

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.92J
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logansport, CrawfordsvUle and S. W.. 8s. 95
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s. M
Connecticut Valley 7a.95
New York and Oswego 7s.
95

thorough-

SUITS,
$9.

U. S. Bonds ami other marketable Securities allnwmch23*a cod3m
price In exchange.

od full

State of Indiana
her patent Cement Pi fie Machinery from
T Portland, Me.
my23eodlw

G1KTS

CASCO NATIONAL BANK

with any other store on the streot, end 1 warrant overv article to prove just as represented, as I
thoroughly understand my hnsiness.
A. V. SISK, 1T1 Vara Si.
niy-jatt

HAS

as

myleod3w

JAMES BAILEY,
S. PALMER,
C. K. JOSE,
Trustee*.

CARRIAGE FOR SALE.
SECOND-HAND JUMP SEAT ROCKAWAf,
made by Kimball, in rood order. Apply to
JOHN T. HULL, 48 Union St.
my251e3t

A

4

FOB BALE BT

COMMEKt'tAL
Whole Kale Agent! for

price
Quality as good,
Super Phosphate.
aud

liable

a

Pipe Drain ftir years.
mylJeodlw

Cement

To Ecu
pleasantly (Mated

FINE dwelling House

Slay

on

5th.

49J Exchange

Notice to Tax Payers.

you have your sewers built of Cement Piim vonr
burdens will be light, and your Real Estate'valuable.
niy21oodlw

IF

Conant & Rand,
133

used

State Street, Possession given
Enquire of DEANK & VEKRILL,
eod-i* tf
Street. April 20,1872.

in-

J.

\

Croasdale Super Phosphate

have fixed upon the very low

vance, and it is hoped that all persons having
terest will avail themselves of this privilege.

As

invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the price* of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

A Large Lei ef AII-Waal Veala, worth
from 93.30 to 94.00 far 91.30 each.
ryPlease bear In mlnil that 1 have no connection

a lot, for keeping the same
througq the season.
to
made
the City Treasurer in adto
be
Payment

promptly acknowledged.

General

DEALERS INI SECURITIES/

now

30G Commercial St.

a

we

a

will buy.

ly understands

Boston.

Banking and Commission Businegotiate Bonds, Stocks, Note* and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and

of Prices !
and you

Male Ml

ness,

At Less than the Present Market
Value!
a

ror.

Pour per rrnt. Intrrrot allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bunk.
Out-of-town depositors will have tbclr remittuures

Spring and Summer
CLOTHING,
Being

& CO..

BANKERS,

A LARGE STOCK

A Good Business Suit
For $7.50.

COAL,

80.73 per Ton.
Qlvo

SISK,

OFFERS FOR SALE

of 87.30 per ton.

cases.

published

Street,

SPECIAL NOTICE!

the efficiency of the pure-

The Boys will be there—full of glee,
To witness this “Grand Jubilee."
In handsome “Suits" from head to feet.
Which they have bought at George Fenno’s,
Where now so many Boys buy “Clothes,"
Corner of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.
apl3sn3m ch wk
my 25

the

my 20

medical ingredients.
THE

Lehighs,

Satisfaction guaranteed In all
before purchasing elsewhere.

to bear upon the debilitated and disordered organs
that require renovating and regulating: and it is in
this way that the pure essence of rye incorporated in
y

for

SOLICITED.

Read the List

winter lots of

CHESTNUT

disordered

Hos tetter’s Bitters increases

$8.00.

(NO INFERIOR COALS,)

The stimulat-

a

organization, the spirituous
principle being chiefly useful in diffusing their influence through the system ami otherwise facilitating
their operation. Alcohol, even in its purest form, is
not so much a medicine as a motive power, by which
the specifics of the vegtable kindom may be brought
ened and

Best

May 9th, 1872.
Ordered that the fourteenth day of June, 1872, at
ten o’clock A. M, and the County Commissioners’ Office In Portland are hereby appointed the time and
place for hearing upon the within Petition; that the
petitioners cause a true copy thereof with this order
thereon, to be served upon the clerk of said Cane
Elizabeth, similar copies to be untied in three public
in some newspaplaces in said town, and
per. in Cumberland County,three weeks successively,
said service and posting and first publication to be
thirty days prior to said hearing.
WM. B. SKILLIN'.
GEO. E. CHADBOURN,
SMITH BARBER,
County Comm’rs for Cumberland County,
my10 17 24 Prl 3w

171 FORE STREET

then call

means, not an end.
The tonic, anti-l>illous, depurative and aperient vegeetable juices combined in the preparation are the
agents that impart vigor and regularity to the weak-

ing

selling

now

furnish

J. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.,

J. F.

of its

excitant its effects would be fleeting. It might refresh and revive the system for a few minutes, but

could produce

RETAIL.

AT

to

mrl2<Hfttf

MORSE’S “UTERINEJ TONIC” is prepared
for strengthening the system, imparting
tone and vitality to the various organs, removing
such weaknesses and complaints as tend to undermine the constitution and which cause a great
amount of

prepared

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Marriage.

DR.

world agree

to facilitate crossings of said wavs
by sakl
railroad; and that your Honors prescribe the manner
in which it is to be doue.
Boston & Malxr Railroad,
By its Attorney, Geo. C. Yerton.

ICE!

No. 14 Cross

Office,

expressly

Wholesome Ntimulant, That i* Absolutely Pare.

Cemetery,

tiT ORDERS

Tmm Mea from the effects
of errors and abuses m early life. Mauliood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage
removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
scaled envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mcbl6dsn3m

Street,
Opposite Custom House.

Co.,

secured their Block of

DAILY OB FOB TDK MKAWOIY.
AT LOWEST KATES.

before offered in this city.

ever

RESPECTFULLY

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted

Happy Belief far

George9* Creek
Coal,

Burnham &

Having

—

Cumberland, as.
Ta the If •■arable the ('ouuty €«ueusie•ieuen far the €euety aforesaid.
prays the Boston and Maine
Railroad, a corporation duly existing by law,
that It may be authorized to raise and lower and alter
tbo course of the following ways in the town of Cape
Elizabeth, to wit;
Main road from Portland to Saco. Road from Portland to Gorham, near bouse of W. S. SkUlin near

SEASON 1872.

CO.,

(Oppo. the New Post Office.)
eod tf
may2su

60 Commercial

the

ALSO

STATE OF MAINE.

ICE!

Leavitt,

27* MARKET ST.,

RANDALL, McALLISTER & CO.,

Physicians throughout

A

T. P. BEALS &

For Blacksmiths' and steam use, for sale in lots to
suit purchasers, at lowest market rates, by

A

ICE!

Are

Chamber

mined

my20sn tf

*2'S'

1870.

ADJUSTABLE SPRING BED.
—

ARRIVED

Cumberland

i’AWWL'DCI A f

c<o

that It may be authorized to raise and lower and alter
the course of the following ways in the town of Scarborough to wit: Road near the house of Abraham
Plummer; Road called the ‘•Hill road” opjMitite the
house of Ebeu Libby; Road called the "Hillroad”
near the house of S. Hr action, to facilitate
crossings of
saiti ways by the sakl railroad ; anti that your Honors
prescribe the mauner in which it is to be done.
Boston & Maine Railroad,
By its Attorney, Geo. C. Yeaton.

333 CONGRESS ST.

Cumberland

JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER,

aplltf

-AT—-

James &

!

EXCHANGE STREET.

Next below Merchants’ Exchange.

BLACK SILKS

EURE

CUMBERLAND “COAL.

PROGRAMME.
.Band.

Prayer.
Song, “Praise to the Soldier,”.ArionClul).

BEALS

Portlnud

—AND—

AND

Manufacturers of the

mar25-dly

of Hostcttcr’s Bitters are taken into consideration.
As a stimulant the article is absolutely free from

clergymen
music.

P.

T.

Exchange ■*.,

Commission Merchants,

PAISLEY SHAWLS

And for sale in lots to

21st,

-JN

J. 8. BAILEY & CO.,

NEW

ap30t

excuse and return the money.

only

appropriate

The evening exercises will be held at
City Hall and
will begin at 8 o’clock, to consist of brief addresses bv
of the city and others, with

our own

a

Cargo of Fmh

JUNE

32’Exchange Street,

QUALITY,

EASTMAN BROS.,

COMPOUND

Fall Supply Guaranteed the Eutlre
Season at the Lowest Rate*.

SEASON PRICE FOB 1872.
10 lbs. a day, from May 15th to Oct. 15th.
$5
15
7 oo
20“
*i
9 00
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th May and later
than 15th Oct., at the sani^rate per manth as during
the season.
mcli27
apis

STYLES

•

challenge comparison with any and every
Spring Bod for durability, cleanliness, adjustment,
ease and comfort, and liealtbfoluess, and we warrant
the bed to give good satisfaction
We give the privilege for any one to use the Bed, and ir It does not
give perfect satisfaction we will take out the Bed, at

or excesses of mature years.
This is inbook for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, aud the
one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bulfiuch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. li. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill aud EXPERIENCE.

A

C L A R K,
DEALER 15

sriujNtj

We

discretions

JUST

SQUARE,

BROTHERS & 00.

eod

my21tf

Middle Street.

sn

MARKET

D. W.

St.,

my21dtf

them at

May 20-eotlIw

prices.

PORTLAND.

see

NUTTER

HOSIERY.

Corner

on

rr Also the best lee-Pick and Mallet ever made.

Prices. They must be closed before June.

Low

lrigeraior i* the
Belrigerutor

IMade.

At very Low Price,—60 et» and upward,.

BED,
PATENTED

presented would be a serious one indeed, if the class
of agents was limited to the adulterated liquors and
wines of trade. It vanishes however, when the absolute purity aud extraordinary restorative properties

quarters.

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

PARASOLS.

on

SPRING

A Book for Every Man.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,’’ a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline iu Man, Nervous aud Physical Debility,Hypochondria,
Irapotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indeed

to

bo

37 1-4 cts.
37 1-4 cts.
43 cts.

1

M

ADJUSTABLE

FERNALD’8, merchant Tailor,

place

Portland, May 27.

Japanese
Poplias,
“

lUUUiltiE,

NEW YORK A BOSTON MARKETS,

27-dlwis

Day, May

«

GOODS

SPRING AND SUMMER.

HEAD-QUARTERS POST BOSWORTH,
No. 2, O. A. B.,
rial

“

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

—AT—

ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesa|*eake. Bragg, New York— passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Brig Ane Christine, (Dan) Andesen. Cienfuegos,—
301 hhds 27 tcs molasses, to E Churchill & Co.
Sch Stephen Waterman, Bennett, Boston.
Sch E L Dowling, (Br) Stillwell, Boston.
Sch Osseo, (Br) Clark, Boston.
Sch Ivy, Stewart, Swau’s Island.
Sch Senator Grimes, Philbrook, Calais for Provi-

or

HAINES.

ALLEN

FROM

Programme

Muturday, May 25.

te

Hair in the World.

FOB

VV O.

“

The Beat and Cheapest Hair Dressing

RECEIVED !

call.

Ladies’ Furnishing Store,

of Middle

adapted

(best quality).
Striped Jap. Silks,
“

Prometer of the Growth and Beanty mf the

18-sn tf

rxjArsuux »

ivx.

Apply

tuition

JAP. SILKS,
apr20-eod«&eow
JAP. SILKS.
REFRIGERATORS.
JAP. SILKS. Colten's Patent Itt

Universally acknowledged

OF
a.

Army Hall,

Arrangements.my!3eodsntd

a

JOS. H. POOR A BRO.

MBS. ABVEDSOSf,
ax

kud
Block,
Church sts. This store Is thoroughly built and
STORE
finished: is well located and
to wholesale
my27dlm

Practice

Dr.

plications affecting

A

jobbing business.

Special tie* by

curing

GENTLEMAN and wife or two gentlemen can
be furnished with front rooms) and good board,
also, transient gentlemen boardfrs can find the best
of accommodations by applying $o
MRS. WILBUR,
No. 4 Chestnut Street.
may27-tf

corner

in them

detect the
fetal and latent
comhi* patient*, is the reason of hi*
many who had tried the advertised medicines and most eminent physician* in this country
ami Enrol*.In hi* MEDICAL *!fc PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, published in 1&59, these *ubjtct*are
treated upon fully, and for the first thne bv anv physician or author.
Dr. HEATH,
by request and permission of
Ids patient*, can present the evidence of those v ho
had suffered from a few months to SO years;* e n
treated by as mauy as 90 professors and physii-iani;
paying from 9100 to 00,000, andpronounced incurable.who have enjoyed the best of health from one
to 95 years, since Ids treatment.
A i»er*onal Interview is desirable, though wt have
not seeu one-tenth of our patients.
Dr. A. H. HEATH has resided at No. lift E*i*t
Twenty-fifth street. New York (near Madison and
Fourth avenues), since 1*50, and receives patients
till 9 P. M. dally, and in the evening.

Boarders Wanted.

nated to the Post for the occasion.
Per Order,
WILLIAM H. GREEN,
Post Commander, and Chairman of Committee of

COAL

continuency

Pearl St.

To Let.
Douglass st., up stairs rent; 8 rooms; bard and
soft water, garden, stable; rent $10 per month.
Possession given 13th of June, or before if arrangements can be made with former tenant. Apply to G.
W. Burnham, 631 Congress st.
my27*lw

Tuesday and Wednesday, May 28th and 29th, to receive Flower* or other decorations that may be do-

16 BOND STREET, N. Y
1Y

SN_D&w
In

at 109

properly

The

Factory,

Dead.

Headquarters Bos worth Post, No. 2,
G. A. R.
Relatives and friends of deceased Soldiers and Sailors are notified that this Post will decorate the Cemeteries, those within the city on the Morning and
Evergreen Cemetery on the afternoon of Memorial
Day, May 30th.
Donations of Money and Flowers are earnestly solicited from all who are interested in this touching
tribute to the memories of departed heroes.
Boqnets, Wreaths, and Crosses of Immortelles, or
other fanciful designs in Flower Work, which may bo
intended for special graves, will be saeredlv deposited, if
addressed, and sent to the Headquarters of the post, on Wednesday and Thursday, May
J
29th and 30th.
It is partiularly desired that information repcctlng
new graves be forwarded as soon as possible to the
undersigned, in order that provisions may be made
for their decoration.

es

Those wishing work done,’wonld
do well to give

Mouldings,

ments for Winter Lots

Late

Papers

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This enperb Ilair
Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.

customers

disappointed.

CO.,

Solo Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendec3sNeod
erally.
The Nation’s

Exchange

May 4-6iitf

at
are

for persons de-

some eases

‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,- to insist upon obtaining them in order to
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT «fe

A

rooms

Large

HEATH disclosed the
startling fact that a majority of those Bartering with
NERVOUS DEBILITY, Dyspepeia, Constipation,
Pile*, Khramatihin, Catarrh, Consumption, disease*
of the Skin, Blood,Heart, Liver, Kidney*, Bladder,
ate., were caused by Seminal Weakness, and retdstedall treatment till ft wan cured, and that 49 of
every 50 could uot be cured without local application* of the proi>er remedies direct to the organ*, a*
medicine* by the stomach alone
proved wo;*o
than useless.
nil* discovery. with a gifted in-

siring

-m. ~r-~m—

JQj

PORT OF

Basque for

Wc will cut and fit Child’s Suit for

Sun rises.4.29 I Moon rises.
AM
Sun sets.7.26 | High water.3.00 PM
A.

basque for
suit for

We will cut and make child’s

Perelre.yew
Miniature

LOTHROP,

$8 00
5 00

will

A

C0VELL & C0MPANY,

ity, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
:>nly need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up In five sizes
—unpaneled, holding more than paneled bottles
appearing much larger.
They are the best

DECORATIONS. Ac.

Suit in the beat manner, fit

that

pleasant
WITH board,
my 27 -Jw

STREET.

EX-

Street,

May l-«od-n law-liu

Let.

At attractive

Especial attention is called.

of which

163
Dauforth
PORTLAND, ME.

sewers.

To

At

FLAVORING

and

W

use

and 1872.

J. W. STOCKWELL & CO.,

Greeley and Brown
to
cement
OUGHTmy27eodlw pipe for

7’.

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used in flavoring the various compounds prepared
for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best qual-

STYLES

Bronze

jySee Engineer’s official report for 1871

my27-lw

manner.

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their

To their

All

guaranteed, for

see

HAVING

FOR FLAVORING

comprises the latest and most

and

In 1871.

removed from Morrill** Corner, Dcering,
to No. 96 Pore at, near Custom House, Portland,
he would inform hia friends aud the public they can
have their horses shod as usual. All Interfering and
over-reaching homos shod in the heat workmanlike

7’.

F. Gold

Sc S.

Syrups, Ice Creams, Custards, Pies,
Blanc Mange, Jellies, Sauces,
Soups, Gravies, etc.

Soda

61 Exchange Ht.

Gold Leaf

lennon,
SHOER,

HORSE

TRACTS,

OF ALL GRADES.

list of prices.

and will

MIDDLE

It is necessary in

We will cut and make Polonaise for

ner

IOWA H. K Gold.

STANDARD

SPACIOUS STORE OF

A Full Line of

work in the best

Patrick

maintained.

We would call your attention to

our

7’.

Gold.

IOO

AT THE

DESIRABLE

The undersigned are prepared to furnish Ptiws for
Sewers, in almost any quantity if the orders are received early in the season.
The Clty’of Portland has in use more than ten
thousand feet of this pipe, over four thousand feet of
12 in, IS in, 18 in, 20 In and 24 inch sizes, being used

mr8sN rowf

ROOM PAPERS !

A

Lord, steep Falls.

Portland, April 29,1872.

my27d2t

It Is constructed

Banker, and Brokers.

*

DETENS

Double Over Coat, somewhere
Cornish to Steep fells. The
rewarded by leavingIt at tbe
Marr, Cornish, or with Tobias

ON

bWAN & BARRETT.

ROOM PAPERS,

Theii stock

We do

O’.

FOB SALE BY

7-30’.

Go|i,

LOTHROP,

who may favor us.

Webster, aged 83 years
Iu

EUROPEAN Se IN. AH. ft. K., Gold

ATCHISON,.TOPEKA

33 EXCHANGE ST.,

perfect satisfaction to any and all

DIED.

7-30

«ia

FOB SALE BY

NEW AND

S’.

H.

CENTRAL

DRESSMAKING.

a

8’.

NES K. H.

II. in. PAYSON,

No.

We will cut and make

7’.

DAYTON, OHIO,.

(<t

dk Saute

7’.

BUENETT’8

Portland Municipal
Portland aid PAR
Bath

Northern Pacific,

7’.

rOl'NTY...

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

This property is situated in a growing part of the
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6 p. m, Mondays and Srturdav excepted.
Apr 27-sntf

Portland dk Bochcater B. B.
Leoda dk Ftnaiaglaa B. B.
Central Bailroad, lown, Gold,

HA*

Lost.
the 24th Inst, a
on the road from
finder will be suitably
store of O'Brian &

STOCKWELL & CO.,

been a«ed by u, for the hut three
years for
Drain, and Sewer*.
We have found It entirely satisfactory and have uoheeitatiou in recommending it for those
THE PORTLAND ROLLING MILLS
By GEO. E. B. JACKSON Trw*u w
8

S’.

CHICAGO, DANVILLE Sc VICEN-

First-Class Residence at the
West End.
No. 35 Carlton. St., Near Pine.
The southerly half of a new three story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built by the day, in the
best manner; 13rooms, including bath room; hot and
cold water. Frescoed in oil
by Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed ami t lastered. Lot over 5000 feet.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

our

S’.

....

NORTHERN PACIFIC K

A

April 18, lat 20 N, Ion 37 W, ship Black Hawk, from
New York for San Francisco.
May 20, lat 36 N, Ion 72 48 W, sch Ralph Carlton,
bound South.
May 20, lat 38 12 N, Ion 69 05, sch Decora, of Machias, bound South.

Williams,

PORTLAND....

LEEDS A- FARMINGTON K K.

ap2sntf__PORTLAND.

SPOKEN.

Under date of May 21st, patents have been issued to the following Maine citizens: George
Slaving secured the services of
D. A. Gay, Bath, for medical compound ter
miss
the cure of fever and
Pomeroy, a first-class Dressague; Dexter S. Rice,
Portland, for eas.v-chair; Nathaniel T. Worth- I
maker, we are prepared to give
ley, Brunswick, for wsahing machine.

In Hodgdon, May 18, by Rev. Mr.
Daniel
Jones and Miss Diant ha T. Geraw, both of H.
In Lewiston, May 19, Joseph Bryant and Miss
Isabella Steel.
In Auburn, May 19, Watson H. Keith, of Auburn,
and Viola M. Larfabce, of Lewiston.
In North Conway. May 19, Adelbert Foster, of
Bridgton. and Hannah Brown, of Naples.

O’.

CHICAGO.

IN GENERAL.

MARRIFD.

STATE OF MAINE.

COOK

and Int.

MADE BY

J. W.

my27d6t

in Rackleff

BELFAST.J.r....'..

XEIST PER CENT.

INVESTMENTS:

Principal
City.

IN.

To Let.

BONDS!

A. G.

Orleans.

from Calcutta for Boston.

any

quality.

--==

CEMENT PIPE

ON

Parties who have had their Carpets Cleansed on
the floor, and are disgusted with it, can find a perfect
remedy at

BAILEY, Agent

G. L.

_myl8sntf

«sw

BONDS!

Ar at Newport 11th, Caledonia, Delano, Liverpool,
to load for New Orleans.
Ar at Isle of Wight 11th Inst, St Lucie, Scribner,
Callao.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW. Mch 4, N Gibson, Smalley,
Melbourne; Chattanooga, Freeman, Walboroo.
Sid fin Melbourne Men 22, Adelia Carlton. Carlton,
Hong Kong via Newcastle, NSW.
Ar at Singapore Mch 29, Hercules, Linooln, Cardiff.
Sid im Shangliae Mch 19, brig Madawaska, Fowle,
Swatow.
Sid fm Bassem April 5, Garnet, Oliver. Falmouth.
Ar at Galle April 16, W H Harkness, Norton, from
1 Bueno* Avres, and sailed 17th for Gynlam.
Ar at Gibraltar 4th inst, Addie Me Adam, Partridge,
New York.
Ar at Hamburg 9th inst, Esther, Loring, New Orleans.
Ar at Cronstadt 9th inst, Franklin, Hasseil, New

Ion 8 05

Blasting

of Ntandard

in

Wholesale and Retail.

[Latest by European steamers.]

April 14, lat 2 S,

and

8

CARPET CLEANSING!

Gunpowder

AGENCY!

PORTS.

Southard, Theobold,

S

j«3

--

■

THE

first class B FAMILY GROCERY STORE.
Corner Store and lining a good buriuews.
The capltal(requlred for Investment less than $4000.
rhe subscriber has gooil re-nous for selling. Apply
DAVID S. MORELAND,
)r address
212 Harrison Avenue, Boston.

Investment

Agents for the sale of the
Bonds of the Portland A Ogdeasburg K B

MOORE,

Successor to C. B. Atwood & Co.
May 21-sndtf

Du

New York.

Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on England, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight Pads on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and Now York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES attorded for the transaction of the
S]>eci»l as well as the General Business of correspondents.

any

ment.

Bunker, Baltimore.
Ar at St John, NB, 22d inst, sch A D Henderson,

KNOX COUNTY.

PENOBSCOT

All

Windsor, NS, 18th inst, sch Maria C Frye,

Henderson, Darien.
CId22d, sch Olive
pool.

as

or

DEALERS in Government and other

State.

Wilmington.
A rat

cheap

as

Boston

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in ail parts of the United States and
Canada.

Rouse in the

Liverpool.
inst,

A
correspondent of the Bangor Whig says
there was born in Orland on Sunday morning
last, to wife of a Mr. Hysler of that place, a female child having six jierfectly developed toes
on each foot, five fingers and
thumb on one
band, and six fingers and thumb on the other;
that is, the index fingers are divided at the second joint and terminate in two, with the nails
and all intact. All of the members are
equally
well proportioned, well developed, and will be
useful to the child.

Portland,

light expenses and Small
goods

monthly.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing inand available at maturity in
terest as by agreeme

Profits we guarantee to sell

London.
Passed Angier March 30, ship Templar, Fessenden,
from Cebu for
Ar at Trieste 8th
barque Chief, Harding, New
York.
Ar at Brcmerhaven 9th inst, ship Hampden, Atkins, New Orleans.
At St John, PR, 8th inst, brig Wenonah, Stone,
from Mayaguez lor Baltimore.
Ar at St Croix 13th, brig Annie Gardiner, Gardiner,
Demarara, to load for New York.
At Baracoa 15th, schs S S McKown, Parsons, and
O M Marrett, Reed, for New York.
Ar at Cape Haytien 3d inst, brig A J Ross,Wyman,

HANCOCK COUNTY.

erest credited

Streets.

Sid im Melbourne Mcb 24, barque Rose M, Pendleton, Newcastle, NSW.
At Yokohama April 23, ship I tanka, Rich, unc.
Ar at Shanghac Mcb 25, barque Jas S Stone, Phinney, Phinkiaug.
Sid Mch 27. ship Elsinore, Clark, Swatow.
Sid ftu Hong Kong Mch 29, barque Mai eville,Waite,
San Francisco; 31st, ship Sardis, McNear, do.
C1<1 at Calcutta 17th ult. ship Coringa, Bogart, for
Boston.
In port 19th, ship Kate Davenjiort, Duncan, lor

usual and is but very little winter killed.

President Hichborn of the Penobscot Bay &
River R. R. had a consultation with the citizens of Camden relative to the extension of the
Knox 8c Lincoln to that town. It was suggested that the town rote an additional 5 per cent,
of stock and bonds, and that the directors of
the P. B. & R. R. R. furnish the balance necessary to complete the road. There is a prospect that it will be done.

1. E. MOORE’S,

Elizabethport.

4l<nn

HOUSE Is established for the transaction ol
General Banking Bunin css.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Pour |>er cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and in-

Corner of Congress and Exchange

With

MAINE.

THIS

of the Best Stocks to

one

AT

and Lookout, from
LUBEC—Ar 17th. sch Gazelle, Gardiner, Portland.
Ar 22d, sch Mary E Staples, Godfrey, Portland.
FOREIGN

PORTLAND,

select from in the city,

Newcastle, Gale, do; Hiram, Sullivan, Calais; Swallow, Carlow, do: Northern Light, Plummer, Machias.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 23d. schs M E Gage, Church,

from
Our correspondent
South Aroostook writes as follows:—Mr. Charles Tarhell,
of Hodgdon, one of the most enterprising citizens of that place, is to pnt into
his carding
mill building several large looms, and if sufficient encouragement is offered still larger improvements will be made during the season.
A good many logs have been left in this vicinity this season for want of water to drive
them to market, but-the recent rains will probably enable some to start and get into the
booms.
in

Will find

Partridge,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

TVlU Croes Irarlro l\nftnn

BANKERS,

BUYERS of DRY GOODS

Elizabethport

The Lewiston Journal says on Thursday evening the employees of the old Androscoggin
railroad presented to Dana Goff a splendid tea
and w ater service, in token of the pleasaut relations that existed during the many years that
he had been in the service of the road.

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOR SAFE!
Superior Chance For Investment

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

CASH

NEWPORT—Ar 23d, schs Grand Island, Wheeler,
for Portland; Intrepid, Randall, Portland for New York.
APPONAUG—Ar 23d, sch Goorgie Staples, Lord,
(Jeorgetown, I)C.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 23d, schs L B Sargeut,
Sargent, Itondout for Salem; Alice Oakes, Marsou,
Port Johnson for Hallowell; Mary Jane, Merrill, fm
Port Johnson for Gardiner.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, brig Jas Davis,
Mayaguez ; sclis Susan & Phebe, Fletcher, Machias; Albert, Parker, Jonesport ; S II Pooll, Colby,Wiscassct;
E L Smith, Smith, Philadelphia.
Cld 23d, sch Winner, Nash, Portland.
Ar 25th, barque Frank,Wallace, Trapani;
brig Sullivan, Perry, T-inidad.
Cld 25th, barque Dirigo, Mallctt, New Orleans; schs
Brill, Lipsett, and Ethel, Gale, Portland; Duke of

¥12,321.14.

NEW AD VERT IS EM E NTS

NOTICES.

—

through Hell Gate 23d, schs Jessie, Sawyer,
Rondout tor Providence; J F Carver, Norwood, Hoboken ; Malabar, McCarty, New York for Boston; G
M Wentworth, Collins, do for Calais; Addie Ryerson, do for Boston; Surf, Abbott, from Trenton for
Dig h ton.
Passed do 24th, schs Hunter, Crane, Bay River, NC.
for Portland; Charley Cobb, Rondout for Boston;
Olive Hayward, Arey, Hoboken for Maine.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 23d, schs Sparkling Sea, Butler, Bangor; Owen P Hinds, Cleudennin, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 23d, sch Henrietta, White, for

voting solid against

meu

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Boston.
Passed

Raine.”

Inquirer.

Portland, May 25,1872.

at a moment’s notice to offer his “amendment” so

tion of the Long Branch railroad.
Henry Jackson of Loudon recently attempt:
ed suicide by hanging, but was cut down by bis

population 4,000.

Eben

Stevens,
Andrew Lacy,

leading

the spot to take measures to
bond the town. It is a large and rich town;

appointed

for the purpose ol nominating a candidate for Govand
ernor, two candidates for Presidential Electors
transacting any other business that may properly
come before the Convention.
The basis of representation is as follows:
Each city, town and organized plantation is entitled to one delegate and an additional delegate for
every seventy-five votes for the Republican candidate for Governor in 18C8. A fraction of 40 votes
additional to the full number for a delegate, is also
entitled to a delegate.
Delegates are authorized to fill vacancies only with
actual residents of the'eounty to which the town belongs.
The State Committee will be in session at 9 o’clock
the morning of the Convention lor the reception of
credentials.
Jamkb G. Blaine, Kennebec, Chairman.

Paul

and the

man.

held at

o’clock

place

were

Lewiiloa, Thursday, JaaeJlSlh, 187:1,
at

•

present. They are tor the railroad to a
“This matter must go forward,” said
one gentleman who pays one tenth of all the
taxes of the town. A committee of ten was

REPUBLKCAN^TATfi CONVENTION,
to be

22.

Moving west from St. Thomas, our party
with a delegation of citizens accompanying,
reached Lacolle at noon of yesterday, crossing
the outlet river of Lake Champlain by ferry.
After lunch we met the prominent citizens ot
Gov.
the place in the Good Templars’ Hall.
Hemlee and Gen. Anderson made statements. A branch of tlio Grand Trunk now
passes through the town north and south.
The people, however, want a line east and
west. They want a competing road to bring
down freights. The largest property holders

__-

Republican State Convention.

#

Q. Slay

To the Editor of the Treu:

187*>

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 27,
___

P.

NEW YORIv—Ar 23*1, barque Faunie, Wiley, MatamoiasOdays; brig Rci»orter. Coombs, Fall River;
rcIih Commerce, Elliolt, Jamaica: Nettie Cushing,
Pressey, TlioinaHton ; Mary Ella, Thomas, CheverTc
for Hudson City; Ximcna, (new) fm Machias; Mary
Shields, Waite, Gardiner; W H Thorndike, Hall,
Yinalliaven; John Boynton, Hill. Calais; Velma,
Look, do; Grecian. Coombs, Machias; T Benedict.
Crockett, Rockland; Plough Boy, Brackett, Rockport ; Kate Grant, Grant, Dix Island; Julia Newell,
McIntyre, Rockland ; Dolphin, Smith, Portland;
Yamlaiia, Ellis, Rockland; James Jewett, Coombs,
Belfast; Fannie & Edith, Ryder, EllBworth; E G
Knight, McIntyre, Rock port.
Ar 24th, schs Sunbeam, Whitman, Santa Cruz 3<»
days; Alice C Fox, Emerson, Eleutbera. « days; L M
Sirout, Strout, and Vesta, Keran, Yinalliaven; Webster Kelley, Kelley, Providence; Orozimbo, Wood,
Calais; Harry Percy, Percy, Gardiner; Thomas Hix,
Hall, and E Arcularius, Gregory, Provideuce.
Ar 25th, brig Hattie E Wheeler, Bacon, Cardenas.
Cld 24th, ship Seminole, Holmes, San Francisco:
brig H C Sibley, Colson, Buenos Ayres: schs Israel
Snow, Pease, Baracoa; E A DeHart, Pink ham, do;
El Dorado, Hamilton, Eleuthera; Eveline, Pierce,
Barbadoes; LM Warren. Pickering, Nassau, NP;
Diploma, Pink ham, Norfolk; D Sawyer, hogers, for

New York reporter's English for getting
drank and laying out on the park all night.
Tom Scott has been beaten in the New Jersey courts ill his efforts to stop the construca

!

ITBKKT,

For Sale.

(

Maine.

lower than any other

apgTlslm

re-

|

1

of the heat local lolls In
A Pm-tiii!?10*1
*tor!!l~lm*
Hand. A small
>11
ialeablo stock. Hold
01

count of

gresssi.

leaving the

vnac-

*tate.

m>4dlw*tfla

&l

•Tone*’ HwknUBO Coa-

DANIEL jONKS.

A memorial Merrier.
In response to au urgent invitation from
number of the member* of Post Bosworth, sec
onded by the request of some of his own parish
Rev. Mr. Bickuell of the India Street Cniver
salist church—himself formerly a soldier—eon
sented to hold a special service yesterday, having esjiecial reference to the approaching Me-

THE PEESS.
MONDAY MORNING, MAY

27, 1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.
A river line went*

N«*wr

pulpit recess,

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
To Let—109 Pearl st.
To Let—Q. W. Burnham.
For Sale—David S. Moreland.
Ijost—Double Overcoat.
Horse Sheer—Patrick Lennon.
Boarders Wanted—Mrs. Wilbur.
To Let—Allen Haines.

PRESIDING.

Saturday.—Thompson vs. Steamship Clotilda.—
The day was taken up by the argument of Mr. PutJudge

Howard & Cleaves.

Howard will

re-

Giveen—Hale,
Putnam.

Mupcrior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

LANE.

Saturday.—State vs. Inhabitants of Harpswoll.
Indictment for a bad road. Evidence all in.
Mattocks.
Webb.
Court

mljourned at

until

noon

Monday morning.

Brief Jottings.
A steam saw-mill is in operation on
Hog
Island.
The island hotels and boarding houses are
brushing up for summer company.
A uew time-table on the Portiand and Og-

deusburg

railroad goes into operation to-day.
No criminal business in the Municipal Court

Saturday.
death from small-pox at the Alins
Saturday and three more cases of the

Another

House on
disease.
The ladies circle at Woodford’s Corner has
paid about eight hundred and fifty dollars towards the new church edifice.
Nearly all this
amount has been raised since last July.
On Saturday, F. O. Bailey & Co., sold at auc-

tion,

schooner Henry Clay, 39 tons, for #325;
also Bcliooncr Eliza Ellen, 81.40 tons, for $1025.
The city authorities ought to require the
Grand Trunk Railway Co., to station a man
with a flag at the crossing foot of India street.
The frequency of trains and the great amount
of passing to and from Grand Trunk, Atlantic
and Galt's wharves, make this a point that re-

quires special protection.
narrow

Quite a number of
from accidents have occurred

escapes

there lately.
A break occurred in the

Sebago main ou Congress street, near State, on Saturday, and it
was found necessary to put in a
piece of new
pil*e. As a consequence a considerable portion
of the lower end of the city was without water

yesterday.
The Star is responsible for the statement that
D. W. Coolidge of this city, has sold his trot-

ting-house

Ben

Butler

of $16,600.
The Whitman

to

Lon Morris for the

sum

improved railway sleeper

be used hereafter
road.

on

the Maine Central

is to
Rail-

People

will enjoy their Sebago better when
they know that a boy laved in the reservoir
Saturday. The quality of the mercy was not
strained.
The official order of exercises for the observance of Memorial Hay, will he found in the

special notice column.
Post Bosworth, G. A. R., yesterday voted to
invite Rev. George W. Bicknell to deliver their
oration on Memorial Hay, 1873.
We are sorry to learn that the venerable
Ether Shepley is confined to his house by illness.

People

will enjoy their Sebago better when
they learn that that boy enjoyed his bath in the
reservoir Saturday. He wasn’t very dirty, and
the water was strained afterward.
A Reform Club will be organized at Morrill’s

Corner, next Saturday evening, at the hall over
Mr. Bray’s store.
The drinking fountain has been replaced on
the comer of Congress and Washington streess,
and one has been erected in front of the City
Hall.
A new

quickstep
Navy Union, will

dedicated to the Army and
be played by the Portland

Band at the parade to-night.
The match game of base ball between “Sebaseoms” of Gorham, and the “Seminary’s of
Deering, last Saturday, on the grounds of the
tatter, resulted in favor of the Seminary’s, by a
score of 39 to 6.
The Sebascoms appeared in
their new uniforms.

They tell a good one of Clark. Said the genial chairman of the Democratic State Convention, the other day, when they had got through
their session, “Marshal, it seems to bad that we
couldn’t have had something to take here. You
ought to ha’ let up on us for a couple of days.”
“I know it,” said Clark, “It’s an awful blow to
to tliA citv

to

Iooha anrh

tr.arift!”

a

The Concert To-Morrow Nioht.—The programme for the concert to-morrow night is
printed below for the information of those who
desire to know in advance wliat is to be offered
to them. Unless we are mistaken in the expression of the public iu relation to the entertainment, there will he a very active demand
for tickets

to-day and

to-morrow:

fart first.

J. Potpourri, “Her Freischufcz”.Weber
Portland Band.

Duo, “Betly”.Donizetti
Messrs. Stockbridge and Dennett.
The Sky Lark.Benedict

2.
1.

Mies Nellie Barker.

t.

Ah Quel giorno. ‘‘Semiramide”.Rossini

Miss Annie Louise Carey.
6. Old English
Misses Barker, Carey and Messrs. Stockbridge aud
Dennett.

Quartette.Storace
part

1.

Concert Aria .Mercadante
Portland Band.
know a bank, (Duett).

2. I

Cary.

3.

Non Toroo.Mattel

4.

Serenade....Schubert
Mr. Stockbridge.

Miss Ada

Cary.

Signor,‘‘Le» Huguenots,*.Meyerbeer
Miss Annie Louise Cary.
C. Quartette, “Kigaletto”.
Verdi
Miss Barker, Miss Annie Louise Cary, Messrs. Stockbridge and Dennett.

5. Nobll

Joseph Proctor.—The character of Jibbenainosay, in which Mr. Proctor is to appear at
Music Hall to-night is one of those thrilling
conceptions of a dramatic author that borders
It well illustrates frontier
on the sensational.

life,

the cruelty and superstition of the aborigines and the reckless
bravery of the pioneer
whites. It is a role In which Mr. Proctor is unapproachable; indeed it was made for him,
and

though

sometimes

essayed by others, no
actor has ever succeeded in giving it the vigor
that Mr. Proctor does. The piece is familiar to
old play-goers in Portland, who remember
Proctor's brilliant career as a manager in Portland twenty years ago, and his popularity has
not been abated by the lapse of time.
His recent success in California is gratifying, and his
visit to Portland may be regarded as a oompl iment to the lovers of the legitimate drama.
Since the first announcement, Mr. Proctor
has been obliged to change his original programme, and will give hut one representation)
aud that is this evening. So all who desire to
see this great actor must secure tickets early.
To-morrow evening he will appear in Biddeford.
Base Ball.—A match game of base hall

was

played Friday afternoon on the Resolute
grounds, between the Rival and Class of ’73 B.
B. Clubs, which resulted in favor of the former, by the following score:
RIVAL.

CLASS

OF

’7

O. B.

Hersoy, P.
Steveua, C. F.
Kinsman, E. F.

S 2
2 5
3 2
3 3
4 2
3 4
2 3
1 3
4 1

tiiddlngs,

1st B.
Ware, 3d B.
Slrurtlelf, C.
L. F.

Huntington,

Boot. 2dB.
Cushman, S. S.

Elder, S. S.
Beeves, L. F.
Freeman, 1st B.

Carruthers, 2d B.
Dresser, 3d B.
Drummond, P.

Peary, B. F.
Maxey, C.
Stephenson, C. F.

27 27

_1

}V,val’
Class of

5
2

73,

INNINQS.
2 3 5 5
1
0

4
1

«"
2

2
2

O.

R.

4
3
3
4
1
2
4
3
3

0
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0

27

8~

6

7

8

0

5
0

ft
0

0

1_8

1-27

Fly Catches.—Rivals, Ilersey, 3; Stev ens, 1;
Kinsman, 2; Giildings,2; Huntington, 3; Root,
3; total, 14.

Fly Catches.—Class of ’73, Elder, 1; Reeves,
1; Freeman, 1; Carruthers, 1; Dresser, 2‘
Drummond, 3; Stephenson, 3; total, 12.
•Sunday Recreations.—Last evening, about
8 o'clock, two yonng men arranged for a fight
behind Clapp’s block. They stripped for the
fray and had started the claret well when a report of police caused an interruption iu their
little recreation and a hasty flight
About <1 o’clock in the evening three men
drove up Congress street and back, one of whom
was

playing on

an

accordeon.

James Woodbury.—This earnest temperance
advocate addressed a respectable sized audience
at Musis Hall
last
He gave a sketch of

evening.
twenty-five
very attentively.

Ms own life for

ciety, especially in the distribution of the Scrii>tures in foreign countries and tongues. The
financial condition of the Society was also stat-

beautiful tribute, which, on
would be offered to noble, dewhen
parted worth,
comrades, friends and loved ones, would decorate theearth tentsof fallen
soldiers.
No weak desire for display would
prompt their act; but it would be inspired by
the spoutaneous outburst of some of the noblest
faculties in man. Itis-weli, lie believed, that
one day in the year should lie consecrated to
the memory of fallen companions—and while
the resting places of the departed receive the
heaven smiling tokens of res|>ect, it will enable
all to place upon the altar of the. present, tlicir
emblems of consecration to faithfulness—that,
dying, all may leave behind memories fragrant
and beautiful with virtue.
Nations have their festal audfholy days. A
people must be dead who are never inspired by
the anniversary of any event in their past. This
speaker alluded to the joyous seasons of ancient nations, also to our own fourth of July—
as seasons
inspiring—times for testifying our
gratitude for the labors of others. Yet none of
these are to be compared to our own holy day—
when a tribute of respect is paid to the departed—all uniting in the testimonial—simple, lofNo
ty and beatiful—yet tinged with sadness.
people were ever prompted to offer a testimony
to departed greatness, prompted by such unselfish motives as have inspired these tributes in
the past and will inspire them for many years

ed,

and in the course of his remarks he stated
that the Maine Bible Society had contributed
to the funds of the New Y’ork
Society about

838,000. He spoke also of the necessity of
more persistent efforts to introduce the Bible
among the Romanists, and gave some very interesting statements in regard to the power of
the Word among these people in Connecticut.
The penetration of the Bible into China and
Japan and the influence of the Christian religion in re-moulding those nations, especially the
latter,

were among the most valuable points in
his address.
Mr. Gilbert was followed by Rev. Messrs.
Hiucks and Hayden. A collection was then
taken for the Society, and after uniting in singing the Doxology, the audience was dismissed

by a benediction by

stand by the graves of the fallen, we
are to forget their faults, but emulate their virtues. Many of us, he said, will remember them
in their strength, when earnest for victory;
shall remember them as they fell on the field,
or sinking
away in hospitals. We cannot decorate the graves of the noble soldiers who died
in rebel prisons, yet the beautiful of the purest
effectious may be offered a tribute, not only on
one day, but always.
Observing such seasons has a tendency to
make us better.
Our gratitude is stirred, our
blessings appear more valuable as we remember
Piwt,.

hi*a

tint,

tn

fur trot th*

ially

commend themselves to those anxious to
visit, at small cost, the most interesting points
in those countries, and at the same time help
the Allen Mission in its work among the poor
and outcast. These views have been shown
during the past winter iu the cities and towns
)!,., XfD1.ll.,

treasure its iuststruction. Memorial Day seems
link between the past and present Nothing
now indicates the great struggles, but Memorial Day brings it fresh to mind.
We live over
again the long list of actions on the Peninsular,
Maryland campaigns, the sea and the West, all
these, down to the final struggle and victory.
The forms of noble privates and brave officers
rise up before us, until we see the noble Lincoln, who, just as the light of victory broke in
upon his vision, died the martyr's death. Remembering all these things makes us stronger,
more
determined to support those priuciples
which it has cost so much to secure.
Every
year now witnesses our advancement, and so it
must be, God is giving ns wonderful privileges
and inspiring us by recollections of the past, to
accept and improve them.
The speaker would impress upon the minds
of all, the appropriateness of rendering Memorial Day the season of recousecratiou of minds
and souls to faithfulness in all relations of life.
Responsibilities rest upon us alLtPurity of individual life, fosters purity in national life. We
stand ordained by the instructions of the past,
to check evdlry antagonism to right, and labor
for holiness.
We are not to forget our promidra. The dying soldier may have beerrcheered as he thought
jf the promise made, that the loved ones dependent upon him should be cared for. Do not
We may decorate graves, we should.
forget.
It is well.
But let us not forget to decorate
living hearts, whose stay and support may be in
those graves, with comforts.
Tangible testimonials scattered in the homes of living worth,
are brighter in the sight of Heaven, than
the
fairest garlands which were ever formed from
Nature’s beautiful.
If we seek to learn the lessons of the past,
and improve the present, it is no sensational
act which we perform,when we strew the graves
of departed comrades with flowers. Nothing is
sensational which
is elevating.
Performed in the right spirit, few things can be more
elevating in their influence, than the impressive
and beautiful servioe of Memorial
Day.
The religious lesson was briefly alluded to.
The religion of the heart often overpowers the
religion of the intellect One is God-made;
the other man-made.
Creed may throw
doubts over
the fate
of
whose
many
On
Memorial Day,
graves we, decorate.
when God speaks in the soul—strive as we may.
we cannot help
feeling that those noble men are
marching on and on, upward under the guidof
their
Redeemer to better condiglorious
ance
tions.
In God’s love, in Christ’s power, the
reart of man when rightly conditioned, may
•ver trust.
When we remember God’s love towards us, how we should seek to be pure and
to
shun
the wrong, and follow Jesus,
rood,
1 ■rod loves man
always; let man respond and se:ure his true condition.
The earth-work of the
leparted is completed, and they have passed to
lie labor of the future, where Christ and not
nan is master.
We are to be faithful now, that
■ve may
be prepared for to-morrow and for all
luture.
We need all the lessons and instructions of
sarth. Life is a broad liattlefiold. While the
imblems of a nation’s libertywaves in the breezis above the soldiers’grave for a day, the emilein of individual liberty over every corrupting
dement which may enter within man, should
brever wave in every heart and spirit.
The
i tanner of nobility is ever to be kept to the front,
t never must be deserted.
A practical lesson was drawn from the briliant charge of Bartlett’s brigade, at Gaines’
Till, in ’62, showing that man should ever sup,ort the true standard of life at all hazards, and
hat victory is certain.
In token, then, of love for the departed, grati.ude for their services and their sacrifices, ami
Shanksgivings for the inspirations which clusa

on

price

years, which was
After the lecture

listened to
© p
edge-book was presented for
signatures.

was

the views.

the drug store of H. T. Cummings, on
for something to relieve him,
and while the clerk was putting up the medicine, Mr. Harvey fell forward on his face. The
clerk ran and picked him up, but he almost inwent to

Congress street,

stantly expired.

Mr. Harvey was about 05
years of age, and it is thought that apoplexy
was the cause of his sudden death.
Dr. Fitch
was called, but
nothing could be done.

Board of Trade.—At a meeting of the
managers of the Board of Trade on Saturday
Messrs. W. W. Thomas, J. W.
Perkins, M. V
Rich, Franklin Fox, J. W. Waterhouse, Clark
H. Baker, were appointed a committee to solicit subscriptions to the Merchants’
Exchange.
This institution ought to have a liberal support
by the business men of Portland, and we hope
the committee will meet with success in their
efforts

to

enlarge

one

large

the usefulness of

the Ex-

Cumberland Free Baptist Conference.
The May session of the Cumberland Free
Baptist Qr. Conference, is to meet with the
Casco street church in this city, the present
week.
There will be preaching services on

Tuesday evening, Wednesday

forenoon aud

evening aud Thursday forenoon. The ministers’
conference will be holden Tuesday afterncon
and the Qr. Conference on Wednesday fornoon
at II

o’clock.

The 17th International Convention of Young
Men’s Christian Associations will meet at
Lowell on Wednesday, June 12tli, and continue
five days. The meeting for organization wil^
occur at 11 o'clock A. M. in
Huntington Hall,
and the Welcome meeting will be held at the
same place in the
evening, at which time the
delegates will be welcomed by brief addresses
from Gov. Washburn, Mayor Peabody, and
others. The entertainment committee will provide for all delegates. Those not delegates will
be accommodated at the American and Wash-

ington Houses at 82 per day. The Maine Central and Eastern Railroads return delegates free
from Boston, and tbe Portland & Boston steamers will sell tickets to Boston and return for
82.
The election of the Portland delegates, which
was post]K>ncd two weeks
since, will
evening at their rooms.

Ppoe. Tripp’s Course,

occur

this

may be seen l>y
is to begin
in
Fluent’s
advertisement,
Hall, on Wednesday evening May 2Pth, at 8
A very considerable number of our
o’
leading literary and business men have already
secured family and course tickets, and the

promises

to

be

as

gratifying success.Courso
tickets have been placed at the mere nominal

course

price

of

a

dollar, to

accommodate persons of
moderate income. The lectures must prove especially valuable to the teachers and students of
the city, as presenting iu a condense form reliable information of the wonderful transformation and thrilling episodes which have marked
so

one

eventfully

history

the

of

Europe

for the

past twenty-five years.
Temperance Meeting.—The Portland Reform Club met at Arcana Hall last evening.—
^.Iier

Bible for the Municipal Court in Portland, $7;
8 good style Bibles furnished one of the Portlaud steamers, $1(1.80; (10 Bibles and 125 Testaments fur Mission schools and 25 Bibles to the
Chaplain of the Bethel Church for seamen.
It has been the desire of the Trustees that
every family iu the city and county should he
furnished with the Word of Life, hut there
are many difficulties in the way of accomplishing this. Nevertheless it was undertaken in
November last to perform the work in this city,
leaving out as impracticable most of the Roman
Catholic jiopulation. Mr. Henry B. Smith was
employee! in canvassing the city thirty-four days
at $2 a ilay. and we have reason to believe that
he performed his work faithfully. We were
happy to find that no alarming destitution of
the Bible was discovered in Protestant families.
He reports that he visited 3756 families and
gave to ttie destitute 21 Bibles and 2 Testaments, costing $12.90. He sold to parties willing to purchase and pay at the Society’s low
prices, 21 Bibles, 59 Testaments and Psalms and
15 Testaments, receiving therefor $40.75.
Mr.
Smith, while engaged, performed some good
missionary work among the poor.
The pecuuiary condition of this Society is at
present healthy. We are considered auxiliary
to the American Bible
Society in New York,
and all contributions of
money to them from
this county are first credited to us in the
supply account. Whatever is not required to keep
our depository in
good supply and condition is
to go into their treasury for use in
other fields.
*'llr receipts during the
year on the sale oi
Bibles were $650.99; from contributions and
other sources, net $324.55; total, $975 54
The
Treasurer remitted to the New York Society
during the year $1000. We were indebted
April 1st, $44.78. Our resources are:—Bibles
on hand in the
Depository with Bailey & Noyes,
$1529.87; cash in the hands of Librarian ami
Treasurer, $1182.71. It has been voted to remil
$1000 (this sum has been remitted since the report was written) to the American Bible Socie
ty, leaving us a good supply of Bibles paid for
But funds arc much needed by the New Yorl

opportunity

purchase.

We would say for
the benefit of our readers, that the cars that
leave the P. & R. depot at 7.15 will leave passengers at a short distance from the property.
to

Ladies and Childken’s bats and bonnets in
just the styles you have been looking for. 23
received fresh from the manufacturers
and will be sold at very low prices.

cases

Cogia Hass am.

BIDDEFORD,
AND

SACO

VICINITY.

York County 8. J. Court.
TERM, AT ALFRED—CUTTING, J., PRESIDING.
Saturday, May 25.—Julia McCrillis vs. Daniel
Wentworth. Breach of promise of marriage. The
parties live in Lebanon. The plaintiff confesses to
l*o 49 years of age. The defendant does not know
exactly how old he is, thinks he is about 42 or 43 and
was born in 1827.
The plaintiff has had two children,
born out of wedlock. The first died in the army.—
The second a school girl. She has been, as she says,
twice married, once to McCrillis and ouce a morganatic marriage, to Mr. Knox with whom she livod
MAY

many years until he died. She bore him ono daughter.
He forgot her in his will; but the chief legatee paid
some $326 for services in the family.

her

Plaintiff testified to
was

to

the contract.

Said

that she

purchasing a house, that defendant came
her in June, 1869, after Knox’s death in the

about

see

fall,

and

i>ersuaded her not to buy the place,
Win. On that consideration I agreed to marry
I asked him in July whether he was in earnest
about it,and ho says yea. He went to see me once,t wice
and three times a week; remained from a half hour
to two hours. Coutinued his visits to January, 187U
and then with interruption to July, after promising marriage. Oil the 3d of August, 1870, he married another women and left me out in the cold.
have

him.

All tlilc

nnnfr.i/if .1 af.m,1..IX.i

bouse

1,n.

(lo bis washing and called on her
at a neighbor’s as he passed by for an occasional drink
of water, but never mentioned marriage. Verdict
for defendant.
W. Emery.
Copland.
Hamilton.
Charles Bracy vs. James Ridley, This was an action for an alleged balance of $23.86 due for labor. The
defence claimed a violation of contract as the plaintiff was to work four months. The plaintiff also
claimed that by the coutract be was to have bis pay
monthly as he earned it. Verdict for plaintiff, $21.96.
M. A. Drew and Hamilton.
Lowe.
At noon the court adjourned to Monday afternoon.
ouce

to

In the latter part of Friday afternoon as Mrs.
Dennett was riding on Elm street, in Biddeford in company with Mrs. Jere. Hobson and
Mr. Lewis Smith and wife, the rear seat of the

carriage slipped from its place on account of its
not being properly fastened.
Mrs. Dennett and
Mrs. Hobson were thrown from the
carriage.
Mrs. Dennett received severe bruises from the
and
remained
in
a
state of unconsciousness
fall,
until late in the evening, but it is thought that
her

!

prayer,
resignation 01 incut. Howe,
who removes his home to Auburn, was accepted, and Francis Murphy elected President.—
Addresses were then made by Rev. E. P.
Tliwing, CoL F. X. Dow, E. Norwood,
Geo. Sylvester, C. J. Smith and Eben Leach.—
The exercises were interspersed with the singeing of hymns and were closed with the doxology aud benediction. A good audience was in
attendance.
me

injuries

will not prove of

a

serious nature.

Sheriff Warrf.n has been busily engaged
since the grand jury rose in making fashionable
calls and leaving polite but urgent invitations
many of our citizens to attend Court at Alfred to-day, when the County Attorney will begin upon the criminal docket.

to

The residence of Mr. Rufus Small, ou South
street, in Biddeford, lias been purchased by
Mr. O. H. Staples, for $3500. We understand
that Mr. Staples intends to occupy the house
himself.
A horse

belonging to Mr.
Saturday morning on

John

Moody

run

Alfred street, in
away
Biddeford. The wagon to which he was attached was considerably damaged.

BY TELEGRAPH.

couveyed a wrong impression. Some of the
boys of the Geology class have talked of going
up to Bartlett and Jackson to obtain
That’s all.

specimens.

Ferry Village.
Our correspondent gives a report of a very interesting and enthusiastic meeting of the Wash-

ingtonian Society

Saturday evening, at
which remarks were made by R. B. Loriug, S.
H. Hubbard, N. O. Deuglass, Rev. B. Freeon

man and President
Dyer. The meeting was
opened by prayer by Rev. Mr. Freeman. The
exercises were made more interesting by two
little misses, Mamie Doughty and Ella
Paige,

who sang some songs very prettily; and Mr.
the Secretary, who recited a temperance
ode, entitled “Beware of the First Glass.” It
is claimed by the members that this is the oldest of the new Washingtonian Societies, it dating back to Nov. 5, 1871, and that the honor of
pioneer in this good work in Maine belongs to

Paige,

Capt. Dyer. Another meeting will be held on
Saturday, June 8th.
According to a previous announcement an ad-

journed meeting of the citizens met in Union
Hall to take some action in regard to the
present high tariff on the Cape Elizabeth
Ferry,

and to choose a committee to ca l a town meeting for the purpose of petitioning Portland for
a

ferry landing, Capt. F. W. Talbot in the chair

and A. J. Robinson Secretary. The committee
chosen consisted of F. W. Talbot, John Brener, A. V. Cole, N. O. Douglass aud D. W. Kincaid. The meeting then
to
a

call

the committee.

adjourned, subject

*

JIISC'KI.f.ANEOFS NOTICES!.
At 60c a pair, 492 pair fine perfect kid
gloves
in all sizes and colors. Remember
they are
perfect gloves of a good quality. We bough1
them at half their value and will sell |them the
a mo way.
If you would get the sizes and colors

you want come at once.
_

Harper’s

_Cogia Hassan.

Bazar.—This beautiful

weekly

publication

is a welcome visitor to the parlor
The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, cor-

airclc.

ner

of Oak street.

Allen & Co., 87 Middle street, are selling
Gents Furnishing Goods very cheap.
Call and look at their goods and get their

prices.

my27-lw

Great reduction in the prices of flowers and
other millinery goods at Cogia Hassan’s.
You

can

buy summer

woolens

at very low

prices of Allen & Co., 87 Middle street.

_iny27-lw
Girl wanted to do housework at 134 Oxford st.

Adjournment.
The Senate will to-morrow
proceed to the
consecration os the tariff and tax bill.
The session of Congress will be prolonged at
least tiU the 3d of June.

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
\\ asiiixgton, May 25.—Mr. Sumner called
the attention of the Senate to a
report in a New
or*
paper representing him to have said in
executive session that Great Britain should
have been promptly notified, when she
proposed to break up the tribunal, that the result
would be war.
There is not, said Mr. Sumner, a Senator within ehe hearing of my voice who does not know
I never uttered such a thing in executive session or in ope-t session. I have no right to state
what I or anybody else did say in executive session, but I have tlie right to vindicate myself
against calumny and to deny speeches falsely
attributed to me.
Mr. West reported a bill to reimburse Kansas for war expenses, $337,000.
Mr. Morrill of Vermont

Treasury to-day were as follows:—Currency,
$6,646,370; coin, $1)7,157,152, including $25,510,-

700 in coin certificates.

Nomination.

The President to-day nominated Robert H.
Milroy, of Indiana, Superintendent of Indian
Affairs in Washington Territory.
Indian Hostilities.
There are now collected at a point lying
southwest of Fort Bertsold, distant 120 miles,
about 2000 hostile Indians, composed chiefly of
members of Uncpapas, Miuneconjonsand Ogallallas, who have declared their intention to oppose the progress of work on the Northern Pacific Railroad this summer, They have tom
up the stakes planted by the surveying party,
which marked the route of the road in Powder
River county.
The above mentioned tribes
have been engaged in war during the past winter with the Crows and Nez j’erces, in which
tlie former lost a great uumlier of horses. This
has rendered them desperate, and they have
expressed the determination to obtain horses to
replace those lost, and to this end from about
the 1st of May small parties have been detached from the main ls>dy to endeavor to capture horses and other property from Forts Buford, Stevenson, Riel and Totten and from the
settlers and others in the neighborhood of
When the railroad company
Apple Creek.
shall have pushed their work to the west side
of the Missouri these Indians contemplate the
concentration of forces for a general hostile
All are well
movement against the company.
armed and equipped.
Bill,

The Senate Finance Committee’s bill takes
effect July 1,1S72; the same as the House bill.
The Senate provision regarding coal is put in;
also potatoes, 10 cents per bushel. All the Senate lumber provisions are put in; lumber, etc.,
$1, instead of $2 as before provided. All the
Senate lead -provisions are inserted without
amendment. In the 10 per cent, reduction it
reduces the duty on steel, as in the Senate report. It adopts the House provision on wool,
metal and india rubber, ana the Senate provision on earthernware, glass, glass ware, etc.,
leather, manufactures of skins, bone, etc. The
wire-rope increase is retained. Coal tar and
like articles and plate glass are stricken from
the section. The book, newspaper and periodical provisions are changed eutirely, the specific
rates being done away witli and the present
rate reduced 10 per cent., except as included In
the accompanying free list.
Goods arriving
from east of the Cape of Good Hope in other
than American vessels pay 10 per cent, extra,
as required under the present law.
This puts
10
cent, duty on tea. Section 4 of the House
per
bill is amended by striking out freestone, sandstone, granite, etc., leaving them as at present.
The ship section is amended so as to apply to
all vessels, instead of wooden sailing vessels,
built in the United States, and allowed to engage in the coasting trade three m'onths instead
of two. The words “ship-stores” are stricken
out, so the ship-stores are not admitted free.
The allowance of one-third of the duties in
nnf

Unit nuo,l in

i•...

nsh shall be absolutely free. The tax on sales
of leather, tobacco, and whiskey is abolished.
TUa rectifiers tax is abolished and licenses kept.
The teu cent stamp represents the recti tiers tax.
The whiskey export bill stand exactly as the
House passed it. Section 48 amendments are
all strikeu out. The whiskey tax is consolidated at 70 cents. The tobacco tax is fixed uniformly at 24 cents. The bonded warehouse
provisions are kept exactly as the House passed
them. Every tobacco
peddlar who has not paid
a tax must pay immediately all the taxes under
schedule B and U. All stamp taxes, except on
liquors and tobacco, are abolished. Claims for
refunding taxes arc debarred after two years.
It repeals the shipbuilders’ and manufacturers’
tax, increases the peremptory seizure limit to
$500,000. Borrowed money of banks is declared
not to be capital, The total reduction by the
bill is estimated at $00,000,000. A section is inserted abolishing moities to internal revenue
reformers, but the Secretary of the Treasury is
authorized to employ and pay detectives out of
an appropriation
purposely made of $100,000.
The President is directed to reduce the Dumber
internal revenue districts to sixty prior to next

January.

Adoption of

the Nuppleuacntnl Section of
the Treaty.
The Senate at 9 o’clock this evening, after a
continuous executive session of more than nine
hours, by the requisite two-thirds vote advised
the President to negotiate an addional article
to the Treaty of Washington, on the basis recently proposed by the British government,
though in a form somewhat different from it,
but not altered in principle—the amendment
being designed to secure reciprocity of obligation on tlie part of both governments without
placing the United States in an attitude of receding from their position as if in compliance
with the requirements of the British government
The action of the Senate to-night is kept
more than ordinarily
confidential, as if the Senators had been
placed under additional obligation of secrecy, nut there is no reason to doubt
whatever the truth of the foregoing settlement.
The Treaty.
The President and Secretary Fish were tonight officially advised of the action of the
Senate, and a telegram was sent by the latter
to Minister Schenck,
acquainting him with tli«
facts for the information of the British Government It is expected that on Monday a response
will be received from London, when the Senate
will ratify the additional article to the treaty.
Washington, May 2G.—It is known from official and private advices that Great Britain
was determined to withdraw from the Geneva
arbitration should the United States persist in
the presentation of claims for indirect damages; and it is further known that the United
States was for some time under these circunistances disposed to throw the
responsibility of
the threatened failure of the
treaty upou Great
Britain, our government insisting it had a right
to present these claims with the others before
the tribunal in order that the
principle involved might be settled,
thought not expecting to
receive a moneyed consideration.
Great Britain with its view of the case was
disposed to
throw the
of
the
fa:lure
of arbiresponsibility
tration upon the United States.
The vote taken as an expression of the views of a
large majority of the Senate against the claims for indirect damages iu view of a like admission on the
part of Great Britain against the United States
in future contingency, and under circumstances
similar to those ou which the
objectionable
clause of which the claims originated. The
President as thus advised, has already,
by the
Secretary or State, taken measures through the
Atlantic cable to procure the assent of the Brit-

Engineer

Killed.

and

Child

Killed.
25.—This afternoon
known as the town
clock store, occupied by John Bell & Co., dry
fell
with
a
terrible crash and is now a
goods,
heap of ruins. The clerks in the building hearing a premonitory crash lied to the rear of the
building and escaped injury. Two women passing along the sidewalk at the time truuling
baby wagons were caught by the falling walls,
and one woman and a baby were killed, and
the other woman had both legs broken
The
cause of the fall was the undermining of the
building by workmen who were excavating for
a new

building.
The

Mexican Rcvolutiou.

Bkownsville, Texas, May 24.—Particulars
of the engagement reported several days ago
near Camargo
between the Government forces
and the revolutionists were received to-night

and indicate rather an advantage in favor of
the insurgents, who attacked the force sent
from Camargo towards Monterey under Gen.
Palcios and defeated him, capturing two pieces
of artillery and preventing Palcios from advancing further. The cities and towns under
the revolutionists are reported as subject to the
most exacting forced loans, which all classes
are compelled to pay.
The United States commercial agent at Mies was imprisoned on the
12th inst. for not paying a levy and at last accounts was released.
Collision.

Boston, May 26.—Steamer Cambridge, from
Boston for Bangor, came in collision with the
schooner Thomas Hunt, Capt. Stinson, from
Bangor for Boston, at 7 p. m., off Cape Aun,
during a thick fog. The steamer had her cut-

water started, and the schoouer her starboard
bow stove in and stem started. The crew abandoned her and steamer afterwards took her in
tow aud brought her to this
port. The passengers and freight of the Cambridge were transferred to the steamer Katalidin ancl left for
their destination at 12 m.
Sunday.
The Crntcnial Cclcbratiou.
Philadelphia, May 25.—The Centennial
Commission this morning accepted badges of
silk woven on the
Jacquard loom. A committee was appointed to prepare an address to the
people, showing the purposes of the exhibition.
A resolution asking Congress to have the census taken in June, 1876, to show the
growth of
the country, was referred to the Committee on

Legislation.

SYNOPSIS

War

WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Dep’t,

THE

PAST

Office Chief Signal

)

Officer, Washington, D. C.,
\
May 26 (7.00 P. M.) 1
The lowest barometer over upper Michigan
will probably move eastwardly into Canada,
with brisk southerly winds veering to the westerly and cloudy and possibly threatening weaththe lake region to-night. A rising barometer, northerly to westerly winds and clearwill prevail Monday north and
weather
ing
west of the Ohio valley. Southerly winds with
partially cloudy weather over the New England
and Middle Atlantic States; partially
cloudy
but
generally pleasant weather from the south
Atlantic and Gulf coasts to the Ohio valley.
Dangerous winds are n >t anticipated except
possibly for the upper lakes.

er

over

Sunday,

Robert Fuller, of Troy, Ohio, fatally
shot his wife ami then shot himself and instantdied.
ly

at 4Gc.

Receipts—3000 bbls flour; 8000 wheat.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour.

New Orleans, May 25.-Cbtton strong; Middling
*
uplands 23}c.

European .Tlnrkrts.
London, May 25—lt.30 A. M.—Consols 93}!«, 93}
for money anil account.
American Securities—U. S.5-20’s 1862, 904; do 1865,
old, 91}; 1867, 93}; U. S. 10-408,89.

Frankfort, May 25.-11.30 A. M.—United States
5-20’s, 1862, 96}.
Paris, May 25.—11.30 A. M.—Rentes at55f32c.
Liverpool, May 25—11.00 A. M.—Cotton opened
firm; Middling uplands at 11*; do Orleans 11*; sales

Brick House and Lot ut Auction.
WKDNKSDAY, May 2»th at 3* o’clock P. M.,
we shall sell the southerly half of tbe valuable
Brick House No Oak Street; said house is three
story and basement, with shite roof, cenlain* 13
rooms and good closets, large cistern, is in good re-

ON

Havana flarket.
Havana, March 25.—Freights—Firm to the United
States, rates closiug as follows;—Per box sugar $1 50
hhd do 95 75 ® 6 75;
(&1 62*;
molasses per hhd
$4 25.® 5 to Falmouth, and orders 47s fid ® 48s fid.—
Suger stock in warehouse at Havana and Matanzas
438.000 boxes and 28,000 hhds. Receipts for the week
63.000 boxen and 8,400 hhds. Exported 38,000 l>oxes
and 6,400 hhds, including 8500 boxes and 5000 hhds to
the United States. The market is firmer; Nos 15 to
20 at 11* ®ll* reals. Molasses Sugar firm and scarce;
Nos 8 to 10 at 8*® 9 reals; fair to good refining,
buoyaat at 9* @ 9* reals; grocery grades at 11*® Ilf
Mnlllilgpu miLf nml iinnlianiKul

o

pair throughout; bit contains about 1800 feet of land.
This property will be positively sold, and the sale
offers a rare
to secure a substantial
brick house at a bargain.
Terms ut sale.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctiouers.
u»>25td

opportunity

Valuable Kent Estate at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Mny 29th at three P. M., w«

Kut ivnnk

ON

ENTERTAINMENTS.
MUSIC

HALL

•

story,

day,^

L

Mr.

Joseph Proctor,

I

j
The

Celebrated Actor,
1

Having just

California,

returned from

will visit his

Portland friends for

Court, rear of 47
street. Said property consists of a one
half story house; 8 rooms; arranged for two
families; good stable, Ac. Lot contains about 2000 ft.
of land. This is a good
orojierty fir a mechanic, or
for investment, and will be sold upon easy terms.
F.
O.
BAILEY St CO, Auctrs.
my2tul

One

light Only !

Appearing

in his original

27,

MAY

EVENING,

character of the

JIBBENAINOSAY.
Supported by
Prices

as

usual.

Stock

Fall

Company.

Oftiee o|>en Saturday

Box

j ing.___

mora-

maviMtd

“Feed the Hungry,
Clothe the Naked!”

and America,

HOLY

|

the

LAND.

Before the

Clycago

Foreigu Imports.

CHICAGO

Fire,

FLAMES !

IN

lihds,

Will be.exhibited at

YARMOUTH, NS. Steamer Emperor—300 bbls
flour, 20 tons feed.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Carlotta—1400 bbls flour,
700 bush wheat, 75 do barley, 3,430 tbs lard, 2,760 do
butter, 1 lot machinery, 1 do merchandise.

Allen mission Chapel, Locust Bt.,

Monday and Wednesday Even's*.
May ‘J1 and SOtli.
Net proc. »h for the benefit of the Mission.
Admissioi. *c; children 10c: tickets at the door.

iny27d3t.

Receipts by Ruilrond*

boxes',

skins,

pkgs sundries.

GRAND

CARY

at 3 o’clock p. m., on the premises, the
Farm iu West Falmouth, near Blackstrap Hill, known
the Itufus Stanley urnn.courahjingabout one hundred acres in good state of cultivation, well wooded
and watered; in healthy location, and jdeasant surroundings. There is on it a good <>no and one-half
story house and barn: and also a young and thrifty
orchard of about one-hundred trees in bearing. Tbi»
Farm will be sold without reserve, and fbr occupancy
or investment is
very desirable.
Terms liberal, made known at sale.
my23td
as

Valuable illiU Property at Auction
near I.ittle Falls, in t.orhain,
be sold on Saturday, June 1, 1872. at 11 o'a. in.—the valuable projierty known as
Degnio’s Hills, situate*Ion Little Kiver, consistof
an
excellent
water jiower; dam 8 foot, with
ing
right to raise the same 18 inches without damage from
A
flowage.
large mill yard connected thurewitli,
with the following buildings on the same, to wit:
One Saw Mill, erected in 1869, 60x20, containing one
of Herrick's best circular saws for large lumber; one
small circular saw; one new jig saw; 2 of Kicker's
best planing Machines, one 24 inch, neic, tbe other 16
inch, in goew condition ; one Shingle Machine and one
table saw. There is also a largo shop 24 story high.
30x30, with L 22x20, i>aintc<l and clapboarded, and
suitable for manufacturing jmrjioses, it being so near
the mill, machinery therein can be run by shafting
extending from tbe mill. Also, a Stable 13x18.
Terms mado known at sale. Said j»roperty is near
two villages, and 1-4 mile from Railroad Depot.
J. & G. J. DEGUIO & CO.
JOHN O. WIXSH1P. Auct.
w21
Gorham, May 13,1872.
mylHdAw td

HOYT,

WHEELER & BRADLEY
AUCTIOXKKR8,

N®. 7A FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales every Tuesday of

Dry Goads, Woolens, Clothing, Carpets,
Fancy Goods, Straw Goods Ac Hats.
Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and fUboes,
including New York City Hade Goods for the
retail trade.
MW AS
apsleodSra
R. K. HUNT,

CONCERT !

Commission

Annie Louise

during

day

the

in lots to suit

Cary,

ASSISTED BY

ADA

A

CARY.

GRAND
AND

Miss Nellie Barker, Soprano.

Hermann Kotzschmnr, Pianist,
WITH

Full

Portland
Will

give a

Band,

conceft at

CITY HALL,

loot

On

8h|

Tuesday Evening, May

28th.

liP‘One-half
proceeds to be devoted to
the Maine General Hospital.
Tickets $1.—no reserved seats.
BJTTickets to be had at Hawes & Craein’s, StockIVcw York Mtock aud Jloucy market.
I bridge’s, Gllkey Jfc Co’s., Schlotterbeck’sjiale’s, C’has
B. Cfreenlears Drug Store, cor. Gray am! Brackett
New York. May 25—Morninrj.—Gold at 113}.—
Whittier’s, and at the door.
Money at 5 i»er cent. Sterling Exchange 109} (g 110}. ; street,
Doors open at 7 o'clock; concert to commence at 8.
Stocks steady. State Stocks lirm and steady.
22-dtd
of the net

PICNIC
—

BALL !

Will Stockhridge, Tenor,

Railroad,.1411

The following are thejforenoon quotations of South
securities:
Tennessee G’s, new. 73
Virginia G’s,
50
Missouri G’s..'
%i
North Carolina G’s,
20
South Carolina G’s,
33
New York. May
at
5
easy
@6 per cent.
Governnients 9trong at highest of the season. SterExchange dull and nominal at 109} (g 109}.—
Gold weak at 113} (g 113}. Si»ecie shipments $ 1,700,000. Specie increase, $398,000; circulation

Auctioneer

purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on ft
of goods. Consignments not limited.
February 11. 18#i8.
dtf

W in. 11. Dennett, Basso, and

do
104}
Boston & Maine
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth R R.134
Maine State Sixes, 1880. 10u}
do 1883.
do 1889.
1004
Bath City Sixes, 1891. 89
uo 1893
ggi
do 1891
do 1892
88}
Portland City Sixes, 1887. 904
Eastern Railroad Sixes 1874.
99

and

description

i.t

Boston and Maine Railroad.141
do
140}
Eastern Railroad.10;:}
[Sales at auction.]
Continental Mills.
90
Pepperell Manufacturing Co .7474
Eastern Railroad.104} @ 104}

Merchant

Ik] O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
1.x assortment of Stanle and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold

r.i/‘Ai

[Sale# at the Broker’s Board, May 25.]

_

Farm in Falmouth at Auction.
shall sell at pnblic auction ou Saturday, June

WILL
clock,

—OF—

Including

CO., Auctioneers.

Millin'.

BENNETT’S EXHIBITION

Europe

A

WE1st,

AND

Foreign Export*.
Brig Prentiss Hobbs—800 shooks

one

By J. 8. BAILKl

MONDAY

j

MATANZAS.
and heads.

ONsell the projierty No 2 Linden
and

Congressman Voorhees told 3000 of his constituents at Terre Haute, Ind., SatuVe.y night,
A magnificent series of Views, (shown in size from
that the Democrats should nominate a straight
| twelve to fifteen feet square(, in Great ‘Britain Conticket and why they could not support H. G.
tinental Europe and the Holy Land, also including

CIENFUKGOS. Brig An© Christine.—301
27 tres molasses to E. Churchill & Co.

my22td_F.

House, Stable and I.ot at Auction.
FRIDAY, May Slat, at 12 o'clock M., we shall

Washington

In Boston, Thomas Barton, was sentenced to
15 years imprisonment for highway robbery on
the garote plan.
The sudden rise in cotton and the operations
of a ring of speculators caused rumors of the
the suspension of several large houses, but only one commission house failed.
Valmazsda, the captain general of Cuba, lias
issued a proclamation to the insurgents, offering pardon to such has surrender prior to May
30th.

FINANCIAL A AD COMMERCIAL.

shall otter the valuable let of land known as tho
“Tbaxter Projierty" next below tbe corner of Middle
oil Cross street.
Said lot is 61x96 feet, bounded
north by land of H. J. Libby St Co.,
westerly by land
of St. John Smith, southerly by land
bought
by said Smi.h, autl westerly by Cross st. Also
the house and lot on Cross street, now occupied by
James Todd. The house 1|
contains 7 rooms,
with am j»le closets and woodshed; good cellar, huge
brick cistern; water carried to the sink, gas, .«c. Lot
31x76. The house was built since the tire, 1s in
good
order and can be rented for $220.00 jier annum. Plan
can be seen at otttce.
As a matter of investment these are doubtless two
•if the best and most centrally located lots to be met
with, situated ujion one of the broadest and liest
graded streets iu tbe city.
O. BAILEY St CO.. Auctioneers.

recently

shortly expected.

at.

Jenny

single

estimated at 12,000 bales.
1 P. M.—Gotten firm: sales 12,000
bales, including
3000 for bpeculvtion and export.
2 P. M.—Breadstuff's firm; Corn 29s; Pork 49s
6*1;
Bacon 29 for Cumberland cut.

rPllls.

mlfc.

Ac.
This property for the last five years has been in the
hands of a gentleman who has constantly been making improvements, and has spared neither labor nor
money to make this property convenient and comfortable; it is in thorough repair, and is to-day the most
popular and best paying public establishment in the
vicinity of the city of Portland.
Immediately alier the above, will be sold all the
furniture in sai l house, consisting of Eng. Brussels,
Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Parlor Furniture, B.
W. and green rep and hair-cloth, 3 very large Freuch
plate Mirrors, What-Not, Centre Tables, Painted
Chamber Sets, Toilet Sets, Hair Upholstered Spring
Beils, Feather Beils, Hair Mattresses, Comforteis,
Blankets, Sheets, B. W. extension Tables. Oak Dining Chairs, Crockery, Glass and Silver Plated Ware,
Cutlery, Curtains. Clocks, Safe, Desk,Bar Furniture,
Glasses. Ac., Parlor, Office, Coal and Wood Stoves,
Magee Cook Stove No. ID, together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture. Also 1 Cow, 3 Hogs, Hein* and
Chickens, 2 Beach Wagons, l
Lind, 1 Sleigh,
and double Harnesses,
trimmed; 1 Pung, 3
Farm Wag ui aim Hay Rack, a large assortment ol
Farming Tools, Ac.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
May 20-dtd

Savannah, May 25.—Cotton Ann; Middling uplands 23c.
Charleston,May 25. —Cotton strong ;MbldUng uplands at 22} @ 24c.
Mobile, May 25.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

A Salt Lake special says the Utah women
preparing another memorial against the admission of Mtah as a State.
Several discharged railroad laborers who attempted to burn the village of Port Jefferson,
Long Island, on the line of the road, have been
arrested. Several thousand acres of lumber
laud was burned over.
Paris advices gives details of another astounding discovery of robbery by French gun contractors during the late war. Further develop-

This

entertainment will

LAKE
Next

come

off at

SEBAGO,

Wednesday, May

the

29th,

There will be Darn ing afternoon anil evening in
Pavilion Hall, Music by Chamiler’s Bant). In audition to the regular trains, an extra traiu will leave
Pert land at 7 o'clock p, m,
stopping at Cumberland
Mills, South Windham and White Rock stations and
returning after the dance.
Half lire only on aU the trains will be received
from those who attend the Picnic and Bali.
Fifty
cents admission to the Ball in tlie afternoon, and the
same iu the evening.
Those who do not bring refreshments, will And the
saloon in the Pavilion amplv supplied. The outbuildings and gronuds arc now hi due condition, and
this (irand Opening Picul, aud Ball promise# to be a
brilliant affhfr, and largely attended.
my34til

May

eru

new.’

STANDARD
WW

vm, m-mm

new."
new.!.!..!.!
25-^ioney

decrease,
$93,100.; deiRjsits increase, $3,187,200; legal tenders*
increase, $2,801,300. Stocks quiet and drooping.—
Pacific Mail declined 73 to 76}; Union
Pacific, 41} to
40} ; Northwestern, 75} to 74}; Central, 98} to 97};

Erie, .68} @ 69, No foundation for the rumor that
Scott is to be the next President.
Vanderbilt, Jr., is
spoken of in this connection.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 5’s,
new.112}
United States coui*on 6’s, 1881.119}
United States 5-20*8 1862.1134
United States 5-20’# 1864.113}
United States 5-26*8 1863, old. 114}
United States 5-20’s 18G5. new.1151
United States 3-20’s
United States 5-26*8
United States 10-10’#.,

1867.ne|

Currency

If68.110}
coupon..ill!
G’s.117}

The following wore the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 764
Pacific Mail.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated....
97}
N. Y. Central aud Hudson River consolidated sep 93

77!

Erie. 68}
83I
Harlem.J2t»
Michigan Central.JIG}
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
95}
Illinois Central.130
Chicago & North Western. 731
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 94}
Chicago & Rock Island.Ill
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 97
The following were the quotations for Pacific RailErie preferred.

road securities:
Central Pacific
bonds.11*3}
Union Pacific do. 92}
Union Pacific stock. 403
Union Pacific land grants.81
Union Pacific income bonds. 86}
Domestic

market*.

25—Evening.—Cotton
York,May
a cent,

New
aud } of

less active

higher, closing nominal; sales 1137
bales; Middling uplands 25}c. Flour quiet and
without decided change; sales 6400 bbls; superfine
Western and State 6 40 @ 7 00; good to extra do 7 45
@ 8 00; good to choice do 8 45 @9 00; common to
choice White Wheat Western extra 9 00 @ 10 33Ohio 7 95 (g 10 25; St Louis 9 00 (g 13 25; South-

Flour quiet and unchanged: common to fair
extra 8 50 (g 11 00; good to choice 11 50 @ 13 25.—
Rye Flour steady; sales 350 bbls at 4 90 (a) 6 00.—
Com Meal quiet. Whiskey active aud firmer at 91
93c. closing buyers at 93c; sellers 94c.
Wheat about
lc better on Spring, witli fair export demandNo 2
Spring in store 1 77 @ 1 76; No 1 do do 1 77 ®l 70Winter Red Western 190(g200; Amber
Western
2 02 (g 2 05; White Western 2 00
@ 2 2& Rve quiet
and steady ; safes 69,000 bush; Western 1
00 afloat.-

Corn
““1 and
Ranged.
firmer,
fair home trade opened
good export
demand- sales
103,000 bush; WeaternMixed afloat
fg 74}c,closing
73*
It so
fell!1 T I"** at 74* 15 i white do

1Wit5?UL!^culotl c,mnge

PBELI9IIVABV

steady

@ 63jc;
@ 9Jc.

at 9

U HFI1VV

SECURITY
Wo

AVSOl'StE.nK.Vr

On the Seventeenth
And close

Fourth of

on

are

strongly

The Executive Committee of the World's Peace
Jubilee and International Musical Festival respectfully announce tliat the great undertaki g to which
the music-loving people of the
country have been
looking forward for many months, with such deep
interest, will commence in Boston

Day of June

the

July

Next.

It is hardly necessary to state that the preparations
for this great event have required the constant
application for months of the thousands who are to participate iu it, aud have involved au enormous expenditure; but tho committee feel confident that the
time, labor and expense devoted to the successfil development of so noble an enterprise must result in
not only affording the highest gratification to all who
hear the glorious music to be rendered upon a
may
scale of grandeur never before attempted, and wi
ness the magnificent spectacle which meli an assemblage must present, but that it will also confer a lasting benefit upon art. the
country, and the age.
While the
programme of the first week or the Festival will embrace all the great feature's to be presented—including the CHORUS OF
TWENTY THOUSAND

VOICES,

selling at

recommend

Orchestra wf Two Thousand

Performers,

the most powerful organ ever built, together with
many of the most eminent American and European
bands and artists (among whom may bo mentioned
the great maestro,
Johann Strata.. and Hi.

par and accrued interest, and
as a safe and profitable invest-

ment, the First Mortgage 7,30 Gold Bonds of the
Northern Pacific Railroad. At the present Gold premium they yield 8$ per ceut. Interest—over one third
more than United States 5 2u’s.
Their elements of
strength and safety are the following:
I. They are the standard obligation of a
strong
corjwration, which represents in Its Shareholders
and Managers large, captal and railroad experience,
and is engaged in prosecuting a business
enterprise
whose great usefuluess and solid success are not matters of doubt.
II. They are a first mortgage on the Road, its

Right

of

Way, Rolliug Stock, Telegraph Line, Equip-

ments and Franchises.

They are a first
Eamiugs of the Road.
III.

lien upon the Traffic or net
The net receipts of the first

Trans-continental railroad. In the second year alter
completion, and mainly from Local Business, were
equal to nine per cent, on the total estimated cost of
the Northern Pacific Railroad.
IV'. They are a First and Only
Mortgage on a
Government Grant of Land, which consists of
12,800
acres for each mile of Road
the
States of Wisthrough
consin and Minnesota,and 25,000 acres a mile
through
the Territories of Dakota, Montana, Idaho and Wash-

ington.

Iu

mildness of

THE

average fertility of soil, healthfulness and
climate, diversity ami extent of resources,

the belt of country comprising this grant is such as to
render the lands very valuable, and insure their
speedy sale and cultivation.—Sold at the average
price realised by other land grant roads, the real estate endowment of the Northern Pacific Company
will produce more than three times the issue of bonds

Vnmou. An.trinn
I |«er mile.
The C’ouipssy is now offering for sale to
of fifty -six performers), the concert*
to he given from 1
M*ltlers and Colonic* Three Mlillion Acres
first to last will surpass
any series of musical entertainments ever presented to the Amorlcan
of its Innd* in Nlinnrsota, anil n larg*- area
public.
SKA SOX TICKETS, transferable admitting to all
oa the Pacific roast will soon be placed ou
the Concerts from Jane nth to July 4ih, Inclusive,
the market.
Many thousand acres have
FIFTY DOLLARS
EACH, Including reserved seats,
now really; and Tickets for
already been sold. The proceed* of land
single admission to each
Ana
Doll
sales constitute a KINKING FI ND for the
entertainment, during the first week, Five
with reserved seats, will l>e ready for sale on and
(}A retirement of the First .Tlortgage Bonds,
terJntu t, and mav be had on application, personally
and the Bonds are at nil times convertible
or by
letter, to A. P. Peck, Music Hall, Boston.
Per order of the Executive Committee.
at 1,10 into the t'ompnuy’s land at mar
HENRY (1. PARKER, Sec.
ket prices.
my2leod6t
All marketable stocks and bonds will bo receive
(by express or otherwl.se) at current prices In ex
change for Northern Pacific 7-30’s, without expens
to the investor. Pamphlets and full informal l
will be furnished on application.
Band

FLTJE3STT.

HALL.

PROF. TRIPP’S

SWAN & BARRETT,

GRAND DESCRIPTIVE SERIES,

France and
SINCE 1848.

8ofirm:extrap,il,ed73,^75; 8u,ferflne

23}c.

mm

AT BOSTON.

with

and moderate
bu8b; Western in store and
afloat 58 (g 59c; Ohio
59g61c. Wool quiet and scarcey
pulled 70
g 8o- Coffee duU: Rio 15 g 18}c. Sugar dull; refinmg Sj <1 ilr; Cubsi at 6} </. tHe. Molasses dull anti
without decided change. Rico
quiet at 8J a 81c.—
Petroleum is quiet; crude 13Jc; refine.I
Pork
"‘d heavy and shad. easier; sales 250 bbls at
156o'tL 1375 for mesg; 1100 for prime; 1300 for
Beef quiet; sales
prime mess; mess June at 13 65.
120 bbls; plain moss 7 50 @ a 50; extra 10 00 @ 12 00.
Beef bams active at 23 a J6c. Lard shade tinner;
sales 500 tres; No 1 to prime steam 8} @ 9|c; kettle
rcmlcred 91c. Butter steady; new at 28 ® 32c.—
Naval Stores—Spirits Torpentlneqnlet and unchanged at 63
Rosin lirm; stained at 3 60. Tallow

kf J»-

International Musical Festival,

ling

Va>

OF

17.000 bush oats.
Detroit, May 25.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat advanced 1® 2c; extra at 207; No 1 White
2 03
Corn uteady at 54c. Oats in goal ileinaml

are

ern

METEOROLOGICAL.

ON

Receipts—1,000
flour; 5,000 bush wheat, 44,19,000 bush oats.
Shipments—13,000 bush wheat, 31,000 bush coni,

President.

Utensils, dec.,
Auction.

TtXESDAV Mav 2Hth, Ut ten o'clock A M
we shall the well kuown and
desirable property
the "White House, slluatcU about fuur
from
Portland, In WestDrook, Me.; the buildings on said
property consist of thej house containing 29 rooms
and dancing hall, pantries, Ac., fine cellar, plenty of
water, heated throughout with Magee Furnace, new
last winter; it is so arranged as to be easily converted into a double house; large baiu well tilled with
stalls, and other conveniences, Horse ami Wood
Sheds, Ice House containing 30 tons ol ice. There is
about 7 acres of lam! in the highest state of cultivation, a good orchard which bore 250 bushels of .apples
in 1870; Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Asparagus Bail,

000 bush coni,

minor telegraph.
The N. Y. Herald concludes, after a full survey of the field, that Grant is to be the next

House,

Farming
At

45}; Michigan 46Jc.
bush

mem-

Steamer Citesapeake. from New York.—770
bbls flour. 110 do saltpetre, 20 do glassware, 10 do varnish, 10 lihds tobacco, 7 tres do, 4 casks
8 do
glass ware, 25 half chests tea, 22 car wheels, 27 pieces
marble, 90 bales rags, 50 do wool, 10 bags rice, 98 dry
bides, 500 boxes hardware, 150 do starch, 100 do tiu
plate, 200 do tobacco, 50 do drugB, 121 do onions, 40
crates starch, 1 bark ail], 8 plates copper, 6 bdls
steel,
10 coils
rope, 4 protection engines, 7 piano-fortes, 250

Building—Woman

and unchanged.—
Wheat quiet and unchanged; extra winter
Michigan
at 208; Amber Michigan 191® 191*; No 2 Whites
Red 1«7 ® 1 88. Corn steady at 54* ^ 51J for high
Mixed; 54 @ 54*c for low do; 50c for White; 55 for
yellow; Michigan 54c. Oats steady; No 1 at 47i; No

bers abstained from voting iu the matter.
The local authorities of Chiakas assassinated
John Jose, a native of Cleveland, O. Other
Americans were*imprisoned and persecuted and
their property destroyed. Americans have demanded an investigation of these outrages and
indemnity before the.United States and Mexican Mixed Commission.
Pardon Offered.
Madrid, May 28.—Marshal Serrano grants
a full pardon to all
insurgents who voluntarily
surrender to the authorities. On
Saturday the
Carlists in Biscay availed themselves ot this
clemency in large numbers. One hundred only
remain in the mountains of Navarre.

Twenty thousand emigrants landed at Castle
Garden this week, the largest number on record.
Admitted to Bail.
Leonard admitted Crawford to hail
Judge
this afternoon in §25,000 on the statement of a
physician that Henderson's wounds are not
necessarily fatal. Augustus Schell aud Horace
F. Clark are the bondsmen.

Dubuque, Iowa, May
the large brick building

Stock,

Toledo, May 25.—Flour quiet

at 23c.

ample facilities to Juarez. All opposition

Kntilnn

next

excSd

D;.?nA1LK,V

Outrages Reported.

An

zr*m

—

-Mexico, May 17, via Havana, May
-5.—Congress lias approved of the extention of

Emigration.

a

---~

,.i

am^lower^t

of

anil Nteamboats.
Steamer Forest City from Boston—26 pkgs
fumiiure, 44 do rope, 30 Ixlls paper, 45 firkins butter,
3 bags rice, 10 cases and 10 bales domestics, 50 pigs tiu
and lead, 25 kegs soda, 48 bdls steel, 30 cases curtain
fixtures, 50 bbls flour, 35 bags oysters, 8 sewing machines, 10 crates of empty
1 organ, 11 horses, 1
wagon, 1 colt, 100 pkgs to order. For Canada and uj>oountry—400 green hides, 11 bales rags, 5 casks alum,
2 piano-fortes, 24 boxes nails, 44 kegs
lard, 1 organ,
30 bales waol, 4 trunks, 10 drums soda, 25 bags dyewood, 100 pkgs to order.

Vail of

AUCTION SALES.

dull

it

WMskVy

rano.

The President lias pardoned Col. Thomas
Wilson of Baltimore, under sentence for embezzlement while custom house officer.
Prof. Albert Hopkins, of Williams College,
died in Williamstown, Mass., Friday night, after a prolonged illness.
St. Petersburg advices say that it having been
discovered that secret societ es were making
rapid progress among the Russian naval schools
the minister of marine has issued an overstating that any student who hereafter joins a secret society will be punished as a criminal.
A correspondent at Cadiz, who interviewed
Dr. Howard, writes that the doctor is a human
wreck. He used to weigh 200 pounds, but
scarcely weighs a hundred now. The American consul is
inakiug every effort to have him
removed to the hospital, where his health can
be sufficiently restored to enable him when released to reach home and die among his
friends.
William N. Berkley, the Republican nominee, has been elected Mayor of Alexandria, Va.,
over Hugh Latham, the
present incumbent and
nominee of the Democratic party.
Clement
Dunbar’s pianing and cedar ware
factory iu Philadelphia, was burned Friday,—
Loss $35,000.

Affray.
A serious shooting affray took place iu New
York Saturday night, iu which Paul Lowe, son
of ex-Gov. Lsiwe, of Maryland, shot one man
fatally and two others seriously. Lowe was arrested.
Trouble for -ttr. Greeley.
New York, May 26.—A call will
appear iu
to-morrow’s papers fur a meeting of free-traders at Stoiuway Hall, ou the 30th inst. at which
W. C. Bryant will preside, aud addresses will
be delivered by David A. Wells,Edw. Atkinson
and others. The call recites that the reference
by the Cincinnati Convention of tariff retorm to
the congressional districts, was an evasion of
the issue and has absolved free-traders from
any obligation to support the nominees of that
convention. The call looks directly to an organization for the aceomplishmeut of tariff reformers in the Presidential election.

n

itouss,

HOUSE.

New York, May 25.—A relative of Commodore Vanderbilt shot and mortally wounded Detective Henderson last night while at his station at Fourth and Mercer streets. The affair
grew out of a remark of Hendersou in the afternoon concerning two
persons arrested for disorconduct, whom Henderson’s assailant dederly
sired to have released. He fled to Vanderbilt’s
stables and has not yet been arrested.
Later.—The man who shot Detective Henderson last night was Mr. Crawford.a brother-inlaw of Commodore Vanderbilt. The person he
desired to have released was a colored coachman of Vanderbilt’s, who was held for assaulting an officer who atteu pted to arrest him for
dragging a white girl into the stable. Crawford
became very abusive at the station house, and
an officer was ordered to
put him out, when
Crawford told Henderson lie would wait for
him aud kill him. When the officer went to
his post Crawford called to a citizen to see how
lie would shoot tile officer. The latter theu at
tempted to wrest the pistol from Crawford,
who, however, succeeded in firing two shots,
one of which took effect in Henderson’s
hip aud
the other lodged in the leg of a citizen named
Guerrin. Henderson is in a very low condition.
Guerrin hail his wounds dressed and was removed to ll is residence. Crawford was arrested
this evening at Commodore Vauderbilt’s house.
The Strikers.
The strikers of the various trades has
every
indication of success. There are new concessions daily.
Specie.
The specie shipments to-day were §1,922,653.

It
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Execution of Communists.
Boon and Boudin,
the three men who were tried on the
charge of
participation iu some of the most outrageous
acts committed in this city
during the reign of
the Commune, and convicted and sentenced to
death, were executed this morning at Sartory.
They exhibited no emotion whatever at the last
moment, and died crying, “Vive la Commune.”
New Spanish ministry.
Madrid, March 25.—Marshal Serrano has declined to form the new ministry, and Admiral
Topete has consented to perforin the duty. The
government will be compost'd of members of
the Unionist party, and Admiral
Topete will
exercise the functions of minister of war ad interim.
The new ministry to be formed
by Admiral
Topete will be constituted as follows:—Admiral Topete, President of the council and minister of war; Groisard, minister of
justice; Kldnazen, minister of finance; Caudau, minister of
the interior; Baloguer, miuister of the
colonies;
Auleguer, minister of marine. It is understood
that Admiral
will soon be succeeded in
Topete
his capacity as miuister of war
by Marshal Ser-
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Sprinir

per ateam

Wheat

on

Paris, May 25.—Pereire,

ments

M»y 25;—Flour nominal.
lower; No 2

at 50c.
dull and lower;
Trickev3 *
late of Westbrook (now Deering).
and higher at 88. Pork dull, active
Said Farm is situated in the towns of
and
12 50® 12 GO on »i>ot and 12 73 ® 12 ho Heller JuKDeering
Cape Elizabeth, on the road leading from Portland to
Lard quiet and weak at 8* for summer pressed. Baron
Buxton, and about four miles from Portland and
and Bulk meats unchanged. Cattle firm and in fair
consists of about thirty-two acres ut laud with
demand. Live Hogs in good demand at 3 73f«4oo
Barn and out-buildings tbereoii—three and oneI
Freights firm; corn to Bnffalo 8.
!
acres of which land with tbe buildings thereon
Receipth—7,000 bbls flour, 23,000 bush corn, lio.ooo eighth
been Bet oft' to the widow of said deceased, as her
bush oats, 5,000 bush barley, 4000 bush rye, 3,000 I 'J14**
! dower in said Ueal Estate.
hogs.
Ihe whole of the
estate, including the reversionary
Shipments—5.000bbls flour, 77,000 bush wheat,308.interest, of the widow, will be sold.
000 bush corn. 13,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 4,000
Aeruis made known at time of sale.
bush barley, 2900 cattle, 9,000 hogs.
KHODA B. TKlCKEY, Admx.
ff ^ mmm
Cincinnati, May 23.—Pork and Lard dull and I
A t o., Asctioseen.
unchanged. Bulk meats nothing done. Bacon firm; -AJeerb>0« April 24th. 1872.
n»y22-dtd
shoulders 5&c; clear rib sides 7c*; clear sides 7*c.—
The While
Live Hogs quiet and unchanged; receipts 1500 head.
its Furniture,
in
fair
demand
at 86c.
Whiskey

FOREIGN.

City

Uv0rixx)lare iteady; Grain,

Administratrix Male.
ar^assri-s .S-HSi'S
SHALL sell at-nubile Auction,
tbe prcmleee,
I
Mmnlay. the l!7tli day of May
a
at id
ssttS ffl si&
o’clock, A. M., the Homestead Farm orotis
No 2 fall ss;imvi fe;

age._

After an all night session the house adjourned at half past eight this morning until Monday. The evening session had been assigned to
business from the Committee ou Claims, and
during the first three or four hours a large number of private bills were reported and
passed,
Mr. Potter of New York, being iu the chair as
Speaker pro tein.
Finally alnjut 11 o'clock a snag was struck in
the shape of a bill to reimburse a man named
Wallace, in Lexington, Mo., for his house destroyed during the war by the United Stab's
troops, in order to prevent its use as a cover for
rebel sharpshooters.
The bill provoked strong opposition, and when
the House came to vote upon it it was found
that thore was no quorum present. This necessitated a call of the House, and in the course
of the night there were three or four such calls,
because as soou as a quorum was obtained
through the active exertions of the messengers
of the sergetmt-at-arms, who scoured the city
and routed the absentees from their beds, some
others, tired aud disgusted with the performance, would retire quietly and unobserved, aud
leave the House in as had a condition as liefore.
And thus it was continued until the sun was
up for hours, when at last a sufficient number
of legislators got together and the bill passed
by a vote of 113 to 35.

A Detective Abot.

and shade

killed this afternoon in the shaft
railroad,
of the tunnel connecting with the river, by the
caving in of the earth while engaged in the location of the course of the tunnel lUOfeet under
ground. This is the third or fourth accident
that has occurred during the last few days, but
the lirst fatal one. The deceased was 28
years
of
was

!

10

5}0eeii*lt8

Richmond, Ya., May 25.—.Tames Balfcon, assistant engineer of the Chesapeake & Ohio

There was a convention in New York, Thurstake measures to prevent competition on
western freights, but no conclusion was arrived

NEW YORK.

Treasury' Balances.
Washington, May 25.—The balances ill the

(Senate Tariff and Tax

/-..li.,.! >mti.n k;h

tlie relief of A. \V. (iray. which was passed.
Mr. Pool called up the bill to establish a Western Judicial District in North Carolina.
No
action was taken on the bill.
The bill for the appointment of a labor and
wages commission was taken up, laid aside aud
the tax and tariff hill was taken up, aud at 12
o’clock the Senate went into executive session.

WASHINGTON.

rrrarinKnolra iu utrioL-nti

A Mistake.—The paragraph in
Saturday’s
issue which si>oke of an excursion to the White
Mountains by the first class of the High School

ish government to the article as amended by the
with a view of putting in treaty form a
declaration agaiust indirect damages, which
the United States have now abandoned, and
which Great Britain asserts she never claimed
for herself as against other
powers.
During the consideration of the subject in the
executive Session, it was thought at times that
the article would fail in
receiving the requisite
vote of two-thirds
owing to the contratricty of
views presented.
Not less tliau six amendments were offered to effect the desired end.
It is believed that Great Britain will assent to
the modification of the article, as she
now,with
the United States, is anxious for the tribunal of
arbitration to proceed without further hiudranee.
According to report, the debate on the subject
before the Senate was earnest throughout. The
majority of those who participated in it being
influenced by a desire to remove the obstruotions iri a
way which would preserve the national
dignity, while a few others were inflexible in
their opposition to assent to the
waiving of the
claims.
Conflicting reports prevail as to the
vote
advising ami consenting to the President’s
negotiating the treaty on the profiosed basis,
but 40 against 9 seems to be the most reliable
statement.
A number of Senators though
present, did not vote4.
It is stated thai one of the
principal amendments to the
supplementary article as first proposed, is a change of language covering the
a&reonient with reference to indirect claims for
the future so as to include all indirect aua incidental claims. Iu the rule
proposed by Great
Britain the words, “Such claims” were used.—
A strict
interpretation would have coiiflned the
agreement of the parties to such indirect claims
only as are the subject of the present controversy. Therefore it is provided that the rule
shall cover in broader terms that no direct or
indirect claims shall he
presented by the one
nation against the other for
failure to observe
neutrality. The vote was strictly non-partizan.
llie Democrats were divided about
equal.—
Thurman declined to vote, Schurz voted
aye,
Sumuer and Edmunds voted no.

‘Senate,

and to

change.

ed themselves in front of the desk and sang
Collins’ beautiful hymn,
How sleep the brave who sink to rest.
Then followed the closing hymn and benedic-

neighboring city, costing $39.49;

of the low price of admission, which
fixed upon to give all an opportunity

Sudden Death.—Noah Harvey, a joiner,
who resided at No. 415 Congress street, went to
his work on Saturday morning,as well as usual,
but was soon afterwards taken vomiting. He

sacredly cherished. Strew the graves of the
ieparted with the fairest flowers. The speaker
dosed with the expressed belief, that with each
renewed decoration and memorial,new strength
to the living would be imparted, and which
might achieve glorious results.
After the sermon a choir of young girls rang-

Society celebrated another anniversary at State street Church last evening.
Rev. Dr. Shailer, the President, conducted the
services. After devotional exercies, Edward
Gould read the annual report, as follows:
The Trustees of the Bible Society of Maiue,
in
presenting their sixty-second annual report,
are reminded of the days when the ministers of
Portland and a few worthy and public spirited
gentlemen undertook this work, as they expressed it, of “raising a fund to be appropriated in procuring Bibles of the version in common use in the churches in New Englaud for
distribution among those persons within the
Commonwealth and elsewhere who are destitute of the Sacred Scriptures, ami who cannot
lie conveniently supplied without such aid.’’
Our fathers now rest from their labors, hut
their good work follows them. The distribution
of the Bible goes on, in the common version,
without note or comment, quick and powerful
iu its original structure, plain, direct and vigorin its pure Saxon idiom—a translation
ous
standing the test of time, and on the whole
favorably accepted by all denominations of
Christians.
Some, indeed, have undertaken to furnish
better or more refined translations, but their
success in securing popular favor has in every
instance proved aaeeided failure. King James’
translation into English, it is safe to say, wiil
continue to touch the intellect and heart of all
who speak the Anglo-Saxon tongue more than
any other version that has been or is likely to
he made.
The Trustees of this Society maintain their
organization. They lieve held the meetings provided by the By-Laws, and a quorum for business
lias always been prompt at the quarterly sessions.
The work of distribution has been followed
up. During the year the committee have drawn
forty-seven orders on the Librarian for hooks
given away, viz:—17.r> Bibles, 15Testaments and
Psalms and 185 Testaments, costing $1711.85.
Included in the above were 51 Bibles, marked
and lettered, and placed in a public house in a

,.i_**_,

account

eo see

be

Maine Bible Society.

i-

ed large audiences. We trust our citizens will
avail themselves of this opportunity to get good
and to do good, remembering that the exhibition is none the less interesting and valuable

nact

This venerable

fa),.

We see by advertisement that the very desirable property known as the While House, together with ail its furniture, stock and farming
utensils will lie sold at auction to-morrow. The
articles included in this sale are all good and in
first rate order. This is going to be a splendid

to bis

(see advertisement in another column) of the
beautiful cities of Europe and America, espec-

to come.
As we

fchft

Rev. Mr. Dalton.

Allen Mission Chapel.—The representations to la-exhibited at the Allen Mission Chapel on Monday and Wednesday evenings next,

tion.

second.

lhc Misses

Kev. Mr. Gilbert, New England agent of the
American Bible Society, gave a very interesting
account of the operations of the New York So-

ferring to the
Thursday next,

Distract Court.

nam, counsel for defense, and
ply for plaintiff on Monday.

the front of the desk and the

tions from memorable individuals suited to such
The singing was by the choir of the
au event.
Society, and in the selections was Kotzschmar’s
Requiem of Heroes, very beautifully rendered.
The text was from Jeremiah L., part of 34th
verse.
“Their Redeemer is strong; the Lord of
hosts is his name; He shall thoroughly plead
their cause.” The speaker commenced by re-

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Announcements—Cogia Hassan.
Woolens, &c.—Allen & Co.
IT. S.

on

gallery, were artistic designs bearing
appropriate inscriptions of poetry and quota-

choir

Greeley & Brown.

FOX, JUDGE,

The American Bible Society of New York is
the head centre of printing ami publishing
Bibles. They assume the name of parent society, and designate all others as auxiliary. We
are williug to
accept the latter name, and work
heartily with them, but knowing that our humble Society has been engaged in the good cause
a longer
time, and is full six years older than
theirs, we must be excused from according to
them the venerable name of parent.
We will not omit on this ocoasion to refer to
the removal by death of onr worthy associate,
the late M r. Eben Steele. He had for many
years been a most efficient member of our
Board, once in the capacity of Librarian, and
always one of the Distributing Committee and
general adviser; throwing into this cause the
same self denial, energy and business supervision so characteristic of him in the various charitable and benevolent associations which he delighted to foster and sustain. As a good steward he diligently occupied the talents committed to him, and has doubtless enteied upon his
reward as a good and faithful servant.
Edward Could.
Submitted,
Per order.
Portland, April, 1872.

morial Day. The house was completely filled,
more persons being present than could obtain
seats.
The central pews were reserved for the
Post, and at the proper time the members
marched to the church in undress uniform and
took the seats assigned them. On the pulpit
were vases of elegant fiowers; on the wall of the

Tv-Bay.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Programme for Memorial Day.
Dressmaking—Mrs. Arvedson.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Bennett’s Exhibition—Allen Mission
Chain*.
Prof. Tripp—Fluent Hall.

►

to supply the demand from destitute
places and the new settlements.

|8ooiety

Europe

Wednesday Evening, May 49lli,
At 8 o’clock.
The Thrilling Paris Revolution of
as witnessed by the Lecturer.

February,

1848,

remaining Five Lectures on the evenings of
Friday, May 31st, and Saturday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, June 1st, 5th, tith and Till.
The

Course tickets 81. (84 paid In Boston.)
Evening tickets 50 cts.
May be procured of Bailey & Noyes; Hoyt, Fogg &
Breed; Luring, Short & Harmon; and at the door.
May 27-dtd

H. M.

PAYS0N,

WM. E. WOOD,

BANKERS, Portland.
cod&w.

my22-d&wlm
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MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS (
BEST

QUALITIES !

LATEST

STYLES!

CUAM. CtTMTIM & CO.,
293

apGsn eod3m

Congrciw
t,t,

am

St.

9

EDUCATIONAL.

POETRY.

North Yarmouth Academy. t»eo. K.

Forth to the Fields.
BY

MCNABY 8FEBCEB.

M.

Forth to the oj»en Held*,
*«rame,
Forth ere the hedae its greenneHS
violet yields
Forth ere the meek, soon-coming
Its fragrant breath and bloom;
Stern winter past, each cloud of tempest threading

swallowed up iu Leaven’s inimitable blue.

The sorrel still is red,
The last year’s grass lies

bleached,

But the fresh clover, from its matted bed,
Some lines iu length has reached;
The earth-worm knows it well, already he is there
His heritage a walk in higher life t» share.

No,

write one pooii
with eye and

never

Iu such a
in ocean,

world,

ear

possessed,

air, gieen forest, field and moor,
With leases life-long blest
Grace, music, poesy, sweet water from the rocks,
Days, iris-huou, and star-gemmed, azure, are his

15th, and closed Sept. 9th, making
ninety days that the factory

Kicking

Horse.

give you the method that I have practised
thirty-five years on about twenty horses, and

I

of

floors.

standing

on

DieenaeN of the Throat and Lungs,

•nt h us Coughs, Colds,
Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.

McPhail’s

feeling

timely

States.
w*7

2m

dc20 eod&wtf

_

JAY COOKE A

CO.,

Banker.,

FOR

NEW YORK,

SYMPTOMS

OF DYSPEPSIA
ABE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CON-

TRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD
FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.

CONSUMPTIVE

SYMPTOMS,

COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
ALL

ALARMING SYMPTOMS

IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE

OF

“White’s Specialty

for Dyspepsia.”

FOR SALE BY ALL
AND

DRCGGI«Tft,

WHOLESALE

PERRINS &

BY

Philadelphia,
114 South 3d

Washington,
it.

Op{>.

Jay

41

ISth St,
U. S. Treas.

McCulloch &

Cooke,

Co.,

Lombard Street, LONDON.

Foreign

Travel.

Bttha_t

w3tn

especially

WM. E. WOOL),

For all the Purposes of

a

Agent,

67 Exchange Stree t.
ap27

USES

ALL

ach,
ache,

HeadRheuma-

Erysipelas,
Piles,

PurJ

tying
Blood,
the most congenial purgative yet perfected. Their
effects abundant ly show liov much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
I»owerful to cure. They
purge out the foul humors
the blood ; they stimulate
the sluggish ordisor<ji
dered

PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

Portland who have not been personally notiUed by
inyself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
tlicir places, are hereby noilfled that
In

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection
of any violation of

the law, without further notice.

Notice is also given

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold
that the ‘‘Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected.
E. IV.

Portlan ', April 4, 1872.

PERRY,

Sheriff

apSiltf

T\TOTICE

Is hereby given that the subscriber has
duly appointed Executor «f the Will of
BETSEY WILLIAMS, late of Portland,
in tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken u|K>n himself that trust by giving bonds astlio
law directs. And I do hereby appoint Nathan Webb,
of said Portland, my agent or attorney in tlie State
of Maine. All persons having demands
upon the
-cV

been

estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit tlie
same; atid all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make pavment to
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS, Executor,
ef Philadelphia,
Gr to Nathan Webb.
Agent or Attorney.

Coming Chnrch Music Book.
Ready July 1st.

into

action, and they impart health and
being. They cure not only the evw^ol°
alntH of everybody, but formidable and

clergymen, most
skilful nhvstej*68* ,Most eminent
,^Vand °,ur 1x581 <'itiz«u» "<nd certillha've derived ^',"1^1"' *2?
the safest
^
and best physic for children
effectual. Being sug.tr coatm^ikSmil<
purely vegotaUo,
they ^re e“U?
^krC„;,“d

STANDARD.

® Palmer, of
Chicago.
Price, 91*50.
As the previous works of these gentlemen have had
very marked success in the East ami in the West, the
coming book cannot fail to be the success of the seasent (free)

more

application.

of Sabbath Schools
becoming more
convinced that the beautiful Singing Book,

Managers

and

on

are

Glad

Tidings.

(Price 30c, paper, Stic b’ds) Is
books.

one

of the very best

n,,,.

*** We

-TOR

THE-

Piano-forte, Cabinet Organ, Guitar, Cornet, Violin,
t tie,
Accordeon, German Accordeon,Clarionet, Flute,

oeSS

*

Tor

hut
coringand

cheap

CharmtngSong, The

cetpto*^malFp?taiand 1>lete‘8cat-

aH

J. C. AYER & CO.,
lAJWELL, MASS
Practical and Analytical Chemists

Sold by all druggists everywhere.

janl-e3dwiy-i

eirbang.
Property.
STORE,
Congress Store.

Thomas.

.40

C. H.

P(18t-I>aId,

on rc-

DITSON^A'o^Nb'w Yort,* C°'’ Bol,ton‘

TF the

woman

Elio all who use cement pipe for sewers, drains.
X blow pipe, or wells.
my25eodlw

Wanted.
clerk, that can furnish good
character, &c., at 330 Congress

my23tf

who

A

was seen to pick
near comer of

wifi

A

leave P. 8. fits P.K. R. Stafor Boston, •G.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 3.45*, 6.00{ (express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, t8.3t> A. M., *12.15,
*3.00, 6.0U{ (express) P. M
For-Rochester, Altou Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P R R
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.i5* 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t. 3 45* P M
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrive* in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11 10 for New
York, the South ami the West. 9.10* A. M
nects with the 3.00 P M Springfield Route and
Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3
30t P M
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York
via Shore

Real Estate and Leap Agent.
Lois nod I

~~

A

Springfield line.
The above trains ieave P. S. & P. R.
R. station
foot of State street, where tickets can be
purchased
and
checked.
ir-F^Freighfc trains between Portland and Boston

myll*3w

For Sale.
House No. 20 Bramhall st; 12 finished rooms
Gas, plenty of Water &e. One of the best locations in the city. Inquire of J. I. BARBOUR on
the premises,-or of Win. H. Jerris, Real Estate Ae’t.
6

NEW

Eligible Property

lor Sale.

centrally located house

_may2sn

For

FOUR H JRSE WAGON-Axle to be 24 inch.

ONE
Apply

a

Farm For Sale.
New Gloucester, 3-4 mile fromPownal
Station;
contains 120 acres good land, large
orchard, and
great variety of small fruit. Building large and in
good condition. Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on
the premises, or of the subscriber.
ap2(ld&w3w-wls
ELI HUHASTY, Portland.

IN

IIo For Aroostock
Island Falls, Aroostook County,
Maine, containing some 100 acres of land, 23 acres
Improved; a goml frame barn 40x40 feet, in good condition. Saul farm is well
located, one end being on
the shores of "Pleasant Pond,” a beautiful sheet of
water which alsmnds with trout and other fish
The
farm is near mills and schools, and the Northern
Aroostook Railroad will run near this farm. The
tide of emigration is setting towards Aroostook this

FARM

for sale in

This is a rare chance for anv one who is thinkgoing to Aroostook, for I will sell the farm at
bargain if applied to soon.
Apply to CHAS. H. KELLOGG, Gorham, Ma.
Or to J. W. KELLOGG.
Sherman Mills, Aroostook County, Me.
w20
myl7d<Sw*lw

vear.

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

do genmouths.

summer

pply at this

office.

may7tf

wli2-dtt

"fish 15 IS Si EJV

I

NETTING,

MANVEACTHED H
W M
*. HOOrKlt <v SOVaS,
Send i«" price-1 i»r,
Baltimore, Md
je
dly

FOR

SAMLET

chance—A first class Fancv Goods and
Dressmaking Establishment for sale; ono of the
jest locations in the city; now doing a splendid busijess; satisfactory reasons given for sellmg out; rent

Aka
ow.

RE

particulars enquire at
myisdlm
For

Wood!

Ha

«.

THIS OFFICE.

Apply

No. U Lin

WM. HUSK.

JOURDAIN,

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
with remarks on mai'riage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
inf' the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

reproductive system,

Dr. Jourdaiii’s C onsulting Office,
Hancock Street, Boston, UKonii.

jun!4dlyr

OFFICE

Blanchard Maine State Builer Co.

Boarders Wanted.
above is
engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taming 1200 feet
heating surface, built upon
an

*-__

my7".!w

$5000.

$5000.

PARTNER WANTED.
YOUNG man of good character—one who is
willing to devote himself to business during reasonable business hours—to
engage in a light and profitable business, which will pay at the rate of $10,000
per annum. Apply to or address GEO. WEBSTER,
34 School st... lJnnin Id U/tAfnii \fnun

A

Wanted
Agents
excellent Home Journal

an

of

Wanted.
Apply

and the other
Peering St.

as

second

myl4tf

Boarders Wanted.
or transient boarders accommodagood rooms and l»oard. Two connected

PERMANENT

ted with
with board, furnished or
unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklin*
febl7tf

rooms

Vessels
points east.

water.

The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend,
and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third comnartinent.
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on tlieir
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing
temperatures of
water.

power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will coutinue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us

a

call.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dc!8Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

Wanted.

STURDIVANT,

marSGthdtf_179
FIRST CaleB

Commercial st.

{Express.
ttRuns Monday, Wredncsday and Friday
only.
CF“The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs frem the
Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trams from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F- CHASE,
ap22tf
Supt. P. S. & P. R. R.
JUA1NJ!;

liuVJKAL

■^^jjg^^^jArrangement

Wanted.

“KING WIUJAMT
champion five year old stallion of
,.J,hcwi"
make the season at Maine

Hotel
'Auburn, Me. He is sixteen hands high'
I.blood bay with black points, and has a
public record of the fastest five year old colt ever raised in Maine, not private record ', but public as follows
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he beat a field of six
horses in a hard contested race of five heats: Sept. 6th
at the New England Fair, Lowell, Mass, he won
in
three straight heats distancing five horses in 2 -40
2:43£, 2:42; Sept. 28th, at Portland he won the champion race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat ia 2:42J without a break; and the otter
to
match him for $500 or $1000 to beat the best
public
record cf the best blooded and gamest trotting
stallion
in the world remains unaccepted to this
day ami
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced his
sire the best Stallion the world ever knew, facts
show
that in 1860, twelve years ago, Hiram
says in his
hook he was the best stallion that had
yet apthen
Since
three
stallions have beaten Geo
peared.
M. Patchen’s record, two of them, Geo. Wilkes
and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton who
stands first on the list of seventeen that
have beat
while
the
are
fourth
on the list with eleven
2:30,
Clays
below 2:30, and to make it. more binding Lone Islam!
Black Hawk stands second.fifteen of his posteritvhaving beaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is a great grand-son

Patched

of Long Inland

Black Hawk, and ’fom.
great grand-Bon of Henry Clay, I think intelliirent
breeders will not need a slate and pencil to evi.w
out. the problem for themselves.
King William Btand« for $25 the season closimr
Aug. 1st, $46 to warreut, at Maine Hotel, Auburn
Me., in charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
pleasure in showing him to any gentleman who mav
call to see him.

THRE YEARS IN A MAN TRAP.

Last and best hook, by that populor writer
T. S. ARTHUR.
His long contemplated companion t. Ten
IViskt.
Koom
Nearly 400 pages, finely illus?11. ”a,r.
trated and beautilully bound. Every page of thrillinterest.
ing
Coming at just the time to receive an
immense sale. No other book will sell like it
during
the Spring and Summer
campaign. Agents wanted
everywhere. Lady canvassers will find it just the
book for them. Particulars and terms free
Ad
dress, H. A_ McKENNEY * CO., Publishers, Port-

logd. Me,_my4eod&w
is
hereby given that the Bubscriber lias
been

NOTICEduly appointed and taken upon himself the

irudt of Administrator of the estate of

MARY BACHELDER, late of
Peering,
in the county of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebtedrequired
to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
SMITH BARBER, Adm’r of Falmouth
Peering, May 7th, 1872.
my314-w

PEARL, STREET
Gig Saw

READ

18in

For Sale.
GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or address LITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cor. York
and Maple street*.
ja31eodtf

C.

C. W. BGLKNAP A CO.

B.

SAUNDERS,

954 Congress Street,
located

a

Cooking & Confectionerj Establishment
ak above, where he will at short notice supply Pnrtiea, Families and Others, with all the delicacies of the season. He has attached to his J confectionery store a cozy Saloon, where ICE C11EAM and
other refreshments may be obtained at short uotice.
Mrs. Saunders will as ever superintend the Cooking Department and wait unou the saloon.
Thankful to their many friends for the encouragement they have received in the past, they hope to
merit a continuance of the same.
Particular attention to furnishing Picnics and Excursion Parties during the season.
my8dlm

in want of Plain

Fancy Job Printing
will find it to their advantage to call
THOSE
Wm.M
at the
Press Job
Ex
or

on

Daily
Marks,
change Street Portland.

Priuting

Office.

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
NOTICE
ISABELLA W.
late of
is

BISHOP,

Portland,

in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has takupon himself that trust, by giving bonds as the
All persons having demands upon the
law directs.
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all i*ersons indebted to said estate are called uiK>n to make payment to
L. EtfGENE WEYMOUTH, Ex’tr.
Portland, April 16th, 1872.
ap25-3wd
en

is
that tho subscriber has
and taken upon himself
been
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
EPHRAIM P. GAMMON, late of Portland,
given,
appointed
NOTICE dulyhereby

in tho County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and I do hereby appoint
Samuel H. Gammon of said Portland, my Agent or
Attomev, within the State of Maine. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are

required to

exhibit the same; and all persons indebt-

said estate are called upon to maxe payment to
LEONIDAS H. INGRAHAM, of Boston, Mass., Ad’r
or to Samuel H. Gammon, of Portland, Agent.
Portland, May 7th, 1872.
myllaSw
ed to

APPLES!
EASTERN RUSSETS, sound and

‘X WkBBLSjLV/vf good. For sale by
SMITH A PHIJLBROOK,
myl5new*lw

12

Market Street.

Child for Adoption.
one deairing a fine,
healthy female infant
for adoption can obtain one by addressing
G.
my21-d3t*
D., Portland Post Office.

ANY

Qusenetown, Cork

nert,) Millbriilge,

Steamer* appointed to nail

Cabin, $80

embark at the Cunard

h to

Leave Portland at 1:00 n. m., Lewiston
,M»viaDanville2:50, Readlield 3:59,KendaH’aMUIs6:i0,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50: (ttieru connecting with
Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta

Rockland, Ac.); Auguata4:00, Kendall’s Mills5:10,
Skowbegun 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7 -4u
p. m„ connecting with train on E. & N. A.
for Uldtown and
Mattawamkeag.

Railway,

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15
p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45 Bath

Augusta 8:15

p.

STURDIVANT,

INSIDE

Train* Due at Portland.
No. 1.

Leaves

Augusta

at 5:45

a. in..

Bath 6:45.

Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Ar^
rives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
Mo. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter 8:15.
9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11-45
Skowhegan
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00. Readlield 11:40, Lewistoii
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. in.,
Baths, Brunswick 5:26, Lewiston (via
Danville) 5. Arrives at

**. June

B

«

Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m.
Connecting
* with
the Night
from Portland.
Express
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
a"d St' John’ for S8’00’ and to
for
Vwoo
for

LUNT, General Superintendent.
yT-M.
Feb.
1872.
14,

af'er

Monday, May 20th,

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for
and Limington, daily.

West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
*
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Paru .nsfield and
Osuipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days,
CeDtre Watcrboru’ for Limerick,
Parsousfield,

lily

,
Portland,
May 20,

PORTLAND

H. TURNER,
1872.

&

Superintendent.
decl6-tc

OGDENSBURG R. R.

9?, and art" Monday, May 27th, and
notice, passenger trains
J.TlftiffSIfltfintil furtherfollows:
P. M.
7*-““
t-OTT—run as
A. M.
Leave Portlaud,
7.30
Leave N. Conway, 6.05

Connecting with’trains and
Boston.

1.10
12.10
Steamers to and from

Steamer “Sebago,” for Naples,
Bridgton and Harrison, connects with 1.10 P. M. train from Portland.
STAGES
Connect 1,10 P. M. daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and
Porter
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
AtFrvehurgfor Lovell, and North Lovell, and with
BaWWi,‘
Sebag°’ S°’ Bridgton'
and Bridrfom
Ticket Office at the M. C. K. R.
Depot.
J.

Freight

The

Tickets on favorable terms
Cunard Wharf, Jersey

by purchasing ticket* via

Trunk
-FOR-

f

Railway

point in the

GREAT WEST.
Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
“beet routes’* advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
at the
Hall,or
I>epot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
I line and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. 11. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble
House,

J*? Congress street, Portland, Me.
FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Bangor, Me.
0RAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
M M.

ALTERATION
WINTER

OF

TRAINS.

ARRAN GEMEIS'T.

Passenger

A. M. for

South Paris, and intermediate stations.
estopping at all stations) for Island
Poud. connecting with night mail train for Quebec
Montreal and the West, at 1.18 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
train

stations at 5.00 P. M.
^
Passenger trains will arrive aa follows:
From Soutu Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A U
Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at

From^Montreal,

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at *.« P M
SCy"Sleei>ing Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value iand that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tke rate of
one
passenger tor every *500 additional value.
Director.
xr £'»??.£.CES, Managing
.,
iHA DAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26,1871.
oc26islw-ostf
..

Porter,

Ale &

Lager Beer.

& CO., 34 Coart Square,

Si

is prepared to furnish
Porter, Ale,
and Pfali s Lager Beer in halves and
quarter barrels,
also in quaits, pints, and } pints bottles in
quantities of one dozen and upwards. Sent
C.
by Express
1
O* D.
ap26dlin

q q q q q q q q q q q q q q
YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT
AND GLOSSY?
TIIOM FRONT’Ml

POMADE

BE SOFT

OPTIME,

so.
It Is entirely a Vegetable
dally
Compound, exquisitely^rfumed.and specially adapted for nourishing
the llair. Sold bv Druinri.t. .n.i
Dealers in Fancy Goode. Prise 25 Ld

used

will make it

lal'Mlatfo'd^k p“m J

F. C. WELLS &
CO.,
1B2 Fulton Street, New York.
wUh Stenciled Key Cheek
M2-r^nirlly
Catalogue*, samples and full particu-

free.

""'"“If"

^S8K2»^rW*3«Ell:
Portland,
17th,
1872.

ap!7

First

Trip April

20.

Steamer

CHARLES
T ON-Aiex Faruhum

M
M.
S. Spencer, Brattlebore, Vt, my!8t4w

IWithuid

p'■ £ Waldolmro,VouchingSS&fiffiS&A
Every Saturday ?
I)»marUrotta

touching
.1 t.
at
M

rush for

on

at

,e*Te Waldoboro
every Thursday

T'r1

A. M

aud Daiuariscotta
every
at Intermediate

Monthly at » V
landing*, connectin'/

touching

Kailroatls, arriving In
for passengers to take the afr,rBoston.
Through ticket. add at «he offices of the Boston &
:
“
and on board Boston
I Boats. Freight and
passengers taken as low as tiv
Portland in

neon

DIO LEWIS’ last and greatest work

season

train for

Il'^u pLma|“[erl‘ ,Rallrnad,>

OUR

DIGESTION;
My Jelly Friend's Secret.

any other rovte.

or,
It is by odds the most taking and salable book in the
m id.
1 It is on a vitally important
subject. 2 It is
bv America's most jiopular writer on health. 3 It
is,
for the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the
i*ople are eager
for such a book, and will urge you to
bring it to them.
YV rite for terms, &c., free. Geo
Maclean, Publisher,
3 bahool st., Brwton. Mass.

Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD Jfc CO.,

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships

of this Lluesall from
Central Wharf, Boston
2.90 p. m. for NOlt>iOLK and BALTIMORE.

ap30t4w

eml

i—r Steamships:—

n iihitm Lawrence.”
William Cram.”

“George Appold
“BlacJretone”

KENNEDY’S HEULOCK OINTMENT.
The
proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists

IVilliam Kennedu.'
“McClellan

b»
S.eamfrVronh1Iir..XOrf0,ktoW“hin»t''1'
Freight forwarded from

succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained m the Oil, Pitch
uud Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness ol
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,

tto'

Ringworms, Chafing,
an

ap30t4w

Norfolk to VetersWra and
river or rail: and
by the ra. Jt
A.r Line to aU
points in Virginia, Tenneuee Ala*.tmo and Georgia-, and over
the Seaboard and JtoaSouth CWiau
bv
Bril A
d °*
K H 10
ami
l l tces
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger acooumocallons
Including Berth and Meals to Norfolk *12.8*
to Baltimore $15, time 63
hours.
Norfolk, 66 hours. To Baltimore, 63 hours
For fttrther Information
apply to

S'Ckmond, by

Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
of

and Skin Disinflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
Portland, Me.

I
|

The most

popular medicine

for

The Best

Paper

!

1;r,"‘U

H^t

Maine

Steamship

SfKW ARBASeEiVENT.

Try It!

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until farther notice, run as
follows:
I Le»ve Galt’s Wharf, Portland.
MONDAY ami THURS....
..TA~.,
ev,e.ry
*t
4 P. M., and
leave Pier 38 E R \«w v«rir
ev"y MONDAYand THURSDAY, at 3 PM *’

!

.^^1^“^^ thPlsthimfl“t

practical

Meals extra.
St*.te Roonl «»•’fro,n
Hallfor St. John, aud
*? all
1^'1[tarts ofMontreal,
Quebec,
Halifax,
Maine. Shlnneiv
fre'*ht to tlK‘ Steamers as
,b®<lny* they leaT' Portland,
ror r relgnt or o
Passage apply to
Wharf, Portland
AMES, Pier 38, E. R„ New Yorlc
w„.

e.trwTuTM0
For^tiiSwil

PATENTS

published

For

thi;ir

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

AGENTS EVERYWHERE 1
by Agents in
Mora JM.VIIVJ
Mnnav 0311 ^made for
Youmun’s

TO

WEEKLY LINE.

LO-rPi®
COTTA will

ill.VI V

canvassing
Dictionary of Every-Day Wants, containing 20,000
Receipts iu every Department 01 Human Effort than

_g. J P,

in any other
wav.
From $25 to $40 a week
insured. It is for every
Farmer, Trade
aud profession. Foi^the sick and well. A reliable
book of i>ermaneiit value to every wide-awake
progressive person. It sells itself. Extra terms. Address F. M. Reed, 139 Eighth st., New York. ap30t4w

Look ! Head

'Housekeeper,

Quarters

for

Agents

£
hH

BURN HANTS

_

New Turbine is in general
throughout the U. S. A
six inch, is used by the Governmeat in the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its sirapllcity of construction and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water w heel ever invented.
free.
N.
E. BUBNHAM, York, Pa.
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r

M
^
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_8hP13tf_JOHN

fr

i: a at port,

I

Calais

wad

St.

Windsor

and

Halifax.

U

SPRING

I1'':•' Tl t'l'"uT!n?!iilTr?^N

isail

arrangement

On am!
the

~^A

after MONDAY, March
Steamer New England,
attd the Steamer
C“P's. H. Pike,
leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot

r?th’

LmJB0®Cvpleld,

.aftiBSS4iSJ'.MW,Brun*,riok>

same

at

t.M n
p

Eaatport

days.

in

the

on

Connecting

at East port with steamer QUEEN tor
bt. Andrews and Calais, and with N. B Jfc
C. Railway for Woodstock and Houlton.
Stwi‘h the Steamer EM
PRESS for Digby and
Annapolis, thenee by rail to
\V indsor and Halifax and with the E. *
N. A. Rail,
way fur Shediac and intermediate stations.
CP'Eteight received on days of sailing* until 4
0 clock, p.m.

V°?n

r,uZU<Sr,'infJ!L

».
7

j

CO.

TWO TKIPS PEK WEEK !

gj^^^^^^wili

__faj_nni^Tj)rrii <,»
,^_45£,.__

Agent.

John, Digby

Suite St., every Monday and
Thursday,
f. r East port and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and

AGENTS WANTED FOR

JB S

PORTEOUS.

~

gVtta

*p30t4v.

"d

HaHfiur direct

ISTERNATIONALSTEAMSHIP

gtllnSOr-KTa.

Pamphlet

ks^
>

for

AttamkWbarrf!nMnaati0n

use

ryi

M.

Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax
«»max evevTuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State Room.
17 00
M','ly t0 L BILLINGS

A

ap30t4w

CAR

leave Galt's Whan

SATURDAY

ery

!

PRESENT given away to every New
Agent this
month to sell our New and Beautiful
Map of U.
S.& World for 1872, also, New England
colored
Map
in townships, counties and states, best ever
published. $100 to $200 a month on
these, and our new
Pictorial & Religious Charts & Pictures,
largest and
best assortment in New England. Apply for terms
at onoe to D. D. GUERNSEY,Pub.
Concord, N. H. or

Box 3827, Boston.

Co

8KMI-WEEKLY link

The Scientific American is the
cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published.
Every number contains from 10 to <5 original
engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineerin
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
every new discovery iu Chemistry. A year’s numbers contain 832 pages and several hundred engravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved for binding and reference. The
receipts are well
worth ten times the subscription price.
Terms, $3
a year by mail.
Si*cimeiis sent free. May be had ol
all News Dealers.
obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches
examined, and advice
free. All patents are
in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for
Pamphlet, lit
pnges, containing laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patents, MUNN
& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F. and
7th Sts. Washington, D. C.
my6t4w

possible

Washington

E. SAMPSON, Agent.
33 Central IThare, Botton.

troubles

nervous

of all other ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and Invigorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.
ap30t4w
source

^Tenn

Juneitf

HEALTH
(the

of

Semi-Weekly,

T^OR ‘-Convent Life Unveiled” by Edith O’Gorman
A. Escaped Nun. A brave, true book. Oue
lady
made $35 iu a week. Conn. Pub. Co. Hartford, Ct.
ap30f4w

eases

118 Co“”ercl»I *»•

Portland, April 16,1872.

Agents Wanted

—--

at A. M_ for
and Hodgson's Mills

Boothbay

Portland.^nd llth “he
stem &Maiue and Eastern

B

|

Agents,
Quick
^

i>

7^

S^r”i"""'r "n''
<

\

1st

thet^o^8”8, A,fm

23th

JB O S T O J\

5?n3nnSHr^?ca^^r?t^!ImIfrB,—™niylTHw™B™B

PHTLADE LPHIA
SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time vou vn out?
Renovate those you have with
JOUVKN’S INODOKOIM KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by r nggixtH and Dealers in
Goods.
Fancy
Price 23 cents per boftle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New Yor*.

Steamship

WHY

Free to Book Agents.
a handsome
Prospectus of our New
bamily Bible containing over 430 tine
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free ot
charge. Address National Publishing
* Co., Phila..* Pa
myl8t4w
We #111 lend
llustrated

1

««Te

Is

a

Prom Cong Wharf,
Boston,
*'r««

I'uu,

at

10

a. m.

In»0r»"«

ing vessels.

the

newts

Languid

and

Wbart, Pbiladel

halt the rate

o.

salt

fcy

tot the West by the Penn. It
R. and Su'iu
connecting lines forwarded ire* of vomwiiswm

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
Freight or Passage sru-l v to
WIIITNKY A
HAMPTON, A|ftl,.

Por

il,:a~lTTO

W

han.

ELI AM HOWE

Sew ing Machine*

use in
Debilitated system

strength and vitality; It will give vigor to the
feeble, strength to the weak, animation to the dejected, activity to the sluggish, rest to the weary, quiet
to the nervous. and health to the infirm.
It is a South American plant, which,
according to
the medical and scientific periodicals of London and
Paris, possesses the Most Powerful Tosic properties known to Materia Mkdica, and Is well
known in its native country as having wonderful curative qualities, and has been loug used as a
specific
in all cases of Impurities of the Blood,
Derangement
of the Liver and Spleen, Tumors, Dropsy, Poverty
of the Blood, Debility, Weakness of the Intestines,
Uterine or l rinary Organs.

one

»

1 p.m

at

Fre.ght

iH)werful Tonic, Rj»ecially adapted for

Spring, when

Line.

each port eyerj W dn >«d.YA8aMir

J UR ifbebXi

AND B UTTERICK’S

Patterns of Garments
PLr MM R &

J>u'_I7 i

WILDER

Middle Si.. Up Stain.

LI FES
'*
*r*vf;„ A

,ur>'

HEALTH SAVED ! ! ! Thour<”“'“«t from Insanity and the
preventative of ‘•Exhaust* ! drain.”

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurnbeba
Is strengthening and
nourishing. Like nutrlcious food taken into the stomach, it assimilates
and
diffuses Itself through the
circulation, giving• viaor
•
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the
nerves, acts directly on the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
Tonic and restoring effects, produce*
healthy ami
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt street. New
York
Sole Agent for the Untte.1 State.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for
Circular,
mv 18
i 4w
_

WELLS’S
F.r

CARBOLIC TABLETS,

Coughs, Cold, and Heawacu.

l’rwnt the Aoid In combtnaTH£ETABLETS
other efficient remedies, in
“on

a popular
THROAT and LUNG Dl"and ULCERATION of the
”n5uhKSENESS
I xilvUAT are
immediately relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of reliet
in cases of Throat difficulties of
years' standing.

form,

for the Cure of all

*t&“r

lars

KIlhy7wllUcnvo
at
ami

tom^rtTsSSdy

The

0,1 nnJ aflcr Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

as follows:
j ?n^????”??|TrAins will runtrain
at 7.30

Mail

W KKK.

Friday Evening*, at 19 o'clock
commencing Monday, :2udln»t., for Bangor, Im a.
far as the tee will
lajrmlt,) touching at Hock lain I
Camden, l.incolnvllie. Belfhat,
I oint, Bucks; *>rt \S
Interport and Hampden.
,1.^un'^D8'and leave Bangor every Moml-iv
islneaday
Friday Mornings at 6 o'clock tou. fi-

mcbl3

the

!

Steamer CITY OF RICH.
C.

Agr.i.

ALIFOttNIA,
Or any ether

R

Kallroad Wharf, foot of State
every Monday, Wednesday

Cure disorders of Liver and Stomach,
Headache, Dyspepsia, &c. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mT4t3m

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

$5.00 SAVED
Grand

O

Waldoboro and Daiuariscotta !

16tf

i
.S72A l*a»»cnger trains leave Portland
»-«rW—"wW^'Or Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., anil 1.30 P.
M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for
Boston?
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Tails and Conway Railroad tor Portsmouth,
Conway.
for Portland and way stations at
^ve*tloche?ter
4.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 teain connecting with down trains on Dover and YV
muipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway RaUroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston «fc
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standish, and No.

,,

Gr

TRIP8 PUR

March

(remaining

d

X

at

)n2di*mK*

Augusta

and

A

THRKK

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From
Glasgow, Queenstown or Den v to
BostonLiverpool,
or New York, $34
CURRENdY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States
Drafts issued on Great Britain
and Ireland for *1
and upwards. For
Freight and Cabin passage apuly
at the
Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.

Portland b:45 p. m.
I¥o. 7. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Wutervile 9:23,
10:1ft, Bruns*16 P*
at Bruuswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland atl a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
a:e ticketed
tlirough. Fare 85.00. A good line of
btMes contmct at Dexter with the 7.15
p. m. train,
amvingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foicroft at or about 6. 30
a. m
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Fare t0 Portland $5.00; to

Stages

LfNE!

—TO—

Passage Money,Including tare from Boston to N’ York,
Cabin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommoduSteerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
y:

m.

No. 10. Leaves Portland at 8:06
p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50.
This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

stm.ii
“

,872.

P. n,I

Loaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
Lewiston via Danville S :55, Brunswick
8:30, Bath
0:00. (there connecting with Knox <fc Lincoln
Railroad for Damariscotta,
Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
Augnsta 10:30 a. m.

7 :10 and

Maehhu.port!JnlS;

£?

Portland, May 15,

Cnrreujy

Return

Mac bias port,
every Monday

o'clock, touching
l“®
* at the

further particular* inquire of lto** &
vaut, 179 Commercial *treet,or
CYRUS

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.

Passengers enbark

i?

“ B" Harbor from Jun.
Sept. 19th, in t0*Jc.?
addition to her usual landings
8
leav“

tastiSSof
For

$100 Wold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

Gold,additional.

Jouesport ami

Thurs*lay
als.ve
named landings.

Wharf, Ea*t

!ABYSS1N1A’

Tuesd

every

leave Machiasport
^tuminpwill
1
mornings, at 0

an

&

RUSSLa? Wed^May 29.**

Itailroa^lWliarf, Portlaml,

Har.

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
May 28 SAMARIA,Tue*. June 18
g'-YMPCS Tue*. June4PALMYRA,Tue* June 25
u‘vBTMF. er.ue*.8‘
ui!5{F.A,-cat'
OLYMPUS, Tue,. July 2.
HECLA,
lues., June 11. SIBERA, Tn«*. July 0

B^Puaeeuger*

CAPT. DEEDING,

Vr° W

.....

Would inform his friends and the public generally
that he has

at

leave

/Wharf foot

No. 10.

the

country should be without it, especially in the Spring,
w

Calling

will

of Trains

at

June. A word to the wise is Bufiicient.
Traders in the country will please take notice that
we have
constantly on hand a supply of the very' best
my 20-1

1

k w i & rr o n

-—

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

trains leave Portland daily at 6.30 A. M
North Conway at 11.30 A. M.
Portland, May 25,1872.
my26tf

and fat meats which very much
eating
derange the digestive organs; this may be remedied
by the more frequent eating of C. W. BELKNAP
& CO.’S Steam Refined Tripe, the
only article of the
kind now in the market; then digestive organs will
then be set right and their slumbers will be swset
and pleasant as the zephyrs in the
balmy month of

in

LINE

MAIL STEAMERS

RAILROAD.

ihix.

season

No trader

The favorite Steamer
l

Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. * N. A.
ltadway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

is the
of the year of all others, that
THIS
Dyspeptics suffer all the horrors of indigestion by
the
solid

Housed Trim in the market.

CUIN^RD

a:

Knox and

Arraiigt'inriil.

mylitf

and

Jag A IN.

Summer

WEEK

N. J. WALES Agent
Bridgton, Me., May 22d, 1872.

Past-anger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
6, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives

the

Machias.

TWO TRIPS PER

Train From Portland.

more

Tailor to go into the
country. AdA dress C. L. KIMBALL,
Bethel, Me.
ap2Stf

express train,
train.

t Accommodation
§ Mail train.

While doin«f average work, coupled with a good
it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other
ROSS &

cona

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of

To

A

Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., J10.48 A.
ttt 8.00 P M,*10.10 P. M

t2-38 P' M., t5.30 P. M.,
M;>•PuUman
sleeping car

engine,

Literature and
General Intelligence,
only $1,50 a year, published weekly. Five beautiful
$2,00 Steel Engravings
and one oj Prang's
prettiest $2,00 Chromos given to
Subscribers. Such inducements are too much for the
dullest times. Lady canvassers do
particularly well,
bend for sample copy of the
paper and full particulars, terms &c., free.
Address Riverside Echo,
I ortland, Me.
mv3d eod &w4w
wl9
girls—one as cook,
rTjlWO
J.
at No. 71

a

oi

principle, namely.fAaf of stoppinq the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means or two horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arnew

A Good Cook

*S.0U P.M.

TO

Desert and

311.

ofStago. wUl connert with the Steamer
B'ddgton for So Waterford, Waterford and No

M., returning at

==:J-Mrigff|

ap25d&w4w-wl7

A T NO. 12 MAPLE STREET.

fXTl
mAi

Portland at t7.30 A. M., 18.30 A.

13.90 P. M., ttt6.00 P. M.
M;.Biddcford
ti^iSP.il.,
for Portland at 8.00 A.

•l.i.iiiiM«iM0l.oSP

a

■

M.,,tt6.00P.MM.}9-U>
Leave Boston for

Spring Arrangement.

1 lie theme—the price—and
style, renders it the best
book tor canvassers ever published. The Held is clear
iju— no competition. Address at once, B. B. RUS-

<\

ra-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Agents for New Work by John S. C. AuBOOK
iiott, suited to every family and all classes.

bELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.

leave Portland dai-

Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-wTi^'lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.
A- M* t33#PM
t3'15 P'

1L. BILLINCM. Agrmt
INSIDK LINK

A daily lino

ARRANGEMENT.

trains
I,Passenger
f°r

1.

mchootr

W s.°
Waterford.

t'ommruciug Monday, April 33d, 1873.

Augusta,

WpHj^di

^

SPRING

lteturning leave INDIA WHAKF, Boaton name
M‘ F"e #1-00.
Freight taken it

low rate..

Leave Harrison daily,
(Sundays decided) at 8 30 a.
m., No. Bridgton 8-in. Bridgton 315,
Naples 10 05,
coimectlng with trains over iV P A o. R. arriving
ia Portland at 2 55 n. m., which connect
with the afternoon Boston traius and with trains
going east
Returning leave Scbago Lake Station on arrival of
train leaving Portland at 110 p. m„ which connect*
with morning train from
Bostou, arriving at Naides
at 4 Mp. m„ Bridgton 5
30, No Bridgton BOO, Harr)

BostonU86 50d

OF

FOREST PAPER CO.,
myl6d&w il2w wlm w20
Yarmouth, Me.

built years ago of 12in, 15in and
SEWER
Cement Pipe.
my57eodlw

Wood!

Dr. It. J.

ap22dtf

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

to

was

U ind SOFi 'rl)OD tor sale at
iu blu er.
A lbO Dry Kdgfug?

THE

1000 Cords Spruce Wood !

mayld&wtf_W18

rilWO HouaeH, No. 99 State street, and the one in
A the rear, on Vernon Court, together with the lot
on which they stand.
Enquire of A. E. .STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.

decR deod&eowd-weow-ly

W ANTED!

Sale.

J-J* GILBERT.
1 S—All who have demands
against me will present them for payment, and jiersons
owing me will
please call and settle.
eod
mchl9tf
A-

turn the hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fell off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR
VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and
hair its natural color, with
gray
the gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now sec, are rtiose
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old,
austere and
by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and witu it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.
4
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,

Wanted.

l

A1,

ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

Ho Aon.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

5.20 P. M.

ADVANCING years,
sickness, care, disappointment, and hereditary predisposition, all

C. BARKER,
131 Commercial street.

good girls to go Into the country—to
TWO
eral house work during the
A

rooms

ON

TO

to

my9d2w_

tbe west

or Sale or To Lease.
account of poor health, my house and store
heated throughout by steam with verv little expense. Also, the stock which was bought ‘before the
ate rise. It is one of the best and moat
desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the
No 32
premises,
bt. Lawrence street, of

Vigor,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR-

A.

end—2 houses, No. 7 and 9 Bramhall
ATst., containing
9
each; gas, hard and soft

water; cemented cellar; In goml repair and first rate
neighborhood; terms easy.
William L. Fernald.
For information apply to
Henry Williams, June..
tion of Bramhall & Vaughan Sts.
myl7*2w

unfurboard.
23 Mavo st.

WANTED.

girl.

A fine building lot 120 feet
front, 160 feet deep—on
Grove street. Will be sold low and on favorable
terms. Apply to W. H,
JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
3w

Wanted.

boarders accommodated at No.
my!7tf

noltf

House & Lot for $2,500.
on Mnnjoy; house two
story, convenLOCATED
ient for two families; Scbago
water; lot 40x80 ft;
good neighborhood. Terms easy. Good investment,
will pav more than \o per cent interest.
Apply to
\\ M. II. JERRIS, Real Estate & Loan
Agent.

Hair

Ayer’s

MERRITT, Superintendent,

DAILY, (SUNDAY. KXCXPTKD)
AT 7 O'CLOCK V. M.

On and after Monday, May 27th,
1872, Steamer SEBAGO will make
daily trip* over the Lakes between
•
Harrison, Bridgton. Naples and
bebago Lake station, running as

Boston, Haymarket Square.

station in

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Scbago Steamboat Co.

or

t

HAS

or

for

1*71

Dealers in Medu in

PROPRIETOR OF THE

rooms

Sole*
fie wonlil refer parties aSroad to thr
following
name;l gentlemen oj tin*city: Hen. Geo. F.
Sliepley, Hon. A. W H. '.Tipp. Hon. Benjamin KingeHon .Nathan Webb, Hon. John
Lynch,
arms

Druggists

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

Boarders

.Trains

P^SSBSfsfSSItioii, Portland,

CITY

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alturnately, leaving

t^*Private parties can
acrommodatod by aj»ply tng to the Captain on board.
Fare down an«i back 25 cents, children half price.
Portland, April 1,1872.
apl

follows*

BROOKS

forest

be

i»+t

Arrangement, April 33, 1873.

w^r—x.a—-n

eodly

Wanted.

with pleasant rooms, furnished
BOARD
nished. Also lodging
and table
Transient

containing between 30 and 40
fruit, and yielding, some years, 30 to 40 barrels of
apples. This place presents one of the finest views
in the town. Apply to
W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
4niayd3w

JERRIS,

uo28

and

CAPABLE COOK at No. 63 State street.
my22d3t»

_

deep,
apple trees, grafted

wm. U.

by all

everywhere.

my23d3t

and 114 teet

PREMISES

up the purse

,on Oak street,
Spring street, on
Wednesday noon, will return it to 35
street
she will be rewarded; otherwise she Spring
hear furtner from the owner.

Suburban House Lot for
Sale in Deering.

Sale or To Let.
No. 04 Green St., recently occupied by
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
PARKER, South Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Parker, Portland.
ap3tf

Urino-Genital Organs.

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work than perhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmch26d3m
ally or by mail.

Lost.

EDWIN THOMPSON.

Prospect St.,

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative
powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy, for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Mucous
anu
Urine,
Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

ST.__

minutes walk from horse cars; near Maine
Central depot. Is arranged for two families. Will
be sold cheap for cash. Enquire ou the premises of

myl.’ki&w w20 2w

Protection & Free Trade

Spring

JOHN

and 3.45 P. M.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

W.

Wanted.

man as
as to

W15

STEAMERS

OLIVER,

daily.

A COMPETENT COOK, at 387 Congress street.
^
*_may22eodtf
YOUNG
A reference

apfid&ur

SUPERIOR SEA-UOINU

r

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf dailv for
J
Pkaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M.f and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M

CJP’Reliable information cheerfully furnished at

reight station. Causeway street.
*Accommodation.
fFast Express.
{Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

For sale

I
|

Office, 49 1-3 Exchange Street.

Passenger

A

House for Sale.
Woodford St., Woodford’s Comer, Deering.
ONTwo

75 cts each, are just wlist are
attractive instruction books.

Gates Ajar.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

baggage

EXTRACT

ugly,

Wanted.
GENTLEMEN having a nice house of seven
rooms (unfurnished), wishes to let the same to a
responsible party; rent to be paid by board of one
Address, or apply to JOSEPH REED, Real
Eireou.
state Agent 174 Middle st.
my21dlw»

A

o

juri3Utt

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

For Sale.
LARGE desirable lot on Congress, (west of
State,) containing 15,000 sqr. ft. of land, with
house and stable. Will be sold cheap; terms very
easy. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, 03 Exchange St.
myl5d3w

T>

Center and Free st. No

___

I^OB

PREPARED BY
DR.

corner

Sale.

TWINES AND

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOLS

ca OB

are

or

MALE IN GORHAM—The desirable
residence of tbe late Capt. John Farnham. with
fine lot; will be sold at a bargain; within three minutes walk of the De.iot. Stores and Churches. Inquire of A. F. GERRISH, Portland, or R. G. HARDNG, Gorham, Me.
my28MW&Stf

1

to Let,
Also Lad v Boarders

without board.
WITH
wauled. Apply

my25tf

No*

on

Furnished Hoorn

besides sink rooms anil closets, cellar cemented, brick cistern, furnace and gas. The premises can
be examined daily (Sunday excepted) from two to
four p. m.
Also a lot of land on Franklin st., near the Park.

a

By Ii. O. Emerson, of Boston; and

Specimen Pages

at

part ot the block oi Brick Stores
Pier.
the Merchants National Bank

ivlKtl_

on

ing of

are

or^an

Apply

rooms

°nrt.lanrt

tl

whole or
EJ1HE
l
Foi land

corner

on

Also
49 Frsnk-

Let,

aug23

For Sale.

Rheum. Worms
Lout, Neuralgia, as a

pinnerthePill, an(f

For

feet

floor.

To be Let,

the whole for City
at CUSHMAN’S FltUIT

or

No 306

270

second

on

floor with board.

To

two anil one-half storv house, No. 47,
of Wilmot and Lincoln Streets,
THE
esntaining nine

It is

room

st._oc28tt

Thi* lot

mp9*3w

Salt

w

part,

THE

Intoxicating
LIQUORS.

tism ,Eruptions and Skin

Diseases, Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a

Libby’s Corner.

and large lot on Free
street, the homestead of the late Judge
Putter. The lot contains 8000 square feet.
Apply to
W M. H. JERRIS, Real Estate and Loan
Agent.

The Unlawful Sale of

son.^

Cosllvencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepaia, indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stom-

one room on

SALE.

It will be nold in lota to nnit pnrefaaneni
easy term* of payment, or will be
n

trout
tta rd

PLEASANT
liu

st.

front on two of the main arennei.
leading into tbe City, of more than 800 ft.

Sheriffs Notice.

THE

CUBING

near

S. R. CLEMENT.

JLlCl

AW

n

PORTL.AYB CITY

Wio

Family Physic,

to be

myl8*2w

CEMENT PIPE FOR SEWERS,
raylleodlw

B:8SS08SlaiMl

all times.

MUniubauiCoBMmoy.

K X P R K 8
8>
CAPTAIN A. S.

I

trail, con-

aunrs

previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
I
V
1 in the new brick block of
tour, on the corner ot
>04l and Pine sis, will be rented ou favorable
ttr.ms.
lneseare first class ho u sea in
every respect, conamiLg 13 rooms, having all modern Improvements,
and Sebago water.
Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
luion St.
sepltj

j>lUfy»

These bonds will bear the most critical examination, and they
commend themselves to
Savings Banks ana Trustees as a safe and permanent investment.
They comprise the only debt in the State of Illinois provided for by State taxation.
Send for descriptive documents to

To be

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

FOR

Kflon»«»,

ILLINOIS

PHILLIPS & CO..
PORTLAND, ME.

MW&g

alllul_

For

Circular Letters of Credit issued upon deposit of
g >ld, currency or approved securities, which the traveler can thus make available in arty part of the world.
Letters can be obtained through our corres{>ondents,
banks and bankers throughout the United States and
Canada as well as at our offices,
mylleow 7t

The

AND

Possession given immediately.

clasical education. Said farm contains
55 acres clay loani land, well adapted for grass and
grain, suitably divided into pasture and tillage; cuts
25 tons hay. Never-failing brook in pasture. Has
an orchard of 80 fruit trees, half
young. Two story
House and ell, finished throughout; Barn 40x56, nearly new well finished with cellar full size, cistern in
same.
Never failing well of excellent soft water near
the house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres ot wood in
separate lot. Good bargain may be expected it applied for soon. For terms apply on the .premises to
OLIVER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
April 8th, 1872.
wl5
ap9deodlw& wtf

A Nice

my9,!6,23

CO.,

the Eumltum ot the house can
part
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon if not disposed
off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.

a

Aro. 20 WALL STREET.

Principal and Interest paid at American Exchange
Bank, New York, January and July, by State

DYSPEPSIA.

obtain

can

m.v23*lm TTdtS

EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.

Specialty

Lane;

PROCTER,
93 Exchange

C.

the last

All, or
be bought at a

Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated near the Village of Cumberland Centr e ,10} miles
from Portland. Church, Stores and
Schools convenient. The Greely In__stitute situated here, where all
“children aim youth” in town are admitted free, and

ST.

Treasurer.

White’s

JOHN

Enquire

Registered Coupon Bonds

declS-d&wevery3dwly

and

my24 tf

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And Mid by druggists all round the world.

Agent.

lass Houses to Let.

once.

my20dtf

to Let.

9AL1VOB1VKA

lJi0 Weal, Mouth and Nurth“wVent, may obtain through Tickets
by the best and moat reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New
York, to
any j>oint desired, at the loweat rates, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

t

To Let,
rilHE West Gorham House, occupied for
X seven years by Jedediah
Graffam, Esq.
of

Houses for Sale.

ed

the United

in

_

bv Hovt
J

VERY

JOHN C. PROCTER.

of

SALES-

Pianos,

,,.

dec9d& wevery3dwly

treet.

convenient for small family, Sebago Water,
about five minutes walk from City Hall.
mv22tf
Wm. H. JERRIS, Real Estate

Bargain

a

Tyng Street
Ingraham
Ij^OOT
removed at
Inquire of

Price lists sent by mail.

THE FEW Com
which have won

itions
confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs.
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a
of immunity from
their fetal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and
prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, Buttering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden
attacks, and by ts

Inquire of
May ll-d3w

144 i-a

The leading instrument manufactured

For

Tenements

on

MELODEOXS

lalBO liave the Agency for this State lor the
—
CELEBRATED

Commercial

146

mcli27

WIDBER,

&

$3500

ban

dry plank

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

proposed

water, garden, gas throughout.
suit purchaser, not over $500 down
requir-

B. Brown

ments.

mors, Tetter, and Balt Rheum, Scald Head, Rinqworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism. Neuralgia
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhiea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease, Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY
Dlt. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell,
Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

Travelers for

FOR BOSTON.

NTKAAkr

Passenger Ticket Agency!

For Rent.

a

—AND—

Will sell to be paid for in Install-

..

conveniences. Arudv to
A. E. STEVENS At
CO.,

Commercial st., corner of Union
^TORE
St-• wcupled by George M. Small. Suitable for
Up
Hour and Grain, and heavy
Grocery Trade
Double counting room In 2d story. For terms apP'yf*
EDWARD FOX.

Feel of

All I o«tr amenta Warranted.

mylltf

—

MATTOCKS & FOX
»iar28«ltf_ 86 Middle street.

_

Land, ii.unlf.1 in tbe
1 t000,000
town of Decriog, op.io.ilr land of J,

1809.

respects
VV H

or

For Rent.
rilHEStore 92 Middlestieet, now occupied
X Fogg and Breed. Apply to

buy good two story House in good order.
WILL
Good lot centrally located,
Pleasant street*

ORGANS

—The Ohio Farmer asserts that ninetenths of the foot and ankle ailments of the
horse are traceable to

_janlbtt

W. P. HASTINGS.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in

the modern ap-

To Let!
Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitafor wholesale Flour or Grocery
Business. Gas,

ater aud all modern

s

-----

FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS, Collector.

chlorine,

quick lime and various sulphates are recommended to be used as disinfectants of
cars,
yards and other places, in connection with
other precautions against the cattle disease.

“»

Terms to
ed. May be examined between 10 and 12 A. M. and
between 3 and 5 P. M. For further particulars enquire of
MATTOCKS & FOX,
marl 1-dtf
88 Middle Street.
Argus copy.

Twenty Cents shall be charged.
All persons assessed are
respectfully requested to
govern themselves accordingly.

tr, it stops very quickly.—Peter Du Bois,
Tompkins Co.,if. 1’., in Country Gentleman.

•^-Carbonic acid, preparations

lar, good

Fee of

EXCHANGE

st.

BRICK

Commercial st.
LEON M. BOWDOIN,
28 Bramhall st.

House For Sale at

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

Commercial

cars; has 10 rooms, all

steam

Jerris, Calioou Block.

of Brackett and Bramhall streets,
CORNER
cently occupied by J. H J. Thayer. Good celwell of

to R. M. Chapman, Esq., Cashier of the BJddeford
National Bank, during Bank hours,at anytime prior
to June 10, 1872.
Parties in Brunswick owing such taxes may pay
the same to J. P. Winchell, Cashier of the First National Bank of Brunswick, during Bank hours, at
any
time prior to June 10, 1872.
ttiT The Internal Revenue Act requires no further
n nice of Annual List than the
foregoing, except the
Special Notice to be mailed to all parties who neglect to pay within the time above
specified, fyr the
issuing and service of which the law provides that a

le0*

176

pliances, stable, Ac., and is first class in all
Apply to Clias. E. Morrill, near premises

finished:

Good

24-tf

may

I

I

I have never known them to kick once
after.
I take a half inch
rope that has been
stretched until it cannot stretch
any more;
tie around tlnj horse about six inches back
of
the pad and
band
of
the
harness.
Insert
belly
a short stick and twist it
as
as
up nearly
tight
the rope will bare without
breaking; tie the
stick so that it will
stay. Tie the horse in a
stall where there is room behind him to wield
a long lash
whip, and then whip him around
the lags very
severely; at the second or third
he
will
blow,
generally kick with both feet
with all his might. If he has been in the liabin
the harness, drive him with
kicking
the rope on two
weeks, or until he quits making any threats.
Some will kick once or
twice with one foot and bob
up and threaten
for several days.
They should be tickled or
teased or have a basket thrown under
them,
or a tin pail tied to one hind foot to make
them try it, several times
After
every day.
being driven a half hour, they will shrink so
that the rope should be tightened.
I have never tried horses older than six or
seven; think that it might fail on an old
mare that had the habit
A
deeply rooted.
horse that rears and plunges to throw his rid-

deiHit*.

CUMMINGS, LEAVITT

Collector’s Office, First Dist. Me., )
No. 1 Exchange St.,
[
Portland, May 23, 1872. )
HEREBY give notice that I have received from
the Assessor of Internal Revenue for said First
District of Maine, the Annual List of Taxes and
Special Taxes (License) assessed for the year 1872;
tint the same have become due and arc
payable;
and that I will, by myself or deputy, attend to the
collection thereof:
At my office in Portland, daily,
(Sundays excepted
from this 23d day of May, 1872, to June
10, 1872, inclusive.
I have made arrangements, whereby parties in Biddeford and Saco owing such taxes may pay the same

Wherever tested, they

How to Subdue a

cars

cellar, Sebago water in both tenements. closet8,J&c. Apply to the subscriber, or to

Internal Revenue!

have given good
satisfaction, thus proving
that the locality is well
adapted for the manfacture of this product.
The future prospects of the
company are
most encouraging, and the indications are
that they will enlarge their
factory this spring
and put in another vat, thus
doubling its capacity. Farmers in that section are selling
oil their other stock and
keeping all the
cows they can,
believing that hay fed to cows
will net them twenty dollars
per ton, thus not
only giving wealth and comfort to the farmer
and his family, hut
increasing the richness
and productiveness of their farms

ar-

To Let.
Morrill’s Corner, Deerlug—A genteel brick
dwelling house, pleasantly located, near horse

ATand

re-

grasshoppers reducing the milk one-half.
The cheeses were all sold at the
factory at
from fifteen to sixteen cents
per pound,
and the most of them will be consumed in
Franklin Comity.

just
A convenient to Commercial House,
st., and the

new

UNITED STATES

About one-half the cheese was made in thirty days, the last sixty days being very unfauufavorable for business, the drouth and

on

key call on
L. TAYLOR,

$200 each;

my21-dtf

SALE.

SMALL double tenement

run.

Galt Block.

rr

expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to
some
in ernal orgau, or organs, whose action
they derange
whose substance they disease ami
and
destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla exjiels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders
they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's
Fire, Hose or
Erysipelas, Dimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tube

Peak** Ialaad

OLD

T-.

STEAMERS.

For Peaks’ Island.

AT THE

No. 157

FTIHIS school is open to all persons of all deuomiuaJL'.tions, and the next term will begin Sept. 26.
A Catalogue, giving information in regard to admission and pecuniary aid, will be sent on application to
Prof. Oliver Stearns, D. D., or Prof. E. J.
Young.
my4d2m

period

a

was

University!

JONES,

To Let

tw'o

FOR

1

PLEASANT Double

three

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF

Harvard.

H. A.

House
Franklin st
A
ranged for two families, and plenty of Sehayo
K
Rent
for

minutes walk of Post Office and
WITHIN
City Hall—containing eleven rooms, gas, Sebawater. Will accommodate
families. Price
f«>5000. For further particulars address BOX 905.

febl9

Water.

rear
$2 a
pleasant, rent at Ferry Vil-

cheap

lage, C. E.
my2tatf

my24dlw

which it was necessary to bring by pipes, between forty and fifty rods—was $1,650. The
help employed lias been one man all the time,
and a woman half the time each
day. The
company commenced making cheese June
of

Lincoln

Brick House For Sale.

References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,
Esq., 0. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. m to three o’clock P. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
oc4dly

PARIS

rear

language.

Box 1866.

House to Let.
up stairs, with Sebago
387i Rent $10st., mouth.
Stable in the
month. Alsoa
and

THE

Morazain,

always

Enquire on
premises, No. 254 Lafayette
T. WILLIAMS.
my22eod2w»

st.

ner of Portland and Green Streets, one of the
best busine ss locations in the city. Above the store
are accommodations for four
families; gas,water &c.
Property now rents for $800. Also a small lot on
Green street, adjoining the Hull
proj>erty, suitable
for a small building for a fish market.
Also lot 20 ft.
front on Portland street, suitable for a small store.
Price low. Terms one-third cash, balance on time.
GEO. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Real Estate ami Mortgage Brokers,
Or
WM. E. TOLMAN, on the premises.
May 24-d3w

1>ltOF.

French

of a

upper part
two-story house, containing
Bijc finished rooms, with plenty of hard and soft
THE
witter.
the

Brick Building and Store for Sale.
three story brick building and store on cor-

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house in the city, are prepared to receive as boarders, a» few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the

Cheese Factory.
one cheese factory in Maine,
and this is the Sandy River Cheese
Company, whose factory is located in the town of
Strong, Franklin County. The company has
one building 28x36 feet, two stories
high, the
lower part used for the various
manipulations of cheese making, and the
upper story
as a
curing room. The entire cost of the
building, one-half acre of land, the necessary apparatus and the getting of water—

To Letl

muouuf

on

A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints, which
are
afflicting and
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
I
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the amiearance on the surface of humors that should

_STEAMERS.

PROCURE- TICKETS

FOR PURIFYING THE RLOOD.

my33»lwttf

mania

THREE story brick house, slateil roof, 9 rooms,
gas, water, good cellar; carriage-way across
of the lot. Price only $3800; a portion of
which can remain ou mortgage for a term of years.
GEO. It. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
roy24eod3w

Teacher of the French Language.

We have but

lu

A

the

FROM PARIS,

stocks.

lo

Brick House for Sale
Street.

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

Jules Ch. L.

^lOO

loan money

to

a

Competent Assistants will be employed in the various departments.
Text Books furnished by the Principal at
city prices,
Board and Tuition reasonable.
Rooms for selfboarding can be obtained.
THOS. H. MEAD, Sec’v.
North Bridgtini, May 7, 1872.
Tu, FsW t'je 1

seeds of hope, long buried, promise fair,
To bud and blossom now;
Waves of delicious thought my sluggish soul sweep
o'er,
As birds, reluming on the air, fresh chorals pour.

Boarders also wanted.

I

RAILROADS.

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

Convenient Tenement of Five
Rooms at No. 4 Locust St.

Loan/!/

odated with loaus.
GEO. R. DAVIS A CO.,
Real Estate A Mortgage Brokers.
*ep24tf

of

satisfaction.

pod's blessed upland air.
1th healing on its wings, has touched my brow,
And

A

desired, on Uni
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Decring. Parties desirous of buildiug cau also be accomm-

EDMUKD W. WRIGHT, A. M.,
Whose success and popularity as a Teacher thuB far
may be regarded as a sufficient indication oi future

We look not yet to see
The insect painted hosts full joyance take,
But the warm sun has set the shrew-mole free,
His pleasant tours to make:
Sleek denizen of
earth, small freeman, that below
Both, while man hates him, salely on his errauds go.

prepared

any
class mortgages in

mence on

care

to

MEDICAL.

TO J-ET.
few

are

from

SUMMER TERM of eleven weeks will comTuesday, TOay 48th, 1874, un-

1UIE

der the continued

f'yjns & Co '«

$20,000
%Ve

Bridgton Academy.

scattered, brown and

TO LEI.

|

BULLETIN.

rilHE Summer term will begin, TOay 48th, 1874,
A under the instruction of M. D. M. Elliot, a
teacber.
highly successful and exi>eriencedHouse
as usual.
Board and rooms at Boarding
JAS. M. BATES, Sec’y of Trustees.
2871.
16
my
15,
every3d td
Yarmouth, May

jhjU

Is

HEAL ESTATE.

Cautieu.

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,
-AT

fciNDALL’8

MILL*.

BV BAKDAIiL ANDKKWHr
Late or the Uardluer Hotel.tbe Maine Hotel at DamArixcottu, and Coin mloan House, Bath.
klT A good Livery Stable is connected with the
mr!4.i»*
House.

For Male.

A

WAOON-nearly

COVERED MEAT

Mawyer’a Stable,

corner

of

new, at

Federal & Mar-

njyltkiifw

ket sts.

BOSTON, MASS.,
set of patent cement pipe
machinery
SPORTS
purchased of Portland, Me.
myMeodlw
a

Guadolotipcjramarinds

»

Don’t be

deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Well*** Carbolic Tablets. Price 23 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., NY.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 23 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Portland, Me.
my!8t4w

BICKMORE,” for sale by

WM.
my23d3f

J

arrived per “J,.

AlaLEN,
JR.,
I'°' '*

SL

